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Chapter 1
Future Development Paths for New Zealand:

A Corporatist Framework

The 1970s was a turbulent decade for New Zealand.

After reaching an all

time high in its terms of trade in 1973, the first "oil shock 11 sent them plummeting
The impace of low terms of trade for New Zealand was exacerbated by a declining
growth in primary product exports.
tion was rampant.

The balance of payments deficit soared, infla-

To win an all too temporary respite, the deflationary policies

the Government felt compelled to implement resulted in 11 what the OECD has described
as perhaps the most serious recession in the OECD area, involving a decline in
real income per head, net emigration, and rising unemployment. 111
While the terms of trade have improved somewhat since the mid-seventies,
and agricultural production has shown increasing signs of vitality, New Zealand 1 s
balance of payments problem, growing unemployment and excessive rate of inflation
seem to be endemic.
11

The second "oil shock 11 in 1979, and the possibility of future

shocks 11 , the steadily rising current account deficit characterized by the growing

deficit on invisibles which is cancelling out increasing export receipts and a
balance of trade surplus, combined with a burgeoning government deficit, declining
rates of investment and productivity improvement, are all factors which must be
dealt with in order to overcome New Zealand 1 s current economic malaise.
It is in this context that the 1981 election must be decided.

New Zealand

must find new solutions to basic problems which only seem to be growing worse.
Such solutions will, of necessity, have to involve an explicit commitment to the
fundamental course New Zealand's future economic and social development will take.
Short-term, ad hoc solutions will not suffice.

Thus, the National Party campaigned

on more than just policy proposals to be implemented over the next three years;
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it was offering the New Zealand electorate a comprehensive set of policy proposals_
purported to ensuY'e prosperity and growth for New Zealand well into the next century.
Yet, despite the importance of the National Party's development strategy given
the recent electoral outcome, little serious attention has been given to actually
assessing the socioeconomic and political implications of the direction in which
this development strategy will guide New Zealand's future.

In this study, I hope

to offer such a critical assessment.
The critical assessment of the socioeconomic and political imolications of
the National Party's development strategy, however, requires more than just
rigorous scrutiny of the National Party's specific policies and development
plans.

The National Party's development strategy can be evaluated properly only

within the context of the broad institutional framework which comprises the New
Zealand system of government.

The National Party has been the party in government

in New Zealand, with the exception of the brief Labour Party Governments of 1957-60
and 1972-75 since 1949, making it essentially the. dominant party in the postwar
era in New Zea 1and.

Thus, the Na ti ona l Party has. presided over those trends

evident in all advanced western democracies since the end of World War II:

the

growing concentration of executive power within government, increasing government
intervention in both the economy and in the lives of its citizens, and the marked
expansion and maturation of a bureaucratic infra-structure now indispensable to
the proper functioning of modern government.

It seems almost inconceivable that

these trends in the development of New Zealand's system of government, over which
the National Party had an almost exclusive direct influence, would not, in some
way, be reflected in the development strategy the National Party is putting forward
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for guiding New Zealand's destiny into the next century.

More likely, those

interests which have predominated within the National Party as it shaped New Zealand's
current system of government would also predominate as the National Party plotted
out the development path for New Zealand in the decades ahead.
In this sense, the National Party's 1981 electoral victory has implications
which reach far wider than just the next three years or even three decades; the
National Party's most recent electoral success represents the continuation of
an evolutionary process within the New Zealand system of government which the
National Party has directed for almost 30 years.

Similarly, I have chosen to

examine only the National Party's development strategy within the current broad
framework of the New Zealand system of government not just because it was the
winner in the November elections, but because the National Party has so dominated
and shaped that system of government since 1949.
A specific theory of corporatism would seem to offer the most insightful
theoretical model for the present study.

Essentially, theories of corporatism

attempt to develop a conceptual framework for the interaction of the state and
various types of

11

interest groups" within a society.

Modern corporatism has many

historical antecedents, dating back to the feudal institutions of medieval Europe.
As Panitch explains:
Although the varieties of corporatist theory are many,
the common premise was that class harmony and organic unity
were essential to society and could be secured if the various
functional groups, and especially the organizations of capital
and labor~ were imbued with a conception of mutual rights and
obligations somewhat similar to that gresumed to have united
medieval estates in a stable society.~
Similarly, corporatist thought has had a long and rich history, growing out of
those versions of nineteenth century social and political thought which were
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reactions aginst the individualism and competition which characterized the increasingly dominant capitalist mode of production, as well as the inescapable
industrial a.nd political conflict which the capitalist mode of production gave
rise to. 3 The major value of corporatism was social harmony, and this was to
be achieved through a universal system of vocational, industrial or sectoral
organization whereby constitutent units would maintain the functional hierarchy
and social discipline consistent with the needs of the nation as a whole in exchange
for representation in national decision-making and a high degree of functional
autonomy.

Thus, for the theorists of the nineteenth century, corporatist structures

ideally were not based on the horizontal cleavages of socio-economic class,~but
instead were conceived of as being superior substitutes, to social class fpr
hierarchically structuring society along the_ y~rtical cleavag~s pfJ~~c~ional
groupings.
The term 11 corporatism 11 first came into modern public consciousness during
the 1920s to describe the economic policies of Fascist Italy.

Subsequent develop-

ments in Italy and Nazi Germany, suggesting that the corporatist ideal of social
harmony was achievable only through the abrogation of liberal democracy and repression of the working class, gave corporatism such harsh pejorative connotations
that the concept lost much of its analytic value.

The study of corporatist trends

in Western democracies seemed largely to die along with fascism in Italy and Germany
at the end of World War II.
Yet corporatist tendencies in the developed capitalist states did not die,
rather they acc~lerated_in the postwar period which was characterized by increased
state involvement in managing the economy and a greater emphasis on collective

\
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group needs and interests rather than those of the individual.

Rather than merely

being a theoretical concept offered in opposition to the emerqinq social tensions
and economic inefficiencies of classical laissez faire economic systems, corporatist
trends. now have emerged and developed along with the postwar, perhaos even post
industrial, societies of Western Europe and the United States.

Inevitably, theories

of corporatism \'/Ould again emerge as imoortant analytic tools in the study of
we~tern democracies as corporatist tendencies within them became more apparent
and social scientists began developing a modern concept of corporatism distinct
from nineteenth century corooratist idealogy and the abuses of fascism in Italy
and Germany generally associated with it.

Thus, since the 1970s there has been

a veritable explosion in the study of corporatist trends in contemoorary societies.
A study of corooratist trends in New Zealand would be a valuable contribution
to the corporatist literature.

The many similarities between New Zealand society

and other advanced capitalist societies would make such a study aooropriate and
capable of offering important insights into the nature of the New Zealand state;
yet important differences between New Zealand and other countries, in particular
the severity and nature of New Zealand's economic difficulties and the orospects
of a new development strategy purported to ensure New Zealand's prosperity through
the rest of the decade by the same political party that largely dominated New
Zealand politics throughout the postwar period, will make such a study valuable
for the insights it can offer into the nature of corporatism itself.
Although still relatively young, the growing body of corporatist literature
is both wide and disparate, encompassing many different conceptualizations of
modern corporatism which are then applied to virtually every modern society.
Therefore, I will first establish an appropriate general corporatist model for
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assessing the direction the New Zealand state will take under the development
strategy ·offered by the National Party.

This general model will be drawn from

the work of three of the most prominent corporatist theorists:

Philippe Schmitter,

J. T. Winkler and Theordore Lowi4. Their particular interpretations of corporatism
appear to be both reasonably consistent and particularly applicable to New Zealand's
current situation.
Schmitter 1 s work represents perhaps the first systematic attempt to offer
some semblance of consistency to the disparate and often ideologically-charged
. theoretical field of corporatism.

Schmitter .focuses on the 11 praxis 11 of corporatism,

i.e., the specific set of concrete institutional practices and structures through
which group interests are represented to the state.

For Schmitter,

Corporatism can be defined as a system of interest representation
in which the constituent units are organized into a limited number
of singular, compulsory, noncompetitive, hierarchically ordered and
functionally differentiated categories, recoanized or licensed (if
not created) by the state and granted a deliberate representational
monopoly within their respective categories in exchange for observing
certain controls on their selection of leaders and articulation of
demands and supports.5
As Schmitter admits, such a definition is really an ideal-type description.
No existing systems of interests representation may perfectly reflect each of
the ideal-type system's characteristics, although Brazil and Portugal come close
and many states exhibit corporatist characteristics consistent with the idealtype.

Even in a genuinely 11 corporatist 11 state~ other constituent units, including

political parties, religious and youth movements and territorial subdivisions~
can exist along with corporate structures of representation, while non-corporatist
states may still have corporatized segments for channeling certain interest group
representation.
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Thus, one can imagine a continuum upon which states can be placed according
to the extent to which they demonstrate corporatist characteristics, with Schmitter's
ideal-type on one end and states with no corporatized interest representation
on the other.

Similarly, Schmitter finds that corporatism exhibits a certain

evolutionary dynamism in the modern ·state, with the distinction between government
and non-government becoming less distinct:
This osmodic process whereby the modern state and modern interest
associations seek each other out leads, on the one hand, to even further
concentration and hierarchic control within these private governments.
The modalitities are varied and range from direct government subsidies
for associations, to official recognition of bona fide interloceuteurs,
to devolved responsibilities for such public tasks as unemployment or
accident insurance, to permanent membership in soecialized advisory
councils, to positions of control in joint public-private corporations
to informal, quasi-cabinet status and finally to direct participation
in authoritative decision-making through national economic and social
councils.6
Schmitter is careful to draw a clear distinction between his definition of
corporatism and the predominant political theory of pluralism, for which he is
trying to present a paradigmatic alternative.

Schmitter begins by defining

pluralism as:
... a system of interest representation in which the constitutent
units are organized into an unspecified number of multiple, voluntary,
competive, nonhierarchically ordered and self-determined (as to scope
of interest) categories which are not specifically licensed, recognized,
or subsidized, created or otherwise controlled in leadership selection
or interest articulation by the state and which do not exercise a monopoly
of representational activity within their respective catergories.7
Both corporatism and pluralism have certain common assumptions.

In each

system there is an increasinq importance of formal associational units of
representation.

The persistence and expansion of functionally differentiated

and politically conflicting interests is also an important element of both theories.
Within pluralist and corporatist states there is a burgeoning role for permanent
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administrative staffs, specialized information, technical expertise and, as a
result, an entrenched oligarchy.

Finally, each system of representation is

characterized by a secular trend toward the expansion of public policy and interpenetration of private and public decision arenas.

As a result, Schmitter notes,

both corporatist and pluialist states may even exhibit the same properties.
The key distinction is, however, the process by which each system functions.
Pluralism endeavors to extend representution, while corporatism strives to compress
representational interests into a fixed set of interdependent, vertically organized
interest associations.

For the pluralists, the state will orchestrate the multiple

competing interests to render them subservient to the public good, while the corporatist maintains trust in the ability of an authoritarian leader or technocratic
planner to create and preserve unity through the regulation of interest groups.
Schmitter summarizes:
In short, both pluralists and corportists recognize, accept and
attempt to cope with the growing structural differentiation and interest
diversity of the modern polity, but they offer opposing political
remedies and divergent images of the institutional form that such a
modern system of interest representation will take. The form sugqests
spontaneous formation, numerical proliferation, horizontal extension
and competitive interaction; the latter advocate controlled emergence,
quantitative limitation~ vertical stratification and complementary
interdependence. Pluralists place their faith in the shjfting balance
of mechanically intersection forces; corporatists appeal to the functional
adjustment of an organizally interdependnet whole.8
·
Schmitter is explicit in stating that the origins of corporatism must be
found in examing

11

the basic institutions of capitalism and the class structure

of property and power engendered by it. 11 9 As a l!macrohyoothes is 11 , Schmitter
suggests that basic imperatives of capitalism to reproduce the conditions for
its existence and continually accumulate resources are important factors in
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explaining trends toward the corporatization of interest representation.

Differences

in the origins of corporatism among states can be explained ~y differences in
the nature of these imperatives of capitalism at different stages in the institutional
development and international context of capitalism, especially as they affect
the pattern of conflicting class interests.
Other overdeterminative factors, including secular trends to bureacratization
11

11

and oligarchy within interest associations, prior rates of political mobilization
and participation, diffusion of foreign idealogies and institutional practices,
and the impact of international war and/or depression combine with the imperatives
of capitalism to make corporatism increasingly likely:
... the more the modern state comes to serve as the indispensable and
authoriatative quarantor of capitalism by expanding its regulative and integrative tasks, the more it finds that it needs the professional expertise,
special12ed information, prior aggregation of opinion, contractual capability
and deferred participatory legitimacy which only singular, hierarchically
ordered, consensually led representative monopolies can provide. To obtain
these, the state will agree to devolve upon or share with these associations
much of its newly acquired decisional authority, subject, as Keynes noted,
11 in the last resort to the sovereignty of democracy expressed through
Parliament. 11 10
The establishment and interaction with corporatized interest associations
is only part of the political process; hence, it can only be considered in relation
to other political systems and those regime configurations within each state.
This, in turn, necessitates the consideration of two subtypes of corporatism:
societal corporatism and state corporatism.
Societal corporatism, according to Schmitter, appears to be concomitant with
the post-liberal, advanced capitalist welfare state.

It tends to evolve from

long-term trends and slow incremental change with passive political acceptance.
The legitimacy and functioning of the state is dependent on the activity of its
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corporatist representation associations, which are mutually penetrative with the
state.
State corporatism, on the other hand, is clearly associated with anti-liberal,
delayed capitalist, authoritarian, neomercantilist states.

Its origins are in

the rapid and highly, vis ib 1e demise of "nascent plural i sm 11 •

Corpora ti st representa-

tion associations under state corporatism are penetrated by the state as its dependent
organs.

The state's legitimacy and effective functioning rest on other foundations.

Thus, while both subtypes exhibit a basic structural similarity which sets
them apart from other systems, they are the products of very different economic,
social and political processes.

These differences are closely related to the

specific imperatives of capitalism within corporatist states:
.. the decay of pluralism and its gradual displacement by societal
corporatism can be traced primarily to the imperative necessity for a stable,
bourgeois-dominant regime, due to processes of concentration of ownership,
competition between national economies, expansion of the role of public
policy and rationalization of decision-making within the state to associate or
incorporate subordinate classes and status grouos more closely within the
political process.
As for the abrupt demise of incipient pluralism and its dramatic
and forceful replacement by state corporatism, this seems closely associated with the necessity to enforce "social peace", not by coopting
and incorporating, but by repressing and excluding the autonomous articulation
of subordinate class demands in a situation where the bourqeoisie is too
weak~ internally divided, externally dependent and/or short of resources to
respond effectively and legitimately to these demands within the frame-·
work of the liberal democratic state.11
Winkler offers a similar ideal-type definition of corporatism, going beyond
Schmitter to define corporatism as a distinct economic system.

In essence, Winkler

conceptualized corporatism as an "economic system of private ownership and state
control".

The state directs and controls predominantly private business according
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to four principles:

Unity, order, nationalism and success.

For Winkler, the

crucial factor is not the extent of state intervention in the private economy,
but the nature of the intervention:

11 Stripped of its essentials, corporatism

is principally defined by one particularly important qualitative change, the shift
from a supportive to a directive role for the state in the economy. 11 12 The state,
in its supportive role, aids, protects and even influences privately controlled
business.

When the state takes on a directive role, it actually sets constraints

on what private business can and must do, although the extent and rigidity of
actual control over private economic activity may vary.

Internal decision-making

within privately owned business is controlled through a prescribed or limited
range of choices open to capitalist owners or managers.
Under the guiding principle of unity, economic goals are seen to be best
achieved through cooperative effort rather than competitive processes.
is viewed as a united body of diverse, but interdependent, elements.

Society
The inter-

dependence of these elements causes society to be characterized by a shared interest
in collective existence not the conflict of multiple interests.
pression of this shared interest in collaboration and

11

The natural ex-

the fundamental process

of life is cooperation. 1113 Competition generates wasteful duplication and dissipates effort.

While ~linkler accepts the inevitability of distinct class and

functional interests, unity is achieved by cooperation organized by the state
and not by pluralistic barbaining and compromise.
The second guiding principle~ order, implies that stability must be positively
'

created through state organization and individual self-restraint.

Market economies

are viewed as inherently anarchic and cooperation becomes a duty.

Workers must

work, employers must provide work, and both must collaborate at work.

Thus, strikes
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and lockouts are prohibited and there is compulsory arbitation of disputes.
is more valued than liberty.

Discipline

License, not compulsion, is the corporatist vice.

Nationalism, the third directing principle, has two senses.
to a collectivist rather than an individualist system.
not class, family, religion, caste or ethnic group.

First, it refers

The focus is on the nation,

National economic well-being

is the aim, as opposed to personal affluence or mobility.

11

The general welfare

has moral primacy over individual preferences or rights. 11 14 Yet, corporatism
is not egalitarian, for in accepting inevitable sectional interests and a hierarchical distinction between those who direct work and those who carry it out,
it must inevitably also accept unequal rewards.

There is no corporatist principle

favoring redistribution or equality.
Corporatism is also economically nationalistic towards the rest of the world.
National performance, comparatively and internally, is the index of success.

Moral

arguments justify aggressive protection, efforts at self-sufficiency, including
import substituting industrialization and import restrictions and an xenophobic
attitude towards foreign investment with the country.

Liberal free trade doctrine

is rejected because it exposes the nation to the competitive anarchy of the world
market.

Foreign investors are suspect since they cannot be relied on to act in

the national interest and have an international means of escape from state control
of the economy.
Finally, the guiding principle of success refers to the efficiency in the
attainment of collective goals.

Because emphasis is on effectiveness versus efficiency

and results versus economizing, corporatism becomes an ends rather than means
oriented system.

There is a 11 genuine rejection of the rule of law 11 on order to
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ensure the achievement of collective goals.

Laws hinder prompt responses to problems.

"Codified laws and administrative rules are constraints, a source of interdiction
on the state as well as the subject, preventing an adaptive response to changing
situations. 11 15 The need for urgent, flexible and effective responses to problems
justifies the avoidance of legal restrictions.through adopting an enabling act
model of statute, discretionary formulas in administration and an inquisitorial
rather than adjudicating format by the judiciary.
This principle is furthered by the notion of corporatism as a "mobilization
system".

Not only does the state intervene to correct economic shortcomings and

re-invigorate activity, it also serves a positive function since state intervention
is the best means for achieving collective success.

In this capacity, the state

must therefore assume at least some control over the investment process and planning.
Winkler uses this ideal-type concept of a corporatist economic system in
order to attempt to determine the direction Britain would be going in during the
late 1970s and 1980s.

For a variety of reasons, Winkler saw the inevitability

of Britain becoming a corporatist state in the near future.

Of relevance to this

study are five sources of the "structural genesis of corporatism".
First, Winkler noted that during any downward fluctuation in the economy,
businessmen endeavor to have the government temporarily suspend the market and
create stability.

Thus, the British economic crisis was a precipitating cause

of the current trends in Britain.

Businessmen sought protection and government

support, while still maintaining their freedom to make their own business decisions.
While governments had been generally responsive to such demands, other fundamental
changes in the British economy were "evoking a genuinely directive and enduring
state intervention.

Corporatism is more than a copy response to crisis.

This
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time there will be no turning back.16
The first of these fundamental structural changes was increasing industrial
concentration.

This took the form of increasing market concentration in which the

number of firms controlling an individual sector or product market was low, and
aggregate concentration whereby an increasing proportion of total national output
was being accounted for by a relatively few firms.

Under such circumstances, the

government could not let such lar9e companies fail or fall under foreign control.
The government thus had to take effective resoonsibility for their continued
existence.
either:

But at the same time, the government could not let them

11

succeed 11

For the state to tolerate (and in some cases to soonsor) concentration·

to this level and still allow profit maximization would be to license corporate
pl under, to issue a permit to hold the nation to ransom. 111 7 Under such circumstances, the government has two options--either break up the large firms or constrain their profit maximization goals.

Technological considerations make it

unlikely that the government would choose to break uo the firms, while growing
concentration makes it relatively easier for the government to regulate aggregate
economic performance since it would only have to concentrate on the relatively few
large firms.
The second fundamental structural change is d_eclining profitability of British
firms.
1950.

There is substantial agreement that this has been the case since at least
This has two effects on the role of the state.

First, an increasing rate

of company failures adds to the concentration tendencies in the economy.

Secondly,

firms become increasingly dependent on outside sources of funds, including the
government~ as their ability to finance their activity through retained earnings
declines.

Business autonomy decreases and the role of the government finance
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becomes even more important.

The potential for corporatist financial control

is thereby enhanced.
Technological development is the third structural change.

This could gen-

erate pressures for more state intervention for several reasons.

Technological

development can lead to greater levels of pollution and the loss of jobs, especially in case of technical malfunction or failure.
so does the demand for greater governmental protection.

As these risks increase,
Similarly, increased

productivity through technical change could lead to a greater concentration at
the plant level as plant size increases, again contributing to greater risks in
the economy.

A third factor is the cost of research and development for new

technology and the capital needed to install it.

Government assistance may there-

fore be needed, both to fund research and development and even guarantee markets.
The final structural change which is generating corporatist pressures in
the United Kingdom is international competition.

Chronic balance of payments

deficits, decreasing currency values and increased foreign penetration of the
British economy all demonstrate the adverse affect of changes in international
trade on Britain's economy and the high level of risk the world market poses for
Britain.

Corporatism is a response to the failure of fiscal and monetary policies

and efforts to increase international competitiveness.

Free trade is viewed as

a tactic of capitalists and not fundamental to capitalism.

It is as national-

istic as protection, since Britian was a staunch supporter of free trade when it
benefited Britain.

Now, Britain is in the process of changing tactics.

There-

fore, corporatism merely reflects a shift to a different form of trade nationalism
and policies are required to increase the level of protection, restrict foreign
acquisitions of British firms, direct business back to British firms and control
imports.
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Several comments are necessary to put Winkler's arguments in the proper
perspective.

~linkler is clearly arguinq for an ideal-type of corporatism.

Whether

or not it will ever be achieved (and given the current policies of the Thatcher
government and the Labour Opposition, this seems much more remote for the United
Kingdom now than five years ago) remains to be seen.
process, as Winkler's own analysis indicates.

It is clearly an evolutionary

Similarly, ~inkler shows a clear

interaction between interest groups and the government, at least in the stages
less-than the ideal. Businessmen, in this case, exchange certain of their
prerogatives for the greater stability and security of the corporatist system.
There is no fundamental contradiction between Schmitter's broad praxis of
corporatism and this extreme form of state control.
Finally, I would like to examine the theory of "Interest-Grouo Liberalism"
developed by Theodore Lowi.

While Lowi specifically rejects the label of

corporatism because of its pejorative connotations, 18 it will soon be made evident
that Lowi is in fact describing a representative system closely related to the
ideal-types discussed above.
portant reasons.

Lowi's work is especially relevant for three im-

First, the theory of interest-group liberalism is not based on

an ideal-type definition, but was developed to exolain what was actually happening
in the U.S. in the 1960s.
type corporatist state.

It does not go any further in hypothesizing an idealSecondly, Lowi explains the development of interest-group

liberalism in terms of the conceptual flaws in its underlying political theory-pluralism.

This is not in contradiction with Schmitter, who notes that pluralism

is actually a form of corporatism, 19 and Lowi 's analysis of pluralism is consistent
with Schmitter's own description.20

Both also agree that corporatism grows out

of pluralism, although Lowi goes further to relate specific shortcomings of
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pluralism to the problems of the resultant interest-group liberalism.

This added

political theory perspective complements both Schmitter and Winkler, who seem to
focus more on economic determinism, since Lowi's final conclusions are highly
consistent with the conclusions of both Schmitter and Winkler.

Finally, Lowi

traces the development of interest-group liberalism back through to the 1930s and
the New Deal.

Thus, they are a longer term outcome of the policy directions the

U.S. took in response to a major economic crisis--and therefore a parallel with
New Zealand's current situation that should not be overlooked.
Lowi summarized pluralist theory into three basic elements.

First, groups

which include corporations as one type, share in control of the state and possess
power directly over a segment of society.

Secondly, the dominant reality of

modern life is groups rather than entrepeneurs and firms.

Finally, the multi-

plication of interests will prevent social stratification.

While pluralists

accept that there is a conflict between those who own the means of production
and those who must work, they add this is just one of a number of equally intense
conflicts.

Given the multiplicity of interests, it is unlikely that a whole class

could last long enough to become institutionalized.
Pluralism is highly m~chanistic.

Just as orthodox Smithian economics,

pluralist competition is automatically equilibriating.

Pluralist equilibrium

is achieved through the use of government, therefore, government is good because pluralist equilibrium is synonomous with the public interest.
Yet, pluralism goes further, destroying the principle of separate government.
The pluralist model rejects the notion that the government is the· only source of
power and contrpl.

Power and control are widely distributed, and while there are

certain activities that are found universally among governments, those activities
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will not be performed only by governments.

Time, chance, culture and politics are

responsible for any pattern of functions that are associated with any government.
Most significantly, the ethic of government has been broken down by pluralism's
emphasis on the group and its belief in the natural harmony of group competition
which has reduced the essential conception of government to nothing more than
another set of mere interest groups.

Pluralism's strength rests in large part on

its claim to free politics by creating a discontinuity between the political world
and the socio-economic world.

Yet,

11

the very same factors of competition and

multiple power resources that frees politics from society also frees government
from both society and politics. 21
Ultimately, the process of policy formulation becomes paramount.

Emphasis

on competitive pluralism has replaced all other asoects of policy-makin~ in the
pluralist model.

Lowi concludes:

Out of the emerging crisis in public authority has developed an ersatz
political formula ... The guidance it offers to policy formulation is a
set of sentiments that elevate a particular view of the political process above everything else. The ends of government and the justification of one policy or procedure over another are not to be ~iscussed,
according to the new view. The process of formulation is justification
in itself .22
From the pluralist foundation has developed Lowe's concept of interest-group
liberalism.

Lowi most succinctly described his concept:

It may be called liberalism because it expects to use government in a
positive and expansive role, it is motivated by the highest sentiments,
and it possesses stronq faith that what is good for government is good
for society. It is 11 interest-group 1iberal ism 11 because it sees as both
necessary and good that policy agenda and the public interest be defined
in terms of the organized interests in society. In a brief sketch, the
working model of the interest group liberal is a vulgarized version of
the pluralist model of modern political science. It assumes. (1) Organized

-19interests are homogeneous and easy to define, sometimes monolithic.
Any "duly elected" spokesman for any interest is taken as speaking
in close approximation for each and every member. (2) Organized
interests pretty much fill up and adequately represent most of the
sectors of our lives, so that one organized group can be found
effectively answering and checking some other organized group as
it seeks to prosecute its own claims against society. And (3) the
role of government is one of ensuring access, particularly to the
most effectively organized, and of ratifying the agreements anci
adjustments worked out among competing leaders and their claims.23
Lowi sees a growing trend towards this type of corporatism in America.

11

The

United States is far from 100 per cent a corporate state; but each administration,
beginning with the New Deal Revolution, has helped reduce the gap. 11 24 The pace
has accelerated with the election of Kennedy in 1961, when he announced that
industrial policy would be made by direct bargaining between the President and
every leader of an industrial sector.

It was a move towards the recognition of

organized industry in the decision-making processes of government;

"partnership

was the measure of success" and the new policies were 11 basically corporativistic. 11
Similarly, Johnson initiated a new program of "Creative Federalism", which was not
really federal ism at all, but a new way of organizing Federal programs so as to
increase the power of private organizations and businesses, and individuals.
Interest-group liberalism has many serious implications for the American
political system.
distorting.

It is antithetical to the rule of law.

Law is too rigid and

Process is paramount over substance and procedure.

The atrophy of institutions of public control will be another effect of
interest-group liberalism.

Political responsibility is destroyed by the parcelling

out of policy-making authority to interest groups.
a policy of government when
areas of public policy.

11

Conflict of interest becomes

interested 11 grouos are given responsibility for certain

The public is shut-out, both in the initial phase of policy-

making when alliances are being formed and problems are being defined, and in the
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accountability phase.

In programs where group self-administration is legitimized,

the administrators are accountable orimarily to their groups and only indirectly
to the President of Congress.

Thus,

... there is functional rather than substantive accountability. This
means questions of equity, balance, and equilibrium to the exclusion
of questions of overall social policy and questions of whether or not
the program should be maintained or discontinued. It also means
accountability to experts first and amateurs last ... This is the final
victory of functional over substantive accountability.25
Interest-qroup liberalization also contributes to the maintenance of old and
the creation of new privilege.

Because of the symbolism of the state with which

it is associated, such privilege is 11 particularly hard to bear and to combat. 11
Oligarchy is seen as a negative name for organization.

Pluralists assume that if

a member of a qroup does not approve of the goals of the group he/she can either
leave or turn his attention to one of his 11 overlapping memberships 11 in another group.
Yet, under interest-group liberalism, voluntary groups are no longer 11 voluntary 11
once they become a legitimate functionary for the state.

,

11 The more clear and legitimized

the representation of a group or its leader in policy formation, the less voluntary
is membership in that group and the more necessary is loyalty to the leadership
for people who share the interests in question. 1126
Finally, interest-group liberalism generates conservative tendencies.

Both

the atrophy of institutions of popular control and the maintenance and creation
of privilege are aspects of conservatism.

Further, esta~lished group-government

relations are highly resistant to change.

Such relationships were inflexible under

pluralism~ surely that inflexibility will be increased when that relationship is
now made official and legitimate.

Old and established grouos will look fearfully

at the emergence of new groups which may challenge them for their right to
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political power.

As groups begin to establish their own self-qoverning relations

with clientele groups, professional norms generally develop to govern the proper
procedure for conducting activities.

Access and power are thereby heavily weighted

in favor of old, established interests through the establishment of

11

rules-of-the-

qame11 by interest group.
From the above three conceptions of corporatism, a general model of corporatism
can be developed for assessing the direction of development proposed by the National
Party.

Essentially, I will be trying to determine if similar corporatist tendencies

can be found in New Zealand, and whether or not they will be exacerbated by the
return of the National Party Governement in the November election.

But it is im-

portant to emphasize that this theoretical model can only be useful in isolating
trends and identifying potential problems.

This model is not predictive of what

New Zealand will be like in 10 years, nor is it intended to be used as a system
for classifying New Zealand along a corporatist continuum.

The purpose is similar

to that pursued by Winkler in his development of a corporatist economic system:
The point is not classificatory exactitude but to draw attention
to certain ways in which Britain's economy appears to be changing,
to the increasing attempts by recent governments to control and
direct private activity in the name of unity, order, nationalism
and success.27
Before oroceeding, some mention needs to be made of the strong criticisms that.
Panitch has raised at both Schmitter's and Winkler's work.28

Panitch finds that

the current confusion over the concept of corporatism is the result of seeing corporate structures as new political and/or economic systems rather than new partial
elements within the existing economic and political system.

As a result, whole

systems are defined on the basis of particular structures and there is an implicit
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assumption that corporatism has within its nature the capacity to even become a
full system.

Panitch also criticizes Schmitter and Winkler, and Lowi too, for

ignoring the interaction of the various interest groups with each other as well
as with the state.

Finally, Panitch suggest that Schmitter's reliance on a 11 group-

theoretical '' rather than a "class-theoretical" approach to the formation of interest
associations prevents stability from being achieved in his ideal corporatist state
due to class conflicts within the structures themselves, unless state coercion is
used to enforce the

11

underlying harmony" needed for corporatism to succeed.

The consequences of such criticisms are, from the standooint of this study,
unclear.

While Schmitter and Winkler both admit that their definitions are of an

ideal-type, they also refer, implicitly and explicitly, to the evoluntionary nature
of corporatism.

Hence, whether or not such ideal states are ever actually reached

is not important in terms of the definitions' heuristic value and ability to help
in isolating trends and possible outcomes.

In this sense, the definitions serve

as useful starting points for further analysis.

Schmitter does point out, and Lowi

helps to confirm, that at least some states approximate his ideal corporatist state
characteristics.
In looking at the interaction of interest groups, it is hard to see why this
is important.

All three authors have identified consistent sets of criteria for

establishing the existence of corporatist elements within societies.

Why this

particular element is essential, given the evident ambiguity surrounding the concept of corporatism anyway, is unclear.

This is especially true since Panitch argues

that the purpose of corporatism is to, in essence, co-opt labour into the economic
status quo.

He then goes on to note that labor can never be given representation

in corporatist structures that is truly equal to that of capital, a factor which
creates inherent instability in all corporatist systems.

In any event, whether
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or not a corporatist system is more stable with labor interacting with capital is
not the point.

The system appears to be both inherently unstable and undesirable

in either case.
Similarly, Panitch's criticism concerning Schmitter's
seems misplaced.

11

~roup-theoretic 11 approach

Corporatism is not necessarily a class-based system of interest

representation, and Schmitter is using a qroup-theoretic approach explicitly to avoid
the ideological biases which have characterized most corporatist literature.

The

nature of corporatism's feudal antecedents and the reasoning of nineteenth century
corporatist theorists should make this clear.

Yet Schmitter does talk of the im-

peratives of capitalism and the class relations it creates as being important in
the emergence of corporatism; while Lowi offers a rationale in pluralist ideology
for a group-theoretic approach to studying corporatist trends in the United States.
Those specific interest groups which dominate corooratist institutions may be classbased, but this is a characteristic of the particular corporatist institutions found
within a given system of government, not of corporatism per se.
Ironically, all of Panitch's criticisms stem directly from Panitch's own narrow
conceptualization of corporatism.

For Panitch~ corporatism involves a tri-partite

representational structure, with interest groups representing the class interests
of capital and labor directly interacting with the state and each other.

Indeed,

this appears to be the dominant form corporatism has taken in many of the countries
Schmitter would describe as exhibiting characteristics of societal corporatism,
such as West Germany and Norway.

But such a narrow conceptualization excludes the

possibility of the explicit exclusion of certain group interests from corporatist
decision-making, as well as the possibility of the truly classless corporatist state
envisaged before the rise of fascism in Italy.

In essence, Panitch seems to be

disgarding out of hand the darker, if you will, neo- or nascent fascist tendencies
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which corporatism could exhibit under certain circumstances.

For Panitch,

corporatist structures are intended to integrate labor into a decisionmaking structure which is heavily weighted in favor of the interests of
capital.

The alternative to such integration within corporatist structures

· is state coercion, which Panitch implicitly implies is not a true characteristic
of corporatist states.
In analyzing the work of Schmitter, Winkler and Lowi, I have attempted
to demonstrate that tendencies toward state coercion and the suppression
of the rights of significant segments of society are still very real within
a corporatist framework.
What all of this indicates, however, is not that any particular author
is wrong or right in his conceptualization of corporatism.

Rather, it shows

that these particular theorists are talking about two different forms of
corporatism.

For Panitch, corporatist structures evolve to establish a

legitimating facade of genuine participation by labor in the national decisionmaking process.

The corporatist model which I am attempting to construct,

based on the work of Schmitter, Winkler and Lowi, exolicitly excludes certain
interests in particular the interest_s of organized labor, from consideration
in the national decision-making process.

The applicability of these two

alternative models depends on the unique circumstances found within individual
nations, not on a pre-defined definition of corporatism.
John Kenneth Galbraith, in his study of the interaction between what
he terms the

11

technostructure 11 and the state in modern capitalist societies, 29

offers some important insights for the model of corporatism which I am attempting
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to develop.

Essentially, the technostructure is a 11 complex of scientists,

engineers and technicians; of sales advertising and marketing men; of public
relations experts, lobbyists, lawyers and men with a specialized knowledge
of the (government) bureaucracy and its manipulation; and of coordinators,
managers and executives ... 30 and it is this technostructure that ultimately
11

controls the means of production in modern capitalist societies.

Specifically

referring to the United States, Galbraith explains how the private sector
is in realHy compr·ised of two massively unbalanced economic systems--the
relatively weak ''market system" comprised of the small and medium-sized
businesses which still respond to the traditional market signals of supply
and demand; and the dominant "planning system'!, representing the largest
firms and the technostructure, which is capable of exercising control over
its markets and the level of economic activity in the economy as a whole.
This technostructure is able to maintain its control over economic activity
and its markets through direct interaction with the state bureacracy.

While

the market system must rely on its influence over the legislative branch
of government to affect national policy-making, the technostructure is able
to work directly with and ultimately co-opt the very bureaucratic institutions
which themselves are causing the steady erosion of the power and influence
of the legislative branch within government.

The ability of the technostructure

to wield power within modern capitalist societies thus gradually increases
as the significance of the market sector slowly diminishes.
The technostructure is able to influence the government bureaucratic
structure in several important ways.

According to Galbraith, the technostructure
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exercises an important influence through its control over the selection
of important bureaucratic personnel.

This ensures a commonality of interests

between top level bureaucrats and the technostructure, often to the extent
that principal bureaucrats are recruited directly from the technostructure.
But most important, the technostructure actually defines the public interest
for the governement:
The technostructure consists of corporation executives, lawyers,
scientists, engineers, economists, controllers, advertising and
marketing men ... Collectively these are the most prestigious members
of the national community. They are generally the most affluent in
a society that measures worth by affluence. Their view on public
policy is the view that commands the solemn respect. And, with full
allowance for the eccentric and often well-rewarded heresies ... it is
the view which reflects the needs of the planning system. It cannot
be supposed to involve conflict with the public interest. What
serves the technostructure--the protection of its authority of
decision. the promotion of economic growth, the stabilization of
aggregate demand, the acceptance of its claim to superior income,
the provision of qualified manpower, the government services and
investment that it requires, the other requisites of its success-~·the public interest.31
The implications of this ability of the technostructure to define the
public interest are important.

Government pol~cies are designed to meet

the interests of the large firms; the interests of smaller firms and organized
labor become secondary.

Even government agencies established to oversee

particular industries become 11 captive 11 •

The technostructure tolerates their

existence and continued funding only so long as these agencies remain their
puppets, abstaining from aggressive regulatory action.

Challenging the

interests of the large corporations is equated with challenging the public
interest and is avoided for it is the regulatory agencies involved that
would ultimately lose.
Growth is the primary affirmative purpose of the technostructure, for
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only growth provides its members with new opportunities and rewards, and
in this way growth therefore become the primary affirmative purpose of government.
The idea of a free market with only minimal governmental intervention becomes
a facade for preserving the power of the technostructure.

Consumer sovereignty

in the market makes government intervention_ redundant, and the technostructure
is thus allowed to pursue its own interests largely unhampered.

Yet the

distortions caused by the technostructure render the entire market sector
vulnerable and weak.

While market forces ensure that business cycles in

the market sector are self-correcting, Galbraith explains that business
cycles in the planning sector must be corrected through the application
of appropriate fiscal and monetary policies.

The size and resources of

the firms controlled by the technostructure offers insulation, both from
the effects of inflation and recession directly and from the effects of
corrective government policies.

Dependent on external sources for investment

capital and extremely susceptible to swings in consumer demand, it is the
market sector which bears the greatest proportion of the costs and dislocations
associated with business cycles and corrective governmental policies.
Based on the above discussion, the general model of corporatism which
I will attempt to apply to the critical assessment of the development path
New Zealand vlill be following under the recently re-elected National Party
Government consists of three elements.

First, the above theory suggests

a relatively declining role for Parliament, as corporatist structures compete
for interest representation within the governmental decision-making process.
In a sense, Parliament both becomes redundant and obsolete in a modern corporatist state.

Second, and related to the demise of the representational
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role of Parliament, is the growth of a government bureaucracy and planning
apparatus.

A corporatist direction in the development of the New Zealand.

system of government must entail an increasing emphasis on government through
the bureacracy and in conjunction with interest groups.

The growth in the

bureacracy, especially the planning apparatus, is necessary, both for the
government to be able to deal directly with a greater number of interest
groups and so that the government can provide some scope for effective direction
and control.

Finally, the third element relates specifically to the relation-

ship between the government and specific interest groups.

The distinction

between the public and private sectors becomes blurred as there is a devolution
of power onto private interest groups, which have an increasing role in
government decision-making.

The literature further suggests the interest

of big business will predominate, with a corresponding de-emphasis on the
welfare role of the state and the need to safeguard individual rights.

Prag-

matism and expediency would become the primary principles of government.
An important element in any analysis will be the particular political
and economic philosophies represented in the National Party's development
strategy.

This is important because it gives an indication of the actual

intent behind governmental actions, as well ·as the likely long-term implications
of government policies.

The literature suggests that a strong emphasis

would be placed on neoclassical economics, characterized by .a free play
of the market, success through individual initiative, and minimal government
intervention in the workings of the economy.

This would be expected to

carry over to the social welfare sphere, where emphasis would shift away
from collective interests and responsibilities to individual self-reliance
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and initiative.

There would be a commitment to minimal state intervention

in the lives of its citizens, with important consequences for the provision
of social welfare and the protection of individual rights.

Economic, political

and social well-being would be portrayed as being dependent on the proper
functioning of free, competitive market; the government's primary responsibility being to ensure an appropriate national environment that encourages
investment and growth.
Working from this general model, I will first look at New Zealand's parliamentary system and attempt to gauge the current state of public accountability.
Next, I will look at New Zealand's recently formed planning bureaucracy-the Planning Council and its associated groups and individuals--to try and
place its emergence into a corporatist framework.

The Planning Council is

both representative of the New Zealand bureaucracy in general and also has
an important role to play in the development of corporatism in New Zealand.
Finally, with this background, I will then look at the specific development
strategy being offered by the National Party.

In particular, I will examine

it in terms of the political and economic philosophies which it embodies
and the corporatist relations that it might or might not entail, emphasing
the various interest groups which stand to win or lose the most.

As a result

of this process, I hope to be able to draw some clear conclusions as to the
direction New Zealand may be heading in the 1980s, as well as offer some
constructive recommendations for change.
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Chapter 2
'file Role of Parliament in the New Zealand System of Governm2nt:
A Representational Vacuum
Since the early 1960s, the primary focus of parliamentary refonrers has
been the restoration of an alleged "balance" between the Executive and
legislative branches of government.

As

the size and complexity of the

problems facing m::x:1.em government grew, only the Executive seems to have been
able to adequately adapt itself to this changing situation through a gradual
usurption of power at the expense of the legislature.

'file ability of

Parliament to directly influence governrre_rit policy has thus declined, with
MPs increasingly being unable, and in many cases unwilling to exercise their
traditional constitutional prerogatives.

'lliis growing governmental asyrnrretry

has not been lost on the public, who have their greatest doubts about
Parliarnent's ability to represent their interests in shaping government
policy, a problem exacerbated by the tendency of the media to overstate the
role and freedom of action of Parliament in its coverage despite the all too
apparent fact that the majority will always win until the next election. 1
Specifically in New Zealand, Professor Keith Jackson sees Parliamentary
debate as a
•• demeaning scramble for power in which each (party) still tends
to state its previously decided position and thereon rema.ins
imrovable, leaving the great "d~ate" to descend to personalities
and innurrerable points of order.
National MP Marilyn Waring discusses the "myths" of parliamentary derrocracy
in New Zealand, detailing the stringent control the leadership of both
parties exercises over the initiative and independence of individual MPs. 3
An even rrore extreme view was presented by National MP Michael Minogue when

he sadly concluded that
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.•• the idea that we have a representative derrocracy in which
Parliarrent is supreme is becoming an increasingly dange4ous
popular illusion--dangerous because it is quite untrue.
This decline in the legislative branch of governrrent relative to
the Executive must be viewed as an important element in the rise of a
corporatist state.

To recall Schmitter, corporatism is essentially a

system of interest representation. Thus, implicit in the evolution of
corporatism is the increasing redundancy, even obsolescence, of
traditional institutions of representational derrocracy.

The shift in

the locus of decision-making po;ver away from Parliarrent in
parliarrentary systerns of governrrent, I would suggest, creates a
representational vacuum which is at least partially filled by the
evolution of corporist institutions.

More specifically,

parliarrentary institutions as they developed in the nineteenth
century are now anachronistic in terms of their ability to cope with
the exigencies of rrodem governrrent and their ability to control the
excesses of the party system.

An

examination of the efforts of

parlinentary reform to redress this

11

lillbalance 11 and the reasons for

its notable lack of success in general, and in New Zealand in
particular, will go a long way in helping to clarify the tendencies,
perhaps even the need, for a corporatist evolution within the New
Zealand state.
While many specific reforms have been suggested to restore
Parliament's role as a check upon the Executive, rrost reform
advocates seem to agree that the key to successfully redressing the
lillbalance between the Executive and Parliament lies in the
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establishment of an effective system of select carmittees within
Parliarrent. 5 Worldwide, rrost legislatures have thus tended to rrove toward
a pattern of "hard-core" specialist corrmittees designed to give Parliarrent
the capability to scrutinize both legislation as well as the entire gambit
of goven11Tental administration and policy. 6 Advocates of parliamentary
reform in New Zealand have similarly emphasized the i.:mp:)rtance of the
select ccmnittee system, 7 and arrendrnents to the Standing Orders in 1972
and 1979 were specific attempts to increase their effectiveness in
legislative scrutiny.
In this context, a comprehensive assessment of the success of select
corrmittees and refonns of the 1970s in giving Parliament a larger voice in
the formulation of policy and legislation will serve as an excellent
indication of the level of effective representative derrocracy in New
Zealand, and serve as an ideal foundation from which to explore
corporatist trends in New Zealand for the 1980s and beyond.

From the

outset of such an assessrrent, it will becorre apparent that the select
corrmittee system has not significantly increased Pa.rliarrent's ability to
control the Executive and thereby redress any imbalance between the two in
New Zealand' s system of governrrent.

This failure, ha.vever, is deeply

rooted in the institution of Parliament itself and its conventions
concerning the role of political parties within it.

As

will be shown, it

is only through changes in parliament itself and the role which political
parties in Parliament play that select corrmittees can offer Parliarrent an
effective check on Executive authority.

This is i.:mp:)rtant not only for
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providing an appropriate gauge for assessing select corrmittee
effectiveness, but such a definition will also highlight the institutional
limitations to effective legislative control over the Executive in a
modern parliamentary system of governrrent.
Any potential refonn, if it is to be effective, must take these
institutional constraints into account.

In this context, I will attempt

to offer some rrore promising, yet less radical, suggestions for change in
the select committee system.

But before turning to these matters, it is

.irrportant to first discuss the general role of select committees in a
parliarrentary system.
Obviously, any assessrrent of the effectiveness of select committees
must be based on a generally acceptable definition of t.½eir expected
function.

Yet, the variety of roles that have been suggested for select

corrmittees only seems to derronstrate a tendency to define away their
ineffectiveness. 5

Indeed, much of the problem in assessing select

committee effectiveness sterns from the fact that the majority of MPs seem
to believe that select corrmittees should only serve as an extension of the
general debate on the floor of the parliament when issues are too corrplex
and parliament is too large as a whole for the effective review of the
details of legislation, with all matters concerning J:X?licy being left to
the Executive to initiate and the parliarrent as a whole to debate and
decide; while vocal rninori ty of MPs and some academics envision a system
of select comnittees similar to that of the U.S. Congress, with broad
powers to both legislate and actually formulate policy.

This distinction

goes beyond the purely polital interest of Government parties to
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rronopolize legislative initiative and policy formulation (although for
many MPs the political implications are no doubt the only consideration).
It involves the fundanental conception of Parliament vis-a-vis the Cabinet
in a parliarrentary system and the contribution that select conmittees
should rightly make towards the fulfillrrent of that conception.
A proper definiton of the role for select corrmittees must begin,
therefore, with a conception of the role of the parliarrent itself in a
parliamentary system of gover11Imnt.

A cornerstone of the parliarrentary

system is as Mendelson sorrewhat cynically notes, "the very strong position
of the executive in the British Constitution, the discovery of [which was]
first ma.de by Montesquieu in the eighteenth century and has since been
ma.de over and over again. 116

The current concern over the i..riability of

Parliament to restrain the Executive is not important so much as it
suggests an imbalance between Executive and Parliamentary authority, but
because it reflects the inability of Parliament to adapt to the increasing
complexity and scope of Goverrurent activities.

Thus, in testirrony to the

British Select Conmittee on Procedure in 1965, the Study of Parliament
Group saw select corrmittees as enabling Parliament to better rreet the
exigencies of rrodern government by providing it with a rrechanism "to
obtain background facts and understanding essential to any detailed
criticism of administation or any inforrred discussion of policy. 117
Similarly, other advocates of the establishrrent of a rrore powerful
select cornnittee system in Britain who testified before the Corrmittee on
Procedure in 1965 emphasized the need to preserve the traditional
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relationship of the House to cabinet and stressed the point that their
various proposals for select cornmittee refo:rm would indeed strengthen that
traditional relationship by allowing the House to rrore effectively perfo:rm
its traditional role as critic and counsel to the Executive.

Bernard

Crick pointed out the true meaning of the proposed refo:rms:
Thus the phrase 'parliarnentary control' and talk about the
'decline of parliarnentary control' should not mislead anyone into asking for a situation in which governirents can
have their legislation changed or defeated, or their life
te:rminated ••• Control means influence, not direct power; advice, not
corrmand; criticism, not obspction; scrutiny, not initiation;
and publicity, not secrecy.
This concept of select cc:mnittees as mechanisms to enchance
parliamentary scrutiny of the Executive is riot new, and was developed long
before the current concern over the decline of parliamentary influence on
the Executive.

P..s

Harold Laski explained i.11 1938:

[The select ccmnittees] would act not as the makers of policy,
which is prima.rily •• a ministerial function, but in part as a
consultive organ, and in part as a means of bringing to the
legislature a definitely competent opinion upon the working
of the administrative process •• Their business, like that of
the King of England, would be to advise, to encourage, and
to warn, wi~ the addition that, in the process, they would
also learn.
Moreoever, the select committees were to remain the creatures of the
Parliament which created them, totally responsible to the Parliament and
never capable of usurping the Parliarnent's overriding function as the
forum for the open debate on issues of public policy.

Select cc:mnittees

were to enhance the role of floor debate, not supplant it, as Her:rran and
Mendel warn:
.. the division of labour--the principle underlying specialization-should not be used by a cornnittee as a pretext for taking upon
itself p:,wers which properly belong to the House: A ccmnittee
is given existence as an extension of, ffid assistance to
Parliarrent, not as a substitute for it.
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From the discussion, several criteria can be developed for assessing
the effectiveness of select corrmittees within a parliarnentai.--y system of
government.

First, such conmittees should not be the initiators of policy

or legislation.

Second, their primary function is to examine the details

of legislation and investigate government activities when the size or
functioning of the parliament as a whole, or the complexity of the issues
involved, prevent the necessary consideration from being undertaken on the
floor of the House.

The corrmittees should then supply the parliarnent with

adequate infonnation as well as possible recomrendations for the
parliarrent as a whole to act on.

Finally, the ability of select

conmittees to actually consider policy should be determined on the basis
of t.l-ie i..-riability of t.l-ie parliarrcnt as a whole to perform the task.
primary forum for policy debate is the parliament as a whole.

The

Ccmnittees

can assist the parliament in this function, hcwever, by exploring the
intricacies of policy options and thereby supply the House with the
necessary capability to conduct a reasoned policy debate.
By

following the above broad criteria, the assessrrent of select

corrmittee effectiveness is place within the constraints of both the role
of Parliarrent within a parliarrentary system of governrrent and the 'role of
select committees as tools for the enhffi-,cerrent of Parliament's cwn
constitutional functions.

Only by examining select conmittees within this

dual context can their true capabilities, as well as their potential for
reform, be properly understood.
It should be evident that, in order for select comnittees to properly

carry out even this limited role, select corrmittees must act in a
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bipartisan fashion with their rrembers given the maximum freedom to
question, probe and make recomrrendations.

Yet, it is precisely this

freedom of independent action which corrmittee members rrost frequently
lack, and generally in those instances when it is needed rrost.

Thus, the

effectiveness of select corrmittees has been severely limited by party
cohesion, for it is the extreme levels of party discipline ma.intained on
rrost select ccmnittees that allcws the Government party to block any
rreaningful "scrutiny" by select corrmittees. The true rreaning of party
domination of select corrmittees was captured best by Blondel who bluntly
labeled as "hypocrisy" the proclivity of governments of the day to accept
only those corrmittee recorrmendations which either preserve its own
prestige by seemii."l.g to be its own or appear as the "gracious acts of a
.
sovereign
agent. ..11
In his examination of British standing corrmittees, J.A.G. Griffith
found that is the responsibility of the Minister in charge of a bill,
assisted by the corrrnittee whip, to ensure his bill is reported to the
House with all of its principles and as rruch of its detail as is possible,
d~pending on the length, complexity and political contentiousness of the
bill, intact. 12 Ministerial a:rrend!rents are rejected only rarely, while
Opposition and backbench arnP_ncl!rents rarely succeed when opposed by the
Government, and such "defeats" that do occur usually concern controversial
social issues, such as race relations and irrrnigration policy, on which
party discipline is at its lowest. Substantive changes in Govemrrent bills
are often minor.

Frequently, when the Governrrent is forced, either by

division or pressure, to concede changes to a bill in corrrnittee, those
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changes are either dropped or rrodified later on the floor of the House.
Concludes Griffith:
Looked at thus, the considerable expenditure of effort by
non~Ministerial rrernbers of the committee in seeking 1Pf1ification
(of bills] seems not to be justified by the results.
culpability for corrmittee ineffectiveness is not the exclusive domain
of the Government party.

While Government intransigence in accepting any

changes in its bills no doubt discourages Opposition efforts at
constructive scrutiny, the intense adversarial nature of House debate
carrying over into ccmnittee proceedings causes the Opposition to be
"naturally rrore interested in propaganda argurrents that will help to win
the next election than in an abstract parliarrentary concern that the
governrrent should prove its case in a particular area of public policy. 1114
Opposition arrendments thus, according to Griffith, are often introduced
not so much as to make bills rrore acceptable, but to embarrass the
Government and thereby make it seem generally less acceptable in the eyes
of the public. 15
In looking at New Zealand specifically, which has developed the rrost
highly disciplined party system of any derrocratic country, 16 the problem
of excessive party cohesion stifling select committee activities is
correspondingly much .more acute.

While Dr. Martyn Finlay, in his speech

on the occasion of his retirement from Parliarrent in 1978, suggested that
the futility of opposing the Governrrent majority on seiect conmittees
~uld cause corrmittee proceedings to be both bipartisan and
constructive, 17 it seems that the real effect has been to deprive such
proceedings, with some notable exceptions, of any substance.
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Many factors can help to account for the unusally cohesive nature of
New Zealand political parties.

Certainly triennial elections is an

important factor, as the constant electioneering which this has brought
about causes virtually everything to be subordinated to the parties'
struggle for p:::,wer and provides little opportunity to "save face".

"The

public gcx:x:l. cornes second to party advantage" with Parliarrent seeming "to
epitomize confrontation politics--confrontation for the sake of
·
18
confrontation."
Both a symptom and a cause of excessive party cohesion, the unique
development of a "caucus system" in New Zealand is central to the
understanding of the limits to select comuittee activity. 19 The caucus
system has, in essence, superseded the role of Parliament in the New
Zealand system of govern:rrent.

With alrrost complete secrecy surrounding

their operation, party caucuses have become the arena for the rrost
important of public debates.

Decisions taken in caucus become the party

line, allcwing the majority party to control virtually all decision-making
in the House, even though a substantial minority of the Govern:rrent party
may have actually opposed the caucus's decision and would constitute a
majority if they were allcwed to cross-over and vote with the Op[X)sition •
.Members have, in fact, become so reliant on the caucus that they may
actually have lost their ability to cope effectively with "free votes",
although there is evidence to suggest that even during "free votes" the
causcus may still exercise significant pressure on uncooperative MPs.

So

dominant have the caucuses becane that National MP Michael Minogue goes as
far as to suggest that "Parliarrentary supremacy has become a myth", with
control over the Executive, to the extent that s~ch control even exists,
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20
' 1yin
' secret caucus d e li.berations.
'
resi'd'lllg exc 1usive

The ramifications of such intense party cohesion for select com.uittee
effectiveness are significant.

Even corrmittees whose function should be

properly categorized as non-political, such as the House, Privileges and
Library Comnittees, "are subject to the exigencies of government
chairmanship and majorities as if they did have some particular
significance in the tactical battles of the parties. 1121

Criticism of

ministers, and thus the departrrents for which they are responsible, by
backbenchers is simply not all™ed in front of Opposition Members. 22
Thus, the relatively effective Public Expenditures Committee
investigations of governmental overexpenditure during the last Labour
C::0vernment were able to identify major weaknesses in one department's
expenditure control procedures because the Corrmittee acquired a National
Party chairman and majority when National took office in 1976. 23
The potential for effective select committee legislative review
faces another formidable barrier in the form of an extensive
pre-legislative process, arrounting to the e.'<ecutive "negotiating with
itself", which takes place well before the corrrnittees, or even the
Opposition, see actual copies of proposed legislation. 24

By

the tirre the

proposed bill corres before a comnittee, the Government has already taken a
stance and the Minister, as well as the Government party, is committed to
supporting it.

The process reaches the height of absurdity as the

Government often then takes "an interest in derronstrating that what it
thought first was perfectly sound" by rejecting any proposed arrendm::mts to
'
1egis
' 1ation.
.
25
its
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The effectiveness or ineffectiveness of select corrmittees may, in any
event, be problematic, as it becares increasingly apparent that caucus
comuittees are actually usurping the role originally vested in the select
comnittees.

When select comnittees are continually adjourned so that

binding decisions can be taken by the relevant caucus corrrnittees before
Members can actually vote in the corrmittee, one must not only question the
decision-making capacity of individual MPs, but the very relevance of even
having parliamentary select corrmittees if the decisions of those
corrmittees are actually being detennined in advance by a shadow system of
Governrrent caucus comnittees.

While Mr. C.J. Littlejohn,

Clerk of the

New Zealand House of Representatives, suggests that, in theory there is no
overlap between caucus and select committees because the forrrer are
concerned only with policy while the latter are concerned exclusively with
the details of legislation, he must then concede that there is, of course,
no ready and narrow definition of what actually constitutes policy.

Thus,

as an e,'{ample of what Littlejohn describes as "pragmatism carried to the
extrerre", the Governrrent has at tines actually

suggested that particular

bills do not need to go to select corrmittees since submissions on them
already had been taken in caucus comnittee. 26
Many other factors contribute to the ineffectiveness of select
comnittees in New Zealand.

Staffing for select comnittees is very

limited, with two professional staff persons responsible for drafting all
conmittee reports.

In all, there are only six professional staff serving

Parliament, all under the direction of the Clerk of the House.

Corrmittees

are not ernpcmered to appoint their own professional staff or engage their
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c::wn independent advisers and outside experts.

Consequently, select

conmittees are often at the rrercy of a departrrental rronopoly of
. f onnat'ion
in

and expert'ise. 27

The select committee reporting procedure is another constraining
factor in assessing select conmittee effectiveness.
of select comnittee hearings are kept.
presented.

28

No verbatim records

Minority views are not

Corrmittee reports on legislation consist of little rrore than a

cover sheet with the conmittee's reconmendations attached.

The House as a

,

whole is thus denied the detailed findings resulting from the corrmittees'
deliberations.

Select comnittee investigative reports are less comron,

largely because select corrrnittees, with the exception of the Public
Expenditure Conmittee and the Statutes Revision C?nmittee with respect to
regulations, are empowered to consider only those matters referred to them
specifically by Parliarrent. 29

The potential impact of conmittee reports

is diminished further by the ease with which the Government can postpone
debate on corrmittee reports indefinitely, and the Standing Orders limiting
debate to 10 minutes per person on each report, thereby severely
circumscribing

impromptu debate on corrrnittee reports.

30

A final constraining factor on select corrmittee effectiveness is
simply that of time.

New Zealand MPs have especially busy schedules with

31
.
t sother than att end'mg se1ect cornm.ttees.
·
many comm.trren

The increasing

importance of caucus and caucus corrrnittees places further demands on the
individual MPs time, thereby cutting into the time available for his other
corrmitrrents, especially select corrrnittees.

The situation is made worse by

the rushed nature of corrmi.ttee work and long, marathon-like
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sessions which prevent MPs from being able to adequately infonn themselves
on issues and make considered judgerrents. 32

Ironically, this situation

was only made worse as a result of the 1979 changes in the Standing Orders
which now refer all bills, except those of a financial or budgetary nature
or.those accorded urgency, automatically to select corrmittees.

The

changes were passed on the assumption that many bills would receive
minimal attention by ccmnittee, but this has not proven to be the case and
a backlog is being experienced as a result. 33
In 1972 and 1979 the Standing Orders of the House were amended,
creating several inportant changes in the select cc:mnittee system.
Unfortunately, their effect has been nore apparent than real, and these
refonns, especially those in 1979, are probably nore significarit in what
they did not do rather than in what was actually accorrplished.
The 1972 changes in the Standing Orders were twofold.

First, select

conmittees would be appointed for the duration of the term of Parliament.
Yet, as the Standing Orders Comnittee pointed out in their report, this
was done as a reflection of other changes by which Party Whips would
control committee membership and only notify the Clerk when members were
added or dropped.

34

This change ensured that the Governrrent majorities on

select comnittees could be constantly maintained and manipulated to
prevent accidental Governrrent defeats in~ccmnittee.

It further diminished

the ability of select cc:mnittees to develop e.'<pertise in particular
fields, an inportant ingredient for effective select ccmnittee scn1tiny,
since comuittee members could now nove from conmittee to corrmittee nore
readily and a stable membership would not develop. 35
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The second change instituted in 1972 was the decision to refer bills
to select comnittees after the first reading, rather than follow the
traditional British practice of referring bills to conmittee after the
second reading.

The potential significance of this change was great,

since under traditional parliamentary procedure it is in the bill's second
reading stage that Parliament first debates the actual policies reflected
in the bill.

Accordingly, if Parliament chooses to refer a bill to

comnittee after its second reading, P~liament has approved the policies
the bill contains, and the corrmittee is then barred from the consideration
of policy issues and must limit the scope of its examination to the
details of the legislation.

By sending the bill to select corrmittee

before the second reading, Parliament has not yet considered the policy
contained in the bill and the corrmittee, in theory, would then consider
roth the policy and rrore detailed aspects of the bill and report back to
Parliament on them.

In practice, however, the two hour Introduction

Debate on the bill, originally intended to provide the Opposition with the
opportunity to ask questions about the bill in order to facilitate the
bill's corrmittee stage, has tended to focus predominantly on policy
issues.

As Littlejohn J:X)inted out, the distinction between the Second

Reading Debate and the Introduction Debate is now quite blurred.

The

freedom of select conmittees to consider policy was thus not changed by
this procedural refonn, and at least a major part of the intent of the
arnendrnent to the Standing Orders was circumvented.
The 1979 arnendrnents to the Standing Orders, in addition to
establishing the automatic referral of legislation to select corrmittees,
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also provides that bills will be read for the second time as an-ended by
the select corrrnittee.

New amend:rrents would have to be rroved on the floor

of the House to either delete a ccm:nittee amend:rrent or re-insert a portion
of the original bill deleted by a corrmittee.

While the apparent effect of

these two changes would be to increase the influence of select corrmittees,
the real effect will probably tend to be minimal, given the above
constraints to effective c~ttee activity, and possibly even
counterproductive.

As

noted earlier, the autorratic referral of bills to

select corrmittees ma.y have exacerbated the already excessive workload of
ma.ny corrmittees.

Whether or not the new importance attached to ccm:nittee

amend:rrents will cause the Governrrent to becorre even rrore imrovable in
accepting such arrendments rema.ins to be seen.
Perhaps as important as the actual arrendrnents to the Standing Orders
themselves, the Standing Orders Comnittee Report and the actual floor
debate on the proposed amendments are rrost revealing.

In both House

debates on the Standing Orders Comnittee Report, the proposed changes to
the select ccm:nittee system were largely ignored. 36

In fact, the general

tone of both the Corrmittee Report and the floor debate (when the select
corrmittee changes did come up) was one of avoiding change.

To quote Mr.

W. Birch, a Corrmittee rrember:
The Standing Orders have evolved over a, very long time, and
behind each entrenched rule for Parliament to follow there
is experience and wisdan based on 50 years or rrore. When we
examine the Standing Orders one by one, it is very difficult
to rrove away fran the provision37 that have been based on the
experience of our predecessors.
It was on the basis of such long experience that the Standing Orders
Ccmnittee concluded "that there is not sufficient justification to ~hange
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a system which continues to serve New Zeal~d well. 1138

The Comnittee thus

either rejected or failed to consider changes in the select corrmittee
system to provide rrore staffing, allo..,r select corrmittees to initiate their
cwn investigations and appoint subcommittees; the structure of the current
system of select corrmittees was not altered to allo..,r for the oversight of
nationalized industries and the various governmental and
quasi-goverrurental agencies; and the Comnittee rejected reccmnendations
that the po..,rer of select conrnittees to examine regulations be extended
beyond the Statutes Revision Comnittee's narro..,r terms of reference to
allow regulations to be judged on the basis of whether they were actually
needed or could be improved.

Concluded Mr. G. Palmer:

These Standing Orders make one thing clear above all else,
and that is that Parliament is to remain a creature of the
Executive. It is to remain under the domination of Cabinet,
under a system of Cabinet goverrnnent that has become so
rampant that this institution threatens to become superfluous to the requirerrents of the Cabinet ••• indeed, (the
Standing Orders Comnittee report) •.• i 39 so timid as to
endanger the future of our derrocracy.
Efforts at select committee reform, in both U.K. and New Zealand,
rather than actually redressing any perceived imbalance between the roles.
of the Executive and Parliament within the overall system of goverrurent,
have tended to highlight the institutional and political limits to such
reform.

Perhaps, as Johnson argues, this is the real contribution of such

refonn efforts.

40

Indeed, if select corrmittees are to take on a rrore

effective role in scrutinizing both legislation and governrrent activities,
there will have to be a fundamental change in the structure and behavior
of the political parties within the New Zealand Parliairent.

The 1972

Standing Order amendrrents prove that unless both of New Zealand's

b.vo
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major political parties are willing to accept reform, that reform will
prove to be illusory.

Both the 1979 anendrnents to the Standing Orders and

their debate show the level of resistance to substantive change on the
part of MPs and the degree to which a very limited role for select
corrmittee scrutiny has becorre institutionalized in the New Zealand system
of government.

Johnson, while referring to the British experience with

attempted corrmittee reform, could just as well have been describing the
current New Zealand situation:
There has been no significant shift away from the traditional
view of the House as the place where great· issues are fought
out, nor has the structure of the parties yet been substantially m::xlified. But for reform to be effective in the
sense of altering relations between Government and Parlianent,
it seerred to be necessary to challenge accepted views both
of how the House should operate and of party alignrrents within
it. Only in this way could the House as an institution hSJ:IjX2
to exert a major influence on the conduct of governrrents.
A representational vacuum clearly exists within the New Zealand
system of governrrent.

Parliarrent itself no longer serves to funnel a

conception of the public interest into governrrental decision-making.

This

tendency for the gradual erosion of Parliarrent's role in governmental
decision-making is inherent in parliarrentary systems of government in
general, and these tendencies are particularly acute within New Zealand.
For Schmitter, Winkler and lowi, this erosion of the legislature within
the system of governrrent gives rise to, and is the result of, the
errergence of corporatist institutions.

The rest of this study will be

concerned with attempting to determine if the sarre tendency is evident in
New Zealand.

The first step is a close examination of the planning

bureaucracy, for, as Galbraith elaborated, this would be expected to form
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a crucial first link between the state and those interest groups which
would be expected to dominate evolving corp:,ratist institutions.
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Chapter 3

The Planning Bureaucracy and Interest Group Representation:
The New Zealand Planning Council
Introduction
Within states exhibiting corporatist characteristics, as the
significance of traditional legislative bcdies in national decision-making
dwindles, bureaucratic structures evolve to fill the vacuum left in the
wake of the legislative branches gradual demise.

The governrrent

bureaucracy then serves to funnel the interests of particular groups
within a given society, typically the interests associated with capital in
m:::,st developed western states, into the goverrrrnental decision-making
process.
When the current National Party Governrrent was first elected into
office in 1975, it alm:::,st imrediately set about the task of establishing
a new bureaucratic apparatus to guide long-te:r:m goverrrrnent
decision-making.

In this chapter, I will analyse the grcwing body of

planning docilrtents which were the result of this exercise. 1 As will be
shewn, a broad theoretical foundation can be discerned from the various
publications of the New Zealand Planning Council and its associated groups
and individuals.

In developing this theoretical foundation from the

planning literature, certain patterns of interest group representation
will beccrre evident.

By

stating the general planning philosophies and

objective~ of the Planning Council, and then lcoking at sare of the
significant implications of the direction for New Zealand's future
developrrent which the Planning Council favors, I hope to dem:::,nstrate that
the interests of the broader New Zealand society are being ignored and
even sacrificed in the alm:::,st single-minded pursuit of the interests
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associated with big business, and, in particular, international capital.
The nature of the Planning Council's work, as well as its general
background and history, make the study of the various doctnrents published
under its auspices very relevant to the study of corporatist trends within
New Zealand.
Established in 1977 in accordance with the recarm2ndations of the_
Task Force on Economic and Social Planning (to be referred to as the Task
Force), the Planning Council was to prepare plans based on the "broadest
possible consensus" to be "accepted by policy-makers in all sectors and at
all levels as a reasonable basis on which to approach decisions. 112 The
Task Force noted a critical lack of planning within the Ne.w Zealand
governrrent.

With 1:x>th l.:imi.ted resources and tirre actually being allocated

to planning, the limited planning that was carried out tended to have a
short term outlook only, with departrrents generally surviving from "crisis
to crisis".

Further, the Task Force called attention to the alrrost

complete lack of coordination between spheres of planning activity, both
in terms of inter-depart:rrental planning and broad areas of policy,
especially economic, social and environrrental planning.

The Task Force

emphasized that the Planning Council's planning activities should not take
place in a vacuum; pointing out the need for the widest arrount of input
fran interested parties as well as the need for the resultant plans to
have sare affect on governrrental decision-waking.

The Task Force thus

clearly envisioned a planning apparatus which would act as a focal point
for building a consensus retween governrrent decision-makers and prominent
interest groups within New Zealand society.

The Planning Council was to
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act as an institutional mechanism for defining a comron "public interest"
and then translating that "public interest" into long-te:rm
decision-making.

In this sense, then, the Planning Council was to rerredy

the shortcanings of New Zealand planning in general and provide a fi:rm
foundation for laying out the country' s future directions, whileexplicitly exhibiting at least sorre of the characteristics of a
corporatist institution.
Such grandiose goals for a neJM institution are rrore easily written
about than actually achieved.

Yet, there is strong evidence to suggest

that the Planning Council's planning documents do represent an important
consensus, albeit necessarily a narrow one, on the general direction which
New Zealand's develor;rrent should take.

For if the Planning Council, and

the groups and individuals closely associated with it, do not represent
all segnents of New Zealand society, they do represent those powerful
econcmic, political and bureaucratic interests which would be exp3cted to
daninate any corporatist institutions within New Zealand.

For example,

the Planning Council's Investrrent Task Force was convened by the general
manager of Broadbank, who is also a rrernber of the Planning Council, as
w12ll as a forrrer 1981 National Party candidate for Parliarrent, and
included an official from the Ministry of Works and Develoµrent.

The

Planning Council Chairmm, who also sits on mmy of the Council's task
forces, was econcmic rnanager for Tasrnru1 Pulp and Paper between 1969 and
1970, and twice served as a consultant to the Bank of NeJM Zealand.

The

Minister of National Develoµrent and a high-ranking Treasury official are
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pe:rm:ment rrernbers of the Planning Council.

The Planning Secretariat,

which aids the Council in the detailed preparation and research of
repxts, includes rrernbers from both the public and private sectors.

The

first Secretariat, which was instrumental in the publication of the
Council's first major docurrent, Planning Perspectives 1978-1983, consisted
alrrost exclusively of people who had either perrranently left or had been
seconded from various governrrent departrrents, including:

the Departrrent

of Trade and Industry, the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, the Ministry of Maori Affairs, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries, and the Housing Corp::iration.

Further, Planning Council

Chairmm Sir Frank Holrres has stated the carmitrrent of the Planning
Council to replace at least some of the Secretariat's seconded civil
servants with representatives from the business corrrnunity. 3
The interplay between private business interests, fX)liticians and
especially the civil service, given the important role which it must play
in both developing and actually inplerrenting fX)licy, is great.

Although

the Planning Council might not directly influence decision-waking, and
despite the fact that many specific recormendations ffi3.de by the Council
seem to be overlooked by Governrrent, the dccurrents it and its associated
groups and individuals prcduce would tend to represent the general
attitudes and philosophies of prominent business interest, the National
Party Governrrent, and the senior elerrents of the bureaucracy.

Thus, the

Planning Council itself, as it was established by the National Party
G:)vernrrent, represents a fX)tentially significant corporatist institution
within the New Zealand Governrrent. Such a claim is only strengthened
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further if the various docurrents published by the Council consistently
share certain vecy evident predilections for policy.

The irrportance of

such docurrents in understanding the future paths for New Zealand
develop:rent is underscored further when, as will be shown below, such
policy predilections begin to surface in Governrrent actions.
Thus, I will attempt to draw from the various Planning.Council
publications and related docurrents the general theoretical foundation
being set for New Zealand's developrent.
The Theoretical Foundation for New Zealand's Developrrent:
A Market-Oriented Strategy for Developrent
When the Planning Council was established in 1977, there were two
constraints which would have to influence the direction of its planning
activities.

First, was the "re.markable consistency" consecutive

governrrents had shown in the aims of their econcmic management policies.
While different governrrents had attached vacying weights to each
particular goal, it was evident that econcmic rnanagerrent in New Zealand
had been directed toward seven broad goals:

Full employrrent; lcw rates

of inflation; keeping up and extending the social welfare system;
retention and extension of access for New Zealand exports; developing
manufacturing; maintaining a mixed econorcy; and a rroderate rate of
econcmic growth. 4 The second constraint, naturally, was the need to
address the ma.in threats to New Zealand's econcmic well-being.

The

Planning Council identified three primary, and related, problems which
w::::iuld have to be confronted in planning for New Zealand's future
develop:rent:

(1)

Exports were not grcwing rapidly enough in volurre to

sustain a rroderate growth'in living standards and full employrrent;
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(2)

Inflation was still too high; and (3)

I..a.v

productivity :r;ersisted in

an over-regulated, cost-plus industrial structure. 5 The Planning
Council's reactions to these problems conform to ·a rerrarkable degree with
the general corporatist rrodel developed in Chapter 1.
_Central To New Zealand's future, according to the Planning Council
and consistent with the corporatist rrodel, W'Ould be economic gra.-rth.
Without a growing econcrny, efforts to achieve full employrrent, a rising
standard of living and social harrrony would prove futile.

Al though the

Council noted that a relatively lav rate of economic growth had maintained
full employrrent for over 25 years up to the early 1970s, 6 the Planning
Council now concluded that:
••• without a ccmnitrrent to achieving gravth of real GNP
of at least 3 percent per annum, the room to manoeuvre
by G::>vernrrent in taking action on the vital issues confronting us ••• would be small. Many New Zealanders would
becare frustrated and alienated. In such circumstances,
leaders of different factions would find it harder to shav
tolerance. Hardship and the pain of adjustrrent would
undermine efforts to improve relations in the workplace
and incre1se cohesion in society. This threat is already
apparent.
The Council noted that the difference between a 1 percent real gravth
rate and a 3 :r;ercent real growth_rate wou~d be quite significant for the
average New Zealander.

Ci ting New Zealand Institute of &:anomic Research

projections, the council showed that public and private consumption w'Ould
actually fall by 0.4 percent per year if the GNP grew at a rate of 1
:r;ercent per year, while it w'Ould increase by 2.6 percent if yearly growth
in GNP could be maintained at 3 :r;ercent. 8 Paradoxically, as rrore :r;eople
sought the benefits deriving frcm such "non-market" alternatives as small
scale organization, social welfare, environrrental preservation, and
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alternative lifestyles, the rrore rapid would growth have to be in
conventional market sectors. 9 Of course, the Planning Council.goes on to
point out that the underlying rationale for rrore grcwth is not a higher
personal level of consurription, but greater societal flexibility in finding
solutions to persistent problems.

For example, increases in welfare

services will be resisted by various groups if such increases threaten to
actually decrease their standard of living, while at the sane tirre, in a
slow or no-grcwth economy, welfare services compete directly with
productive activities for scarce resources and thus place limits on the
economy's ability to expand at a rrore acceptable rate.
principal constraint on economic grcwth is, within the Planning

The

Council's theoretical frarrework, the increasing shortage of foreign
exchange.

The ability to import is critical in detennining the level of

sustainable grcwth in New Zealand given the heavy dependence of dorrestic
production on imported raw rraterials and intermediate and capital gcx:x:ls.
Despite growing export levels and heavy borrowing overseas, New Zealand is
having

increasing difficulty in financing the level of imports needed for

even slow economic grCMth.

Policy makers are placed in a dilemna.:

to

achieve balance in the country's external accounts, the level of imports
ITU.1st be continually constrained; yet, economic growth is dependent upon a
steady fla.v of imports to fuel economic activity.
In this context, the Planning Council sees the greatest threat to New

Zealand's future prosperity and the achieverrent of full employment as
being an insufficient level of exports to generate the arrount of foreign
exchange New Zealand needs to rraintain a suitable level of economic
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gro;,.,th.

In the Planning Council's projections, the standard of living in

New Zealand varies directly with the level of exports.

A reformulation of

econcmi.c strategies is essential to ensure that resources to go those
sectors of the econorey which prod.uce for export, at the expense of those
sectors which do not.

Even to maintain New Zealand' s current standard of

living, substantial increases in the level of exports are seen to be
essential.

The Planning Council quite unequivocally concludes:

It is undeniable that in the present situation priority must
be given to the export drive. The bill
.llTlf()rtS and the
rroney we CMe abroad make this essential.

!cf

Concanitant with the need to increase total exports and control
imports, for the Planning Council, is the need to reduce New Zealand's
rate of inflation.

Excessive rates of inflation are intolerable in any

event, but the Planning Council explains that the current situation is
especially serious as New Zealand's inflation rate has been running at a
higher pace than that of its major trading partners.
effect on New Zealand's balance of payrrents.

This has a twofold

First, rising dorrestic costs

make New Zealand's exports less competitive on international markets.

At

the same tirre, imports may becorre rrore competitive as the price of
dorrestically prod.uced goods and services increases faster than the prices
for irrports.

A lcwer inflation rate, at least no higher than the level of

New Zealand's major trading partners, is thus seen to be an important
pre-condition for expanded exports and greater' irrport restraint.
Many general I,)Olicy prescriptions are offered in the various planning
docurrents.

Fundarrentally, innovation and a willingness to accept change

are essential.

Econariic I_)Olicies have changed slcwly in New Zealand, and
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while significant advances have been made in sorre areas, the Planning
Council finds that a major constraint on economic grcwth has been the
unwillingness of successive governrrents to disturb existing interest and
econcmic relationships.

The

Task Force suggests that New Zealand's

dorrestic strategies are in need of a reappraisal which "may involve the
rejection of sorre long-held beliefs and priorities and sorre re-orientation
of our thinking. 1111

The

Planning Council gC€s further and

••• considers that New Zealand is nCM rroving into a significantly different phase of its developrent; this rreans that
prescriptions which were valid ~ough in the past cannot be
assurred to work in the future ••
Significantly, the Council suggests that :perhaps "New Zealand does not
autorratically belong to the western world."

Implicitly assuming that the

traditional econcrr~c rerredies prescribed for m::x:1.ern industrial countries
might be inappropriate for New Zealand's economic ills, the Planning
Council notes that:
Our econcmic dependence on the western group has perhaps
obscured this fact (that) if an independent observer
looked at the structural problems of the New Zealand econany,
the agricultural base, and the decline in real incorre, he
or she might, hcwever, classify New Zealand as belonging
to the increasing number of middle-band countries, i.e.,
develop~g countries with a relatively high standard of
living.

A rrore specific requirerrent for New Zealand's developrent according
to the Planning Council is that invesbrent be increased.

Averaging

significantly bela.-, 20 percent for the past few years, a lack of
investment is considered an 1.ITIFOrtant cause of poor productivity
:perfo.rroance, a lack of errployrrent opportunities, and less rigorous export
grCMth, especially in the agricultural sector.

The Planning Council cites
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five factors which are seen as working to discourage a higher level of
invest.Trent:
(3)

IJ:;w darestic derrand;

(2)

Poor industrial relations;

Concern about future balance of payrrents and foreign exchange

constraints;
(5)

(1)

(4)

Expectations of inflation undermining profitability;

The high and uncertain future for interest rates. 14 The complex.

inter-relatedness of the problems confronting the New Zealand economy
should be clear nCM.

Exports rnust_be increased to generate needed foreign

exchange and eliminate balance of payrrents constraints, and increased
investment is essential for increasing exports; while inflation not only
discourages investrrent, but erodes export competitiveness and contributes
to a gra.ving balance of payrrents deficit, all of which necessitate further
restrictions in the grCMth of public and private consumption.

Unless

carefully managed fX)licies are carried out, at sarc point the economy
could end up in a "viscous circle", with individual economic problems
compounding one another as the overall economic situation steadily
deteriorates.
Hc:wever, the Planning Council goes on to explain that the problems of
the New Zealand econany are rrore fundarrental than balance of payrrents
constraints, high inflation rates and lCM levels of productivity.

They

are portrayed as stemning from a general inefficiency in resource
utilization throughout all sectors of the New Zealand economy, a fX)int
continually errphasized in the various planning docurrents.

For example, ·

although investment is currently quite l0vv, the average level of
invest.Trent as a proportion of GDP had been between.22 and 23 percent from
1952 to 1979, yet the returns to that investment in the fonn of higher
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levels of economic growth were much less than similar invest:rrent levels
had yielded in other countries. 15 The Invest:rrent Task Force of the
Planning Council suggests that perhaps the pattern of investrrent itself is
as much to blame for poor econc::rriic perfonnance as the absolute levels of
investrrent.
The level of inefficiency in the econorn_y is seen as being both
excessive and pervasive. A constant therre of the Task Force's report, New
Zealand at the Turning Point, is the priority which must be given to
increasing economic efficiency.

The Planning Council stresses that old

attitudes and expectations must be altered, emphasizing that New
Zealanders will "have to look much rrore critically than before at
inefficiency and wasteful uses of our limited resources. 1116

Inefficiency

can no longer be tolerated and the small size of the New Zealand economy
and its interdependence arrong the various sectors derrands that each sector
of the econorn_y do its share to increase efficiency in the econorn_y.
A basic cause of this inefficienoJ is seen to be excessive
governrrental intervention in the econorn_y and many exanples are found in
the various planning docurrents.

Bureaucratic controls make the investrrent

process lengthy because of delays in getting approvals and construction,
and therefore unnecessarily expensive, thus seriously affecting
invest:rrent incentives.

Licensing requirerrents and nurrerous other

regulations ranging from restrictions on shopping hours to limitations on
the transport of goods by road are seen to severely curtail competition
and increase costs.

Redundancy payrrents required of industry impede the

efficient allocation of resources from stagnating, less prosperous
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activities to those activities which offer rrore promise.

The scope of

bureaucratic :rreddling in the econany is such that little major industrial
developrent can take place in the face of governrrent opposition with the
implied threat of regulator strangulation.

The haphazard, ad hoc nature

of governrrent interference in the econorey arrounts to institutionalized
inefficiency, as McLean explained:
The mixed econany as it exists in New Zealand may be described·
as a market economy where markets are seldan pennitted to
operate efficiently, together with a centrally-planned econany
without a central plan. The allocation of resources is to a
large extent detennined neither by market mechanisms nor
governrrent decision, but by historical patterns fossilized
in institutional procedures. Unrernarkably, the New Zealand
17
economic sickness is diagnosed as inefficient use of resources.
I.Dgically, the appropriate cure for such an economic illness would
consist of eit.l-ier a lessening of bureaucratic controls over the econorrrJ
with a greater reliance on market forces to allocate resources according
to the vagaries of supply and demand, or rationalize governrrental
intervention.through the application of carrprehensive, well-defined policy
objectives and rigorous economic planning.

Consistent with the

neoclassical economic philosophy predicted by the corporatist rrodel, the
Task Force seems to opt for the forrrer alternative:
The right path for future developrent strategy is to put
less emphasis on ad hoc, discriminatory intervention and
rrore on allowing market forces to de nnine the rrost
appropriate allocation of resources.

18

The- Planning Council similarly recarrrends that existing regulations should

be reviewed with the purpose of increasing the efficiency of resource use
in the econany as a whole and explicitly encouraging competition by

placing the onus of proof in licensing matters on the holders of existing
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licenses as OPJ;XJSed to new applicants. The Governrrent should, however,
"exert pressure on trade and professional associations or societies to
desist from practices which limit corrpetition and, if necessary, take
action to outlaw them, clear indication of the Council's predisposition
tCMards the needs of capi~l over the needs of other groups in society. 1119
The

role of governrrent is, as the Planning Council points out,

"essentially to stimulate and support private activity. 1120 The governrrent
must provide an environrrent rrore favorable for investrrent, so tha:t
investors, both foreign and dorrestic, can be rrore confident of realizing
adequate returns to their investrrent.

In addition to a rrore

rrarket-oriented approach to the economy, the goverrurent must show greater
consistency and restraint in its rronetary and fiscal p::>licies.

This is

especially important in controlling inflation, which is another critical
aspect of the overall investrrent environrrent.

This general role for the

governrrent of maintaining investrrent confidence was clarified best when
the Planning Counc=:il Chairman, Sir Frank Ho1rres, S1..lrllrBrized the Council's
philosophy:
Council agrees that the errphasis should be on improving
the climate for investrrent, and reducing the negative influence
of regulation, licensing and control--not on fixing targets,
trying to force investrrent into particular chann s, or providing still rrore specific incentives to invest.
.

The

21

The

Planning Council and its associated groups and individuals

consistently conclude that an important elerrent in reducing inefficiency
in the economy and boosting export corrpetitiveness must be the general
lessening of protection in the economy through the elimination of import
licensing and a greater reliance on tariffs.

Tariffs, because they can be
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less di~crirninating and rely on the rna.rket rrechanism of a higher price to
regulate the level of imports, are seen to be rrore flexible and efficient
while introducing fewer distortions into the economy.

Licensing might

have served a useful purpose in ensuring a stable rna.rket for industry,
encouraging the increased utilization of darestic resources, helping to
maintain full ernployrrent and encouraging invest:rrent during an earlier
stage in New Zealand's industrial developrrent, but now licensing is seen
to protect inefficient da:nestic industries from foreign canpetition,
thereby fostering the inefficient use of resources and a cost-plus
mentality in pricing which results in a higher price level and increased
inflationary pressure.

Old, established firms are shown to be favored in

the allocation of import licensing, even if newer firms might be rrore
efficient and competitive.

The tirre-lags associated with the annual

licensing system may add further distortions to the system.

Licensing is

said to rerrove incentives to innovate, improve quality and keep costs and
prices down in the darestic rna.rket.

In a situation where even a SID3.ll

fi.rm can be given a rronopoly, the Planning Council finds that there is ·
little incentive to use resources~ the best interest of producers and
consi..mers, such as by seeking better sources of supply.
The

insulation provided by excessive protection, according to the

Planning Council's Investment Task Force, isolated New Zealand from trends
in the international econany.

Thus, the enlarged and diversified

productive base established by the industrial growth strategies of the
1940s and 1950s did not adapt to the changes in the external environment,
rrost notably the increased problems of access for primary products to
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traditional markets.

It is this failure to adapt that is viewed as the

primary cause of the current balance of payrrents problems.

Similarly, the

Investrrent Task Force finds that the inefficiency and high costs of
protection have led to the develo:prent of a "shall™" industrial
structure.

The protection of in~ustries upstream rna.y prevent the

establish:rrent of canpetitive export industries which are forced to rely
on the protected industry for its inputs.

Only those industries which

can purchase their inputs externally are considered to have a chance of
being canpetitive intemationally.
Finally, the Planning Council feels protection only limits New
Zealand's ability to attain access to overseas markets.

While there is

much trade potential for New Zealand and ASEAN and Pacific Basin countries
due to a wide complerrentarity in manufactured goods and primary products,
access to such markets will be limited according to the level of access
that these countries are accorded to the New Zealand market.
Intemational pressure, through GATI' and the IMF in particular, will
eventually necessitate a rrore open New Zealand economy if New Zealand
wishes to expand its

OMfl

export trade significantly.

The Planning Council suggests that several policy changes should
accanpany an lessening of protection.

As

a preliminary change, assistance

should be directed increasingly at helping firms to improve their
productivity and canpetitiveness rather than ccn;:iensating them for
protection-induced higher costs.

This would be roth rrore acceptable

internationally and rrore efficient in the long run for it would enable
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firms to becare increasingly less dependent on government aid •. A greater
need is for the establishrrent of a flexible exchange rate.

This would

help to guarantee exp:,rt profitability while discouraging i.rnp:>rts as the
value of the New Zealand dollar gradually decreased as a reflection of New
Zealand's high rate of inflation and balance of payrrents deficit.

With

greater assurance of profitability, invest:rrent funds and capital would

flow rrore readily to the exp:,rt sector.

In this way, a flexible exchange

rate is.seen as a cornerstone to policies designed to stirmlate greater
growth in exp:,rts.

The Task Force on Investrrent concludes:

There is equally little doubt that a policy of using the
exchange rate to naintain profitability of J::oth fann and
manufactured exp:,rts would have achieved better results
than the complex packag22 of incentives, grants and subsidies of recent years.
.
The Planning Council notes that the realization.of the aims of the
New Zealand-Australia Free Trade Agreement would be an i.rnp:>rtant first
step in opening up New Zealand's econany to greater international
canpetition.

Unrestricted c~tition with Australian firms would

generate greater efficiency in the NcW Zealand econany and induce rrore New
Zealand producers to interest themselves in exp:,rt opportunities.
Increased trade between the two countries and the consequent
specialization that would result would provide a stronger foundation for
developing greater international canpetitiveness in the New Zealand
econany overall.

The Planning Council, therefore

••• recarrnends that serious consideration be
possibility of eliminating rrost barriers to
the bro countries over a period of 10 to 15
of exemptions may be necessary to cope with
difficulty on each side, but this should be

given to the
trade between
years. A list
cases 2~ special
srre.11.
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In

line with the corporatist rrodel, the Planning Council is

advocating neoclassical economic rolicies to further the developrent of
the New Zealand econany.

Minirna.l governrrent intervention and a rna.xIBlllffi of

unhampered trade are presented as the key to New Zealand's future
prosF€X'ity.

Protectionism and excessive governrrent intervention in the

econany, although at one tirre they might have been in the national
interest, Im1st now be eliminated in order to restore an environrra1t
conducive to increased investrrent and international capital.
The National Party Government has already derronstrated its belief in
these general goals of increasing economic efficiency and a greater
reliance on market forces.

The Prirre Minister, R. D. Muldoon, clearly

stated the direction his administration was taking in his 1981 Budget
Staternent:
Whether New Zealand achieves the sustained growth that is
rossible depends on its productivity perfm:rnance •.• Its solution
will depend, in turn, on the allocation of resources to the best
advantage in both the private and public sectors. Worthwhile
improvements in efficiency can be obtained in respect of existing activities by cost control and by better work methcds. To
provide the incentive to achieve these irnprovTts market
forces Im1St be allowed to OF€X'ate rrore freely.
In

1979, the Governrrent implemented several i.rnr;xJrtant changes in its

economic management rolicies designed to increase resource efficiency and
the role of the market in the New Zealand econany. 25 The Stabilization of
Prices Regulations were replaced, in accordance with Planning Council
recarrrendations, with a general system of price surveillance.

The export

incentive scherres were rationalized, with an Exp::)rt Perfo:mance Taxation
scherre's benefits being based on net foreign exchange earnings, replacing
a series of incentive prcgrarns based on increases in e.."<[Orts and increased
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exJ?C)rtS to new markets.
the fi:i:ms tax liability.

Benefits would be paid in cash if they exceeded
The import licensing scherre was also liberalized

to provide licenses to manufacturing expJrters where they could establish

that darestically produced inputs or raw rraterials were either excessively
priced or of deficient quality or technology to the extent that export
canpetitiveness would be unduly hanred.

Finally, the exchange rate was

pegged to a trade-weighted basket of the exchange rates of New Zealand's
ma.in trading partners.

The exchange rate would continually change to

reflect the New Zealand inflation rate relative to the inflation rates of
its rnain trading partners, thereby helping to protect export profitability
and regulate imports in line with changes in the balance of payrrents.
'l1he

Goverrrrrent further emphasized its comnitment to the gradual

replacerrent of licenses with tariffs and an accelerated opening up of the
New Zealand economy to international trade.
GATI'

The recent signing of the

Agreerrent in order to retain a higher level of access to the US beef

market, 26 is only the rrost recent example of Muldoon fulfilling his pledge
that:
When taking decisions on industry plans arising from the
industry studies progranrre, and on protection issues
generally, the Government is prepared to replace import.
licensing gradually with tariff-based protection while
maintaining by world standards a reasonable level of
protection ••• The distortions which exist in the present
protective structure will be eliminated by rroving2~rogressively to a rrore uniform level of protection.
Either .implicitly or explicitly, an important aspect of the policies
being advocated by the Planning Council and its associated groups and
individuals is the need for substantial structural change in the economy.
This is a major therre of the Task Force's report, and essentially involves
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the need to increase the econany's real exi:ort/QJP ratio.

Sustained

improvements in New Zealand's terms of trade and overseas borrowing cannot

te relied upon to solve the current balance of payrrents, errploy:rrent and
inflation problems.

The Planning Council concurred with the Task Force's

earlier conclusions:
••• New Zealand will find it difficult to avoid serious
unerrployrrent without inflation, unless we continue to
reshape our econany, so that we are capable of earning
rrore overseas exchange and of achieving our darrestic 28
goals with less proportionate dependence on imports.
The importance of this perceived need for economic structural change

cannot be overstated, for it will have serious consequences for New
Zealand's way of life.

Thus, a close examination of what the envisioned

structural change will entail is necessary to assess the full irnplications
of the policies being put forward in the various planning docurrents.

The

following discussion of the type of structural change being prescribed for
New Zealand in the context of a market-oriented developrent strategy is
based on the recent study by P. J. Lloyd for the Planning Council,
entitled New Zealand's Long Tem Foreign Trade and Structural Adjustrrent
Policies 29
Lloyd defines

structural change as "changes in the long-tem

allocation of productive resources arrong production activities of the
econany. 1130

Resource rrobility, in tenris o:f capacity for the inter-

occupational, inter-errployer and inter-locational rrovement of all
resources, including labour, is essential for the process of structural
change to proceed.

Measures to facilitate structural change must

encanpass all sectors of the econany, for the naximization of resource
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allocation efficiency can

re

achieved only by considering all alternative

activities.
The fundamental structural imbalance in New Zealand's economy, for

Lloyd, is its overspecialization in agriculture.

While all OErn countries

suffered a decline in thelr tenns of trade and national inccme per capita
as a result of the trerrendous increase in the price of oil, New Zealand's
heavy reliance on the export of agricultural carrrondities caused an even
greater decline in its tenns of trade and standard of living.
The traditional solution to declining terms of·trade in New Zealand

has teen to increase the volume of its exports.
the efficacy of this solution for the future.

Lloyd is skeptical about
Referring to FAO, OECD and

USDA projections for export prices and volumes of New Zealand's principal
agricultural exports, Lloyd is "pessimistic concerning the growth of
exports of traditional rural products. 1131 As world incone steadily rises,
Lloyd sees the low incorre elasticity of demand for agricultural products
resulting in further increases in international trade in mmufactured
gcods and minerals at the expense of agricultural trade, contributing to a
further long term decline in New Zealand's agricultural tenns of trade.
Lloyd also predicts that synthetic substitutes for certain corrm::dities
that New Zealand exports, such as butter and wool, will take a greater
share of the world market.
A major concern for Lloyd is the grcwing levels of agricultural
protectionism.

While

GATI'

has contributed to a dcwnward trend in

restrictions on trade in manufactures for over 20 years, "it cannot

re

reasonably clairred that the instrurrents of national :i;olicy which restrict
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agricultural trade have ever seriously been put up for negotiation in
GATr. 1132 The trend to the use of non-tariff trade barriers, including

subsidies, quotas, import levies and complex arrangements designed to
ensure dorrestic ccmrodity price stability, has thus caused Neil'l Zealand's
overall access to world markets to decrease relative to that of other
countries less specialized in the export of agricultural corrm::xlities,
especially the industrial countries, which should benefit significantly
frcm the tariff reductions negotiated under GA.Tr.
Lloyd gees on to argue that high levels of agricultural protection
have several deleterious affects on New Zealand's ability to earn foreign
exchange.

With price stability being :maintained by darestic agricultural

policies in large segrrents of the world market for many of the primary
products which New Zealand exports, particularly in the EEC, price
fluctuations needed to absorb seasonal and randcm fluctuations in world
demand and supply are concentrated in the smaller, uninsulated portions of
the world market.

Thus, for example, the EEC may fluctuate frcm being a

net importer of certain ccmrodities to a net exporter on a yearly basis.
Product price instability is accentuated and sorre studies suggest this
affect may be substantial.

In dealing directly with protected markets

such as the EEC, New Zealand becares, in Lloyd's tenns, a "quasi-small
supplier" and is placed in the worst of possible situations.

Although the

average price received by New Zealand exporters decreases as the total
export volume grows, there is not a corresponding decrease in the price
paid by consurrers, preventing a cacpensating increase in demand.
As

a result of this overspecialization in agriculture, Lloyd suggests
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that New Zealand was ill-suited to take advantage of the opportunities
for exp::>rt grcwth during the i;:eriod of continued expansion in
international trade characterizing the 1960s and 1970s.

From 1961 to

1977, the yearly increase in the volurre of New Zealand's exports
averaged only 4.1 percent compared to a "W'Orld average of 7 .2 percent.
An important factor in this relatively poor i;:erfonmnce was the sickly

1.4 i;:ercent average annual rate of grcwth in pastoral and dairy products
exports.
Lloyd cites several factors which combined to reinforce this
tendency for a relatively slow grcwth rate for New Zealand's exports.
First, the potential for pastoral fanrers to substitute their end
products to rreet changes in consurrer demand was very limited compared to
prcx:1.ucers in other ca:modity groups, and farrrers were thus dependent on
increases in world demand for a relatively limited range of products in
order to increase their exp::>rts.

Second, changes in the real incare of

fanrers is dependent upon changes in the world demand for their
particular products.

Since 1960, world demand for grassland prcx:1.ucts

has grown at a slower rate than "W'Orld demand for other products.

This

affects both the ability and the incentive of farrrers to invest in
agriculture to increase exports.

Finally, a relatively slew rate of

grcwth for New Zealand's exp::>rts resulted in a relatively slew increase
in New Zealand's ability to import.

Fran 1961 to 1977, New Zealand

imports gr6'/ at an annual average rate of 4.1 i;:ercent, compared to an
average world rate of 7 .2 i;:ercent.

Given the heavy dependence of New

Zealand's export sector on irnp:)rts of raw materials and interrrediate and
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capital good.s, Lloyd feels that this factor is imp:,rtant in explaining New
Zealands relatively slow rate of gro.vth in exp:>rts.
The problems of overspecialization in agricultural exr:orts aside,
Lloyd still concludes that the need for structural change within the New
Zealand economy is inescapable.

In order for New Zealand to take maximum

advantage of opportunities for expanding its exr:orts, Lloyd explains that
New Zealand :rrn.J.st supply those good.sand services which will give it the
rrost favorable terms of exchange.

The terms of exchange for individual

comrodities are continually changing, thus there will also have to be
continual changes in the structure of the economy to both maximize export
earnings and avoid stagnation.

Any major exr:ort 1:xxJm, either from

favorable terms of trade or substantial increases in the volurre of
exports, would also necessitate structural change in the economy,
according to Lloyd.

The experience of Australia, Indonesia and Norway

confirms the likelihood. that such an export boom would induce an

appreciation of the New Zealand dollar, and thus increase international
canpetition for both export and imp:,rt-canpeting activities.

Thus, the

developrent of an energy- intensive export sector and/or the reduction of
New Zealand's dependence on imp:,rted petroleum through the exploit:;i.tion of
darestic energy resources ·could not obviate the need for najor structural
change within the economy, but would in fact accentuate the need for
structural change as a result of an appreciation of the New Zealand
dollar.
Lloyd is explicit in advocating a "trade-oriented" strategy for
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for structural change.

Such a strategy has two fundamental aspects.

First, the allocation of resources within the darestic econat'\Y must be
based on canpetitiveness with good.s on the international market.

This

will maximize the gains fran national specialization and international
trade, while at the sa:rre tirre making New Zealand econanic activity rrore
competitive and responsive to structural change.

Second, this strategy

may mean an increase in both the prq;:ortion of national output exi;::orted
·•

and the proportion of national expenditure going towards irnports.

In

addition to becaning rrore exi;::ort-oriented, the New Zealand econat'\Y must
becare rrore irnport-oriented as well.

Reducing incentives to

exi;::ort-competing producers, which would include irnport-ccropeting
producers, is thus seen as a positive direction for econanic policy.
Lloyd 9oes on to argue that such a strategy for increasing trade
must rest on the expansion of exports of non-traditional IPanufactures and
_energy based ccmrodities.

While there may be sorre prospects for an

increase in the volurre of traditional agricultural exports, Lloyd points
out that unless market access is greatly improved it will not be rapid and
may be achieved only at the cost of receiving lcwer average prices.

Lloyd

recomrends that New Zealand, instead, should diversify into the export of
corrrrodi.ties with higher-than-average grCMth rates for dernand in order to
best realize the potential for sustained grCMth based on a trade-oriented
strategy of structural change •. Fanrers, too, should attempt to diversify
their product

mix so as to

take advantage of higher grCMth rates in demand

for certain products and reduce the risks of fluctuating incare levels
resulting fran the declines in prices and demand for single corrrrodi.ty.
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A major flaw :in New Zealand econanic I;XJlicies has been the
predaninance of what Lloyd considers anti-structural change-I;XJlicies.

In

particular, Lloyd carplains that New Zealand appears to be unique arrong
develor:ed countries in its continued reliance on irrq;:ort licensing as the
prinary instrurrent for protecting irrq;:ort-cornpeting I1BI1ufacturing,
resembling in this respect a number of developing countries similarly
beset by problems of chronic balance of payrrents deficits and :inefficiency
and slew grcwth in the economy.

Lloyd finds that licensing seriously

decreases cornpetition in the domestic market by eliminating foreign
competition directly and, because of the proclivity for irrq;:ort licenses to
be awarded on the basis of historic rnarket shares, indirectly by erecting
substantial entry barriers for new finns which face difficulties in
obtaining needed irrq;:ort licensing.

This lack of dorrestic cornpetion then

leads to higher unit costs, abnormal profits and encourages domestic
producers to dump excess production on foreign rnarkets, which may help
them to increase their own profits but results in a decrease in aggregate
national welfare since such dumping arrounts to a subsidy being paid by the
New Zealand consurrers.

Licensing restrictions are seen to decrease the

incentive and ability of dorrestic producers to.adopt new technology.
Finally, Lloyd suggests that the skills and expertise of high level
management are diverted into lobbying activities to retain excessive
levels of protection and away from real problems of productivity and cost
reduction; while the insulation of protection also limits New Zealand's
awareness of rnarket trends in other countries, further imf:eding its export
COTIF€titiveness.
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Fundarrentally, according to Lloyd, licensing and quantitative import
restrictions represent a departure from "tl-..e efficient world trade
orientation" based on econanic decision-makers responding to the rna.rket
signals induced by relative changes in supply and denand.

Tariffs, on the

other
hand, are superior
because they still allow economic decision-makers
.
'
to independently detennine the quantities and types of goods they will buy
or sell on the basis of price signals in the market.
Lloyd finds that current programs designed to facilitate structural
change are ad hoc and uncoordinated, with no corrrron eligibility criteria
or ccmron administration.

In general, they are portrayed as being

complex, both in tenns of eligibility requirerrents and the number of
potential benefits and concessions available.

Incentives are seen to

favor capital over labor inputs, and thereby discourage the substitution
of labor for capital.

Rather than improve dorrestic job search, placerrent

and retraining, Lloyd finds that the CDvernrrent seems to have preferred to
subsidize foreign imnigration to rreet excess demand for specific skills,
underscoring a tendency for programs to facilitate structural change to be
oriented rrore towards producers than employees.
Lloyd concludes that, on balance,
It is alrrost certain that the very high rates of protection
to the import-canpeting manufacturers continues to bias the
overall pattern of industry assistance away from production
of traditional exports and has discouraged th~ developrrent
of non-traditional manufactured 8XfX)rts despite the range of
output-related subsidies to rural producers and export subsidies to manufacturers. This rreans that they have reduced
the level of international trade and the size~~ the
internationally-trading sector of the economy.
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Lloyd presents several directions the government should take in
addressing the need to facilitate structural change in the economy.
Generally, gove.rnrrent policy must be designed to "help the finns and
workers to help themselves" rather than ccmnand specific resource
rroverrents.

Lloyd emphasizes that the only specific recorrrrendation he

makes is that licensing should be abolished, since no liberalization of
the licensing scherres could effectively eliminate the costs inherently
associated with quantitative irnport controls.

Less specifically, Lloyd

suggests that a devaluation of the New Zealand dollar is necessary to
assist structural change by controlling the excess demand for foreign
exchange likely to result from the abolition of irnp::>rt licensing.

Rather

than increasing e.xport subsidies to make the econorny rrore trade-oriented,
Lloyd argues for the reduction of assistance to irnp::>rt-competing
producers.

With the exception of assistance for "infant industries",

Lloyd reccmrends that export subsidies and irnp::>rt subsidies should not
have a differentiated structure, but should apply indiscriminately to all
export and irnp::>rt activitie_s.

From a national point of view, Lloyd

explains that the exact makeup of exports and irnp::>rts is not relevant and
should be left to rrarket forces to detennine.

Assistance to infant

industries must be based on the ability to derronstrate that the benefits
of intervention would outweigh the costs.

Such assistance must also

recognize that argmrents for infant industry protection must relate to
product-specific, plant-specific or input-specific assistance and cannot
justify assistance to all outputs and associated inputs in an industry.
Lloyd concludes that an accelerated rate of structural change in the
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economy is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for increasing
growth in average real incorres.

The lcw rate of structural change in New

Zealand is seen to be an .irnportant factor in e.xplaining New Zealand's
relatively slew rate of growth.

Structural adjustrrent policies thus

beccrre an essential ingredient for maximizing the benefits of structural
change.
Given the .irnportance of the agricultural sector to the New Zealand
econcmy, it is .important to look specifically at sorre of the policies the
Planning Council and its associated groups and individuals are advocating
for this sector.

While there is a definite emphasis on the need to shift

to greater reliance on non-traditional exports as a source of foreign
exchange earnings, agriculture remains, and will continue to do so for the
foreseeable future, an important foundation to New Zealand's export
sector.
At_ the onset, it is important to deal with certain apparent
inconsistencies in this l:xxiy of planning literature.

While Lloyd

concludes that the outlook for the growth in traditional agricultural
exports is limited, Mclean, in his report for the Planning Council,
considers that production levels, not market limitations, are the binding
constraint to.increasing agricultural exports. 34 Similarly, the
Investment Task Force concludes that the "main problem will be one of
.
.
supplying enough 11 rreat and dairy products (with the exception of butter)

to

rreet the likely international demand. 35 Fundarrentally, ha.vever, this

inconsistency is rrore apparent than real.

First, as will be shown

shortly, there is a very definite consensus in all the planning docurrents
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that each sector of the economy would benefit rrost just from the tyr;es of
market-oriented i;:olicies outlined al:x::>ve and the minimization of distorting
governmental intervention in the econany.

It is this overriding central

theirs of the planning docurrents that I am rrost concerned with.

Second,

Lloyd is arguing for a diversification of New Zealand's exp:>rts with a
relatively less important role for agriculture.

This does not rule out

large absolute increases in the volurre of agricultural exp:>rts, even if
Lloyd might feel that this would be unlikely.

In the short to medium tenn

especially, agricultural exp:,rts will play an important role in financing
any 8..'<PfillSion of the non-traditional exp:>rt sector through their
contribution to foreign exchange earnings.

McLean,

on the other hand, is

arguing that agriculture has a significant i;:otential for increasing its
exp:irt

earnings and must be considered an inp:)rtant elerrent in New

Zealand's exp:,rt drive, not that Ne.v Zealand must continue to rely on
agricultural exp:>rts for over 70 percent of its foreign exchange earnings.
Crucially, Lloyd relies on market forces, encouraged by nondiscriminating
governmental i;:olicies, as the rrost appropriate way to encourage the
expansion of exp:>rts.

If Lloyd w--ere to accept McLean's and the Investment

Task Force's rrore optimistic market outlook, it is difficult to inagine
how Lloyd's i;:olicy. reconm::mdations would be any different.

Agriculture

will have to canpete, under a market-oriented strategy, with other sectors
of the econany for investrrent, and agriculture's ability to attract such
investment will depend directly on its ability to guarantee canpetitive
rates of return on investments.
While there is a real danger that i;:otentially profitable
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agricultural invest:ment will be crowded out by excessive invest:ment in
manufacturing and other non-traditional exporting sectors of the econOf(o/,
this is not irrplied in Lloyd's PJlicy reconrrendations.

Such a crowding

out effect would be the result of discriminatory gove:rnrrent PJlicies
designed to give unfair competitive advantages to specific sectors 9f the
econany.

'
This would
only be a new form of what Lloyd criticizes in the

current econa:nic policies being practiced; i.e., the distortions caused by
excessive and discriminatory goverrnnental intervention in the econany
which discourages the grcwth of non-traditional exports.
In naw looking specifically at the agricultural sector, McLean finds
that the principal shortca:nings of existing agricultural policies is their
tendency to be defensive and ad hoc.

The governrrent is p:::>rtrayed as

having been reluctant to make rrajor changes in its approach to
agriculture, with the result that its policies have helped in preventing a
rrore general decline in agriculture but have not been successful in
restoring sustained grcwth to the sector.

While there have been sare

notable exceptions, such as the Livestock Incentive Scheme which helps
encourage increases in productivity indirectly by encouraging increases
in livestock numbers, McLean concludes that agricultural PJlicies
generally tend to be distorting and keep fanrers inccrres up without
actually fostering irrprovements in their productivity.

For example,

McLean points out that fertilizer subsidies encourage an excessive use of
fertilizer, at the expense of other inputs which might result in greater
increases in output.

Because of the lack of any guarantee that fertilizer

subsidies will be provided fran year to year, farrrers tend to increase
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their application of fertilizer even rrore in order to maximize their
benefits under the scherre.

Improverrents in the efficiency of fertilizer

use are directly discouraged, since any improverrent 'C,<,'OUld result in a
lower level of subsidy.
Fundarrentally, the problem with all such subsidies on inputs,.
according to McLean, is that they reflect the arrount of rroney spent, not
the level of output produced.

Current incentives do little to discourage

fanrers fran diverting their resources to non-agricultural investrrents and
only help those fanrers who are willing and able to increase their
production.

Variability in all of the incentive scherres prevents long

tenn confidence in agriculture, again discouraging investrrent, in McLean's
analysis.
Both the Planning Council and Mclean agree that the key to increasing
farm productivity is to guarantee that farming will remain profitable.
Thus, the Council concludes:
A continued increase in farm incorre is a pre-requisite for
sustained expansion of the volurre of traditional exports by
at least 2 percent per ~35ar. This is a crucial elerrent in
the Council's strategy.
Mclean goes on to suggest that greater reliance on market influences
in the economy generally, ccrilbined with an adequate welfare system to
avoid individual hardships fran the necessary adjustments within the
agricultural sector, would be the rrost appropriate strategy for assuring
adequate levels of farm incane.

Mclean suggests that greater reliance on

rnarket forces to allocate resources within the economy in general should

maintain farm incorres at a sufficiently high level to obviate the need for
subsidies, incentives and assistance to agriculture.

Restrictions on
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canpetition should be rerroved, with a de-emphasis on detailed
administrative intervention in the economy.

Any incentive scherres that

are allowed to persist should be nondiscriminating in nature and encourage
all export and imp::,rt-cornpeting activities equally.

Flexible exchange

rates should be accompanied by a gradual reduction in protection.

As should be clear, the types of :r;olicy reforms McLean sees as
necessary for agriculture are, as McLean himself emphasizes, the sarre as
those felt to be essential for the health of the econany in general.
Planning Council therefore recomrends that:
••• it is imp::,rtant that farrrers be given sare assurance,
not only by the present Governrrent but also by those
who could becorre the Governrrent in the future, that it
is a major objective of policy to sustain the profitability
of fanning for export generally at a level which is adequate
to achieve the volurre of production and sales required to
fulfill planned goals. This should be part of a rrore general
assurance, extending to those in manufacturing and service
industries, that policy will be directed to maintaining the
the.relati~e_p:ofit~ility of exchange-earning and exchangesavmg activities.

The
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Before attempting to assess the implications of the al::xJve J;)Olicies
for New Zealand, one irore aspect of these J;)Olicies needs to be examined,
narrely, the planned role for foreign investrrent in the New Zealand
econany.

It is in this J;)Olicy area that the COrJ;)Oratist tendencies in the

Planning Council I s proposals becorres irost evident •. ·
An important elerrent in the rrarket-orient strategy of developrent

being advocated in the various planning dccurn::mts is the need to attract
greater arrounts of foreign investrrent to New Zealand.

such investrrent is

seen to provide b::>th balance of payrrents relief and new technology and
skills necessary for New Zealand's sustained gra.vth.

The Planning Council

finds that:
••• it would be in the national interest to foster a
greater inflCM of direct investrrent from overseas
in the next phase of our developrrent ••• We recorrrrend
liberalization [of overseas investrrent policy] over
a wide front and an active3lfilllicity effort to encourage overseas interest.
The Minister of National Developrrent, also a member of the Planning
Council
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Mr. W. Birch, concurred in his 1980 rep:>rt, Growth Opp::>rtunities:
I would stress that overseas invesbrent in New Zealand
is welcare. In rrost areas there are ver:y few restrictions ••.
The Government is actively encouraging worthwhile invesbrent from overseas to stimulate economic growth ~d
and is considering further ways to achieve this aim.
The Task Force on Invesbrent emphasizes that foreign borrowing is no

substitute for foreign invesbrent.

Foreign invesbrent brings with it

technical and managerial know-how, as well as access to markets.

The rate

of profit on the initial foreign invesbrent is rarely greater than the
interest paid on overseas loans, plus there is a presumption that foreign
invesbrent will lead to an overall increase in invesbrent in the economy
and that the total output generated by the invesbrent will be greater than
the level ~f profit repatriated overseas, thereby increasing the nation's
standard of living.

Fears such as the deterioration of the balance of

payrrents through profit remittance, restrictions on the exports of
TIU1ltinational corp:>ration subsidiaries in New Zealand by the parent
canpany, and the loss of economic sovereignty are all dismissed as either
exaggerations or as being capable of control through appropriate
governrrent p:>licies.
The important factor is that the benefits of foreign invesbrent be
emphasized so that the fears arising from the "ver:y considerable ignorance
of the true effects of foreign invesbrent" can be dispellea.. 40
Appropriate macro-economic p:>licies are seen to be all that is necessary
for ensuring a p:>sitive contribution to the national economy from private
foreign invesbrent, as the Invesbrent Task Force explains:
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••• no foreign investrrent, indeed no investrrent of any
cwnership, will make a profit significantly above the
rate of interest [on foreign loans] unless it contributes sorre new and useful dirrension (be it technology, market, or rnanagerrent skill), or unless it is
able to exploit sare rronopolistic condition in the
narket. The long tenn solution therefore is not to
screen new foreign investrrent, to spend weeks appraising their "real contribution", but to adopt policies
designed to ensure that carpanies are forced to operate
in an q::en, competitive environrrent, where high profits
tend to be a very temporary phenawrnon unless new
developrrents are constantly made.
The Implications of a Market-Oriented Developrrent Strategy
In attempting to assess the inpact of a market-oriented approach to

econanic developrrent in New Zealand, sorre criteria for that assessrrent
must first be established.
. 42
two sueh en.'ter1a.

Perrings offers a starting fX)int by suggesting

Based on the distinction between economic "growth"

as an increase in GDP :per capita and "developrrent" as an actual increase
in the living standards of the majority of New Zealanders, Perrings'
criteria are:
GrCMth in GDP per capita should yield an increase
in the real incare of working people, which restores
living standards to the base year of 1974 by 1985,
and which ensures in the long-run that they are no
worse off, either absolutely or relative to working
people in countries with which New Zealand has econanic
relations.
1)

2) GrCMth in GDP per capita should yield a net increase
in the level of employrrent sufficient to attain full
employrrent by 1985.
It seems that these criteria, while useful, need sorre rrodification.
As will be discussed belCM, it appears that New Zealanders are not so Irn.lCh

concerned with their standard of living relative to other countries, nor
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are they very concerned that their standards of living continually
increase.

Thus, I would prefer a criteria that is rrore general and refers

to the capacity of a developrrent strategy to provide for a satisfactory

standard of living over the long run and within a reasonable period of
'

'

tirre, say Perrings' five years.

The achieverrent of full employment within

five years is, however, an important elerrent in assessing any develop-rent
strategy for New Zealand.
In New Zealand, the achieverrent of full employment is an important
goal.

In order to detennine whether or not specific strategies of

develoµnent can achieve this goal, the size of the actual employment
problem must be established.

Between March and October of this year, the

level of registered unemployment was between 46,000 and 48,000.

These

figures do not include the over 14,000 f€:Ople in fully subsidized
temporary government jobs and the 11,000 in subsidized permanent jobs in
the private sector. 43

Penranent jobs will thus have to be found for over

60,000 f€:Ople to achieve full employment of the current labour force
according to official statistics.

However, these figures only reflect

those f€:Ople'who have actually registered.as unemployed, and it is widely
acknowledged that nBny of those who are actually seeking and unable to
find work do not register as unemployed.

A report by the National

Research and Advisory Council and census data indicate that unemployment
in the economy rna.y be over three tirre the level indicated by those
actually registere~ as unemployed. 44

The number of jobs currently needed
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to achieve full employrrent may, therefore, be in excess of· 200,000 • To

this figure must be added 27,000 jobs per year, or 135,000 over a five
year period, to accacm::x:late new entrants into the lal::or force. 45

In total

the employrrent requirerrents over the next five years would be in excess of
335,000 jobs, which is exclusive of any new employrrent requirerrents made
necessary to cc:irnpensate for jobs lost through the restructuring of the
econany.

With this in mind, an assessrrent of the market-oriented strategy

for economic developrrent expJunded by the Planning Council and its
associated groups and individuals is in order.
Generally, it will not be easy to increase employrrent OP[X)rtunities
by increasing the levels of expJrts, as New Zealand's
experience will attest.

ONI1.

recent

In 1980, overall expJrt receipts increased by

over $1 billion, yet the total number of full-tirre jobs in the private
sector declined by over 12,000. 46
In particular, any expanded New Zealand expJrt drive will have to
face the stiff carq;ietition offered by the "newly industrialized
countries", which underwrite their carq;ietitive success by social
conditions which would seem unacceptable in New Zealand by any standard.
Evans discusses four basic social conditions camonly found in these
countries, ranging from South Korea and Brazil with their relatively large
economies to the small city-states of Singapore and Hong Kong, essential
to the understanding of their recent successes in exports. 47

First is the

relative absence of state regulation of working conditions and the absence
or SUSf€11sion of trade union rights and activities.

This lal::or market

anarchy generates extrerrely low lal::or costs and contrasts sharply with
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state intervention to enhance the strength of capital.

Second, the

relative absence of derrocratic rights and pluralism in these countries
gives the state a rronopoly on political }?O"Ner.

Such gove:r:nrrents rely on

the errergence of professional and entrepeneurial groups whose interests
lie in "rna.intaining openness to the world rmrket."

Third, a crucial

elerrent in the success of these countries is the existence of a highly
developed state apparatus behind the facade of a free market capable of
the centralized fonnulation and implerrentation of strategic policies and a
capacity for reaping the benefits of econanies of scale through selective
intervention in the economy.

Finally, the central goverrurent has the

ability to divert resources from other sectors of the economy into fueling
the export drive.

The consistency of this social condition with key

elerrents of the corporatist mx1el should be obvious, and, indeed, the
countries Evans is referring to could be appropriately classified as exhibiting corporatist characteristics.
Given this type of competition in the international market for many
of the :pJtential non-traditional prcducts which New Zealand will be
considering as export alternatives, one must autcmatically be suspect of
the efficacy of developrent strategies which require for their success
that New Zealand CCX1.1f€te directly, both internationally and darestically,
in those areas of trade in which these countries will benefit rrost from
social conditions which all New Zealanders Im.1st find abhorrent.

One

similarly Im.1st be on guard against policies including the establishrrent of
corporatist structures with the New Zealand system of gove:rnrrent, which
will either seek to imitate such social conditions in New Zealand or try
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in other ways to negate the comparative advantage enjoyed by the newly
industrialized countries.
Perhaps the National Deyeloprnent Act of 1979 should be viewed, in
this context, as an effort to imitate certain social institutions found in
the newly industrialized countries.

Certainly, the Act will facilitate

the "centralized formulation and implerrentation of strategic p:,licy."
According to Bertram, the Act increases the :power of the central
goverrurent by do.vngrading the role of the Planning Tribunal from a
decision-making to an advisory body and by giving the Mlllister for
National Development virtually absolute discretion for pushing through any
projects he wishes; limits the focus of public hearings on developrnent
projects before the Tribunal to the narrow environrrental issues of the
environrrental impact rep:,rt; places the public at a severe disadvantage.
relative to the Governrrent and applicant due to their control over
relevant information and facts; while the Act itself represents an
essentially underrocratic view of public participation in the decisionmaking process. 48

Prop:,sed arrendrrents to the Act further limit public

scrutiny of developrnent projects by allaving the Planning Tribunal to
order any party to a national developrnent hearing to pay any other party
such costs and expenses as it sees fit, and by giving the Mlllister of
Works and Developrnent canplete discretion in deciding what evidence he
will provide the Planning Tribunal.

Under the prop::,sed arrendrnents, only

the Court of Appeals will be able to hear cases concerning the Act and the
retrospective validation of errors or omissions of anything at any tirre
required under the

Act is also provided for. 49
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The desirability of high levels of foreign investment in New Zealand
is certainly not as obvious as the Planning Council and, in particular,
the Investment Task Force would like to suggest.

Even the Task Force on

Economic and Social Planning was forced to concede that New Zealand's
"manufacturing developrrent, like that of developing countries, is regarded
as a nuisance by major international industrialists. 1150

If New'zealand

policy-makers refuse to learn fran the experiences of other countries in
dealing with multinational corporations, 51 New Zealand's

a-tm

limited

experience is perhaps even rrore telling.
Official Reserve Bank data for the past five years indicate that the
actual net private capital inflow adjusted for the private capital outflcw
has been increasingly small and, in 1979 and 1980, even negative. 52 A
Federation of Labour study of just one finn, Coma.lea, suggests that in
1977 transfer pricing between New Zealand and Australian affiliates of
this multinational corporation resulted in the transfer of $8.2 million in
profit out of New Zealand and $4 million in lost corporate taxes for the
New Zealand goverrurent. 53
Marty Gimpl, senior lecturer in business administration at the

University of Canterbury, has found that New Zealand subsidiaries of
multination corporations are forced to buy, at inflated prices, equiprrent
from their U.S. and U.K. parent canpa.n.ies that is obsolete and w::,uld get a
scrap rretal price on the world market.

The multinationals are able to

further increase their profits by having their New Zealand subsidiaries
depreciate the inflated value of the equiprrent.

Gimpl also observed that,

at least in the case of British multinational subsidiaries in New Zealand,
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alrrost all irnp::)rtant decisions are taken overseas and all top TIBnagerrent
jobs are filled from Britain.

Research and developrent is rronopolized by

the parent cc:mpanies and held back frc:m subsidiaries in New Zealand.
G:impl concludes that half ownership of foreign subsidiaries by the
Governrrent is in reality less desirable than allowing complete 100 percent
- foreign ownership, since the Government must also share in half the risk
and could late be called upon to provide increased funding to bail out the
corporation should difficulties arise, a politically ernbarrassjng
situation to say the least. 54
Of even greater concern is the already apparent ability of
rrn.1ltinational corporations to actually

influence government policy. 55

Evidence suggests that Canalco was able to bring heavy pressure to bear on
the Governrrent over the price of electricity its aluminum srrelter would
have to pay.

In 1979, prior to the introduction of the National

Developrent Act legislation, British Petroleum presented a very similar
blueprint for a streamlined planning system to the Under-Secretary for
Energy.

Certainly, as the irnp::)rtance of foreign investrrent to the econo!T\Y

and the relative size of the foreign owned sector in the New Zealand
econany increases, so too will the ability of foreign-owned corporations

to influence government policy, as will the potent~al.costs of transfer
pricing, profit remittances, investrrent in obsolete equiprent and
technolcgy, and of decisions affecting large and irnp::)rtant sectors of the
domestic economy being taken by corporate decision-makers farrerroved from
New Zealand and whose interests no one could guarantee will always

coincide with those of New Zealand.

-41In this context, the precedence being accorded the interest of
international capital become clear.

The interests associated with big

business and international capital appear to dominate the policy proposals
which the Planning Council has put fo:r:ward, completely ignoring the
already apparent negative consequences of private foreign invesbrent
within the New Zealand economy.
The potential affects of a market-oriented development strategy on
the quality and material standard of living in New Zealand are very
serious, especially given New Zealand's collectivist traditions.
Ostensibly, economic planning must be integrally intertwined with social
and environmental considerations, as the Task Force warns:
••• while we agree that "economi9 11 objectives must be
given very high priority in the foreseeable future,
it is not enough ••• to concentrate planning on economic
issues. Planning for social justice, for a positive
reduction of social problems, for a greater sense of
corrmunity, for a pleasant environment, and for cultural
and recreational activities which both refresh us and
develop our national identity, is not only important
in its cmn. right, but also an essential element in any
scheme to overcome our economic difficulties, while keepll;g N5~ Zealand a place where both young and old wish to
live.
The market-oriented strategy of develop:rent as outlined above, however,

threatens to elevate economic objectives above all else, putting at grave
risk virtually all other possible goals for New Zealand's development and,
ultimately, even those primary economic objectives themselves.
Both the Task Force and the Planning Council stress an increasing
emphasis on individualism and the different values, lifestyles and roles
57
people choose to adhere to.
The Task Force gives special attention to
the Social Develop:rent Council's objectives to enhance the dignity,
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freedom and indep=>__ndence of individuals, yet apparently gives relatively
less weight to the Social Developrent Council's other four objectives to
strengthen the spirit of the cornnunity, to preserve life and prorrote
health, to share resources fairly, and to enhance the envirorurent.

In

accordance with capitalist dogma, there is a shift in emphasis, often
subtle, away from collectivist and group activity t<:Mards individual
initiative and an acceptance of greater inequality with a de-emphasis on
the redistributive role of governrrent.

In particular, the Planning

Council sees the need for "a fundarrental change in political and social
philosophy."

Admitting the need not to "underrate the difficulty which

rrany groups will face in adjusting to such a radical shift in emphasis,"
the Planning Council explains that:
The real need, if the welfare state is to find new
directions in the 1980s, is for the state to do less
and at the sarre tirre assist :p20ple to do rrore for themselves. This will involve a shift in emphasis from the
"top dCNm" approach and the reliance on institutions,
towards greater invol~grrent and responsibility on the
part of all citizens.
The Task Force found that, while most New- Zealanders regard growth as

a desirable policy objective, "there is a broadly-based consensus in New
Zealand in favour of a reasonable rate of econcrnic grc:wth provided grc:wth
is intelligently directed to minimize the social and environrrental
costs. 1159 The Ccmnission for the Future identified the public's preferred
objectives for a developrent strategy and ranked them in their order of
preference:
1.

Indefinitely sustainable use of natural resources.
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2. Redeveloµrent of unemployed econanic production workers in
social production activities.
·
3.

Mixed scale of industry.

4.

A wide variety of work and creative use of greater leisure

t:i.rre

5.

within the scope of a wide variety of life styles.

A rrore cooperative and less canpeti,tive society. 60

Significantly, no preference is given for either econanic growth or
improved standards of living.
own

This is consistent with the Cornnission's

conclusions frcm a_series of workshops on the goals New Zeal~ders

would like to see achieved through New Zealand's develoµrent:
In general, the workshops indicated a de-emphasis of
econcmic growth with an errphasis on the acceptance on
quality of life, acceptance of a c e r t a i n ~ standard
of living, and an even distribution of wealth.
A study on the econcmic implications of social change done for the

Ccmnission for the Future similarly concludes that New Zealanders attach
particular importance to three social goals:
world recession; (2)

(1)

Protection against

Maintenance of full employrrent; (3)

Maintenance of

. 1 hanrony. 62
soc1a

It is thus apparent that there is a p::itentially significant
divergence between the expressed goals and objectives of the
market-oriented develop-rent strategy and the goals which rrost Ne.v
Zealanders consider important for any developrent program.

The

interests of the broader New Zealand society, composed of a variety of
interest groups, are being sacrified in the interests of one particular
rninority·group, namely, that group rrost closely associated with big
business and international capital.

On

the_se grounds alone,

reconsideration of such p::ilicies by New Zealand p::ilicy-rnakers is
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is definitely in order.

Yet, one is struck by the aloofness which the

Planning Council and its associated groups and individuals derronstrates in
refusing to explicitly, or even implicitly, recognize such clear public
objectives in their develop-rent planning.

The Carrnission for the Future's

study group on the economic implications of social change is particularly
blatant in its disregard for its own findings on public opinion.

Thus, it

suggests that perhaps the majority of New Zealanders simply have not yet
realized that New Zealand has experienced a major decline in its standard
of living over the last two decades, or maybe the majority of people think
that nothing can be done to correct this decline.

The study group gees on

to suggest that the average New Zealander may have become too accustorred

to sorreone else assuring him a minimum standard of living, such as
enployers, trade unions or the governrrent, so that he no longer feels a
need to worry about material values.

One alrrost senses a certain contenpt

for such attitudes when the study group writes:
In a world desperately short of energy and food, it
v.Uuld be rrorally hard to defend a New Zealand }?Olicy
aiming rrerely at low and relatively ~sophisticated
domestic utilization [of resources].
The implications of the above discussion becorne even rrore significant
when examining the negative ramifications of a market-oriented developrent

strategy on resource allocation and m::metary and fiscal }?Olicies.

Such

ramifications were only hinted at by the Task Force when it discussed the
need for a "period of relative deprivation", the length of which would be
determined by the success of develop:rent }?Olicies in achieving their
stated objectives:

~lore resources must be devoted to earning overseas
exchange rather than catering for sharing between
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dorrestic consurrption and investrrent, between public and
private ag ivities, and between wages, profits and social
benefits.

4

S_!?ecifically, firmar control will have to be exercised on the grcwth
of the rroney supply, goverrnrent spending and incorres; both to free
resources for the export.sector and to prevent other i;::olicy changes, such
as devaluation and decreased protection, from pushing up costs and the
balance of payrrents deficit.

Efforts to stimulate employrrent must be

severely curtailed, again to control inflation and the balance of
payments.

These constraints on the grcwth in the rroney supply and

dorrestic derrand will allow for investrrent only in priority areas.

The

Investrrent Task Force indicated that "until the balance of payrrents
situation improves, only rrodest expansion in sorre areas of private
investrrent from present recession levels can be envisaged up to 1985. 1165
Grcwth in employrrent will largely be detennined by grcwth in foreign
exchange earnings, with little i;::ossibility of increased employrrent through
import-substitution due to the necessa:ry constraints on consumption.
The elimination of the Government deficit becorres of pararrount
importance.

This is necessary both to curb inflation and to prevent huge

governrrent deficits from drying up i;::otential sources of investrrent
capital.

Yet, eliminating the budget deficit will prove to be a

fonnidable task.

In July, the Governrrent projected the 1981-82 deficit at

just over $ 2 billion, or 7 • 4 _!?ercent of projected GDP.

By

October,

however, estimated governrrent expenditures had increased another $276
million, with the biggest increase of $85.3 million going for increased
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.
superannuat ion
payrrent s. 66
The Planning C,ouncil considers it essential that increases in

governrrent expenditure be held to no rrore than 2 percent per year,
assuming a real GDP growth rate of 3 percent per year.

Should that growth

rate not be realized, governrrent expenditures would have to grow at a
correspondingly slower rate. 67 The need to errphasize the requirements for
sustained economic expansion and the fact that social services
expenditures are the rrost rapidly rising component of governrrent
expenditures indicates that the brunt of budget control will fall in this
area.

The Planning Council offers a number of suggestions for limiting

the growth in social services expenditures, including:

a rraxirnum 2

r:ercent per annum increase in all social service expenditures; the
elimination of the discrepancy between accident compensation and sickness
benefits, with benefits after a 3 rronth period consisting of a standard
rate and the elimination of the compensation award in accident cases
without reinstituting the right to sue in accident situations; changes
in superannuation to raise the eligibility to 62, and p::,ssibly even 65,
and along with other incare rna.intenance programs, that benefit levels be
taxable and ba.sed on the before-tax rather than after-tax average wage
level; and the rerroval of hidden subsidies in the prices and fees charged
for public facilities and services through regular price adjustrrent to
68
reflect their true long-run costs.
Whether or not these recorrrrendation will prove sufficient will, of
course, depend up::,n the success of the develoµrent strategy being pursued
in reducing the balance of payrrents deficit and generating the needed
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foreign exchange necessary for econanic growth.

It should be emphasized

that such reccrrmandatioris only deal with limiting real increases in
governrrent expenditures and do not deal directly with the current deficit
of over $2 billion, a deficit that will be carried through each year
\

unless significant other budget cuts are made and/or real tax revenues
increase nn1ch faster than the real rate of growth in expenditure.
The potential seriousness of the recessionary fiscal and rronetary
constraint on darestic consumption and governrrent expenditures under a
market-oriented development strategy is quite severe.

For planning

purposes, the Planning Council accepts as a "reasonable" assumption that
every 1 percent increase in incorre results in a 1 percent increase in the
volurre of irtq;Jorted goods and a 1.2 percent increase in the volurre of
irtq;Jorted services.

It then projects that with 1 percent annual growth in

GDP the current deficit on invisibles would be at the sarre level it was in
1978, but with a 3 percent annual gra.-rth rate the invisibles deficit 1M:Juld

double by 1985.

69

A further constraint to the pennissible level of growth

in consumption is the dependence of New Zealand industry on irtq;Jorts, both
to service existing factories and to expand production.

More than

80

7o
. percent o f a 11 imp::,
'
rt s consist
'
' 1s and equiprrent.
·
o f raw rnateria
Consumption cannot be allcwed to increase to the extent that it could
cra,.,rd out this vital

80

percent of irtq;Jorts.

This constraint is

underscored by the relatively high rate of export gra.-rth necessary to
sustain even small increases in the standard of living. 71
The level of draconian rreasures that could be necessary for
constraining the growth in darestic consumption is clear when one looks
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back at New Zealand's experience with deflationary fiscal and rronetary
p:,licies designed to improve the balance of payrrents between 1973 and
1976, when real per capital incare fell 14.4 percent adjusting for the
declining terms of trade and p:,pulation increases. 72

It should be noted

that during this period, 1973-76, the New Zealand econcmy was much rrore
insulated, and therefore easier to regulate, than it would be under a
market-oriented developrnent strategy.
Certainly, the governrrent might not choose to follcw such severe
prescriptions in attempting to implerrent market-oriented strategies.

If

it does not, however, such strategies are doorred to failure as the
balance of payrrents deficit becares even rrore chronic, as unernployrrent
skyrockets, and as inflation runs rampant.

Such p:,licies can work only

if resources are carefully allocated to ensure a maximum incr.ease in
exchange earnings.
this regard:

The market-oriented approach has an inherent flaw in

because development must be based on export-led growth and

increased international trade, consurrption must be foregone until the
export sector can grCM sufficiently to sustain both a rrore open econcmy
and increases in ernployrrent and the standard of living.

The Investrrent

Task Force aninously concludes:
New Zealand will wake limited econc:mic progress until
its balance of paym2nts deficit is reduced. Only then
can demand be allcwed to expand and provide rrore jobs,
higher real incare, and a w~2er range of public and
private gccds and services.
In the environrrent created by a rnarket-or~ented developrnent
strategy, p:,licies dealing directly with the labor force and ernployrrent
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will be crucial for organized labor ITU.1st not be allc:wed to interfere with
the attairurent of rrore important Planning Council objectives.

An

important requirement for structural change in the economy is labor
nobility.

Thus, the Planning Council reccmrends the creation of an

"active employrrent" policy to facilitate labor rrobility. 74
would have 8 objectives:

1)

Such a policy

Provide infor:rration about the changing labor

market and labor force necessary to implement developrent policies; 2)
Ensure everyone is adequately equipped to participate in the labor force;
3)

Ensure an adequate supply of the right skills; 4)

incOITB for people in transition between jobs; 5)

Provide security of

Facilitate the SIT(X)th

and rapid entry or re-entry of workers into employrrent; 6)

SUpp::>rt, where

necessary, the demand for labor through job creation prcgrams; 7)
Minimize unemployment; and 8)
aspects of employrrent.

As

Consider both quantitative and qualitative

discussed above, efforts to expand employrrent,

at least in the short tenn, will be severely curtailed.

The ability

to

provide governrrent revenue to fully implement such a broad policy,
laudable as it appears to be, within a reasonable tirre frarre is clearly in
doubt.
While new employrrent opp::>rtunities will certainly be limited in the
im:rediate future under a market-oriented developrrent strc:1.tegy, there is
potentially a very serious reduction in existing employrrent opportunities
also.

The assumption behind increasing the level of c ~ t ition in the

economy is that there is currently a high leveJ: of inefficiency.

It is

inconceivable that the elimination of this inefficiency will not also

-soresult in the loss of a considerable number of jobs, even if the increases
in efficiency and the new export industries eventually generate rrore
employrrent opf()rtunities.

Yet, even this assumption may not be warranted.

Currently, high labor costs in both the secondary and service sectors of
the economy are encouraging the substitution of capital for labor. 75 Why
this would change under a market-oriented strategy, unless growing
unemployrrent forced wages da.vn, is hard to understand.

Whether maximizing

efficiency and c~titiveness is even compatible with full ernployrrent
remains to be seen.
Greater incorre inequality is not only inevitable under a
market-oriented strategy, it is considered essential.

Thus,

The [Planning] Council sees increased margins for

skill, effort and resfOnsibility as indi~gble to
the next phase of New Zealand's developrrent.
This redistribution of incorre ITUJst be sustained, even though this will
result in higher labor costs and even greater incentive for replacing
labor with capital.

Those least well-off, the unskilled and semi-skilled,

will, of course, be the major losers.
Perhaps, as the Planning Council suggest, full employment will no
longer be ari. appropriate goal.

"Even in the rrost favorable econanic

circumstances", the Council explains, "there are likely to be rrore people

in 'transition' between jobs", and thus there will be greater observed
unemployrrent. 77

The Council therefore recornrends a new definition of full

employrrent, which includes as employed those people who want paid
employrrent and can obtain it, or are in training leading to it, within a
reasonable peric<l of tirre.
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Naturally, under such conditions, improved industrial relations
"warrants high Governrrent priority. 1178 Quite positively, l:oth the Task
Force and the Planning Council recognize the need for greater employee
involvement in the decision-making process as it directly affects their
employrrent opportunities and. inccxne levels.

The Task Force emphasized the

need "to generate a sense of ccrnron purp:ise, to diminish adversary
relationships and encourage canpetition, to involve :i;:eople in working out
and supporting necessary changes in ways that share the burdens and
rewards equitably. 1179 The Planning Council goes even further in its
reccmrendations:
The creation of circumstances in the lal:our market
which will induce workers, unions and managerrent to
pay rrore attention than in the past to improving
productivity and controlling costs is of fundamental
importance. To this end ••• progra.rrrres [should be developed]
to increase constructive employee involverrent in decisions affecting productivity and costs. Prograrrnes
also need to be devis~0to ensure fair sharing of the
fruits of improverrent..
.

Yet, the actual arrount of attention such efforts will be given is
harder to predict, especially if results are not readily apparent.
Certainly, pressures will rrount to suppress lal:or demands which are
considered unreasonable or block desire change in the econany.

The recent

spurt of industrial disputes throughout the country, and the proposed
SUnrrary

Offenses Bill, which the Federation of Labour claims threatens the

right to strike by prohibiting peaceful picketing, 81 may hold a:ninous
portents of the future.

The National Party Governrrent' s response to the

Federation of Labour's rejection of its wage-tax trade-off proposal is
thus significant, and might be considered a consequence of the need to
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ccmpete for exp::>rt markets with the newly industrialized states:
It is clear that, with the wage increases that have
taken place in the last few years, there can be no
justification for wage settlements in the double
figures in the 1981-82 wage round. Such increases
would trigger off a self-defeating spiral of price
rises and further wage claims, accompanied by a higher
level of unemployrrent-. The Goverrnrent is not prepared
to see this happen. If the parties to wage negotiations
wish to preserve their right to free collective bargaining,
they must exercise that right responsibly. The Goverrnrent
will act resolutely if necessary in the public interest.
If this requires the imposition of controls on ~ges,
we will face up to that unpleasant ev:entuality.
Conclusion
A rnarket-oriented developrrent strategy represents a big gamble.
Consumption and employrrent are sacrificed in the short term for a
hoped-for pay-off in higher standards of living in the future.
The two criteria for assessing a developrent strategy presented
above, rraintenance of a satisfactory standard of living and the
achieverrent of full employrrent within five years, are not rret by a
market-oriented approach.

While a satisfactory standard of living rray be

achievable in the long run through such a strategy, this is not by any
rreans guaranteed, and in the short tenn, at least, the standard of living
for the average New Zealander will nost likely fall drastically.

Full

employrrent is, quite unequivocally, not feasible under a market-oriented
developrrent strategy.
A rnarket-oriented developrrent strategy represents a serious departure
from rrany of the values and objectives held by the ffi3.jority of New
Zealanders.

Full employrrent, the welfare state and relative incane

equality are all traditional New Zealand values which must be radically
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altered under a market-oriented strategy.

The emphasis of governrrent

policy becomes grcwth and the long te:rm aim is for increasing standards of
living.

Yet, paradoxically, this is not what the r:eople seem to desire.

At the sane tirre, such objectives can only be achieved through the opening
up of the New Zealand economy to international capital, and the alrrost

inevitable deleterious consequences that will ensue.
The Planning Council's market-oriented developrent strategy provides
clear evidence of the disproportional influence given the interests rrost
closely associated with big business and, in particular, international
capital in the governrrental decision-making and planning process.

The

large fi:rms, as Galbraith explained, are the rrost irrmune from the
corrective fiscal and rronetary policies necessarily associated with such a
market-oriented developrent strategy, while it is those firms which also
benefit rrost from governrrent efforts to foster an "appropriate" economic
environment.

Only the small business sector and labor in general will

bear the costs of an economic environment in which the interests of
capital can thrive.

The Planning Council represents the peculiar type of

corporatism outlined in the m::x1el developed in Chapter 1.

The

Planning

Council•' s policy recornrendations would seem to lead New Zealand only
further along th(;! path to becoming a truly corporatist state.
The deflationary policies and the concomitant social disruptions that
a market-oriented strategy would entail are necessary, for without them
the strategy would be consurred by the inflationary pressures which it
unleashes, yet in themselves do not guarantee sustained developrent in the
long run.

If such a strategy fails, New Zealand would appear to be dcorred
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to a vicious cycle of worsening balance of payrrents crisis accanpanied by

rrore deflationary rronetary and fiscal policies designed to further
encourage an ever rrore desperately needed export boom.

The certainty of

extrerre economic and social dislocation in the short tenn, ccmbined with
the long tenn certainty of having to abandon rrany of New Zealand's rrost
valued social objectives, all for the uncertain promise of a future which
the majority of New Zealanders do not appear to want, makes such a
market-oriented approach to develoµrent appear misguided and
inappropriate.

The corporatist rrcdel is illuminating, both in explaining

why such policy outcanes could result from an allegedly derrocratic and
representatively-based planned exercise, and why such policy outccrres will
be so potentially

devastating for t.."ie average New Zealander.
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Chapter 4
Corporatist Trends and National Party Policy:
A Partnership Between International Capital and the State
The National Party's develoµrent strategy is simply one of

expJrt

led

growth, which it views as "the key to New Zealand's prosperity. 111 At the
core of this develop-rent strategy is a series of large-scale,
capital-intensive industrial projects (hence the comron euphemism "Think
Big") based on the exploitation of New Zealand's natural resources, ·and in
particular its alleged abundance of energy. 2 This chapter will be divided
into two sections.

The first section will draw out from the various

National Party (to be referred to as National) policy brochures the
general philosophy of the National Party and attempt to place sorre
specific interest groups within the National Party's proposed
policy-making scherre. 3 The partnership National is attempting to forge
with the interests of international capital will quickly becorre evident.
National appears to be ccmnitted to establishing the corporatist
structures necessary for a symbiontic relationship between international
capital and the New Zealand state, to the virtual exclusion of the
interests of the small business sector and organized labour from the
decision-making process.

In the second section, I will then offer further

evidence of this evolving partnership l::ietween the state and international
capital, as well as point out sare of the negative economic consequences
of such a partnership, by examining the implications of National's
developrent strategy in general and the proposed Ararroana alurnimnn srrelter
in particular.
Section 1:

National' s Political Philosophy and Interest Group

Fepresentation
Ostensibly, the National Party appears to

lJe

ccmnitted to a limited
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role for the central governrrent in directing econc:mic activity and chooses
to rely instead on private initiative and effort to ensure prosperity.

As

the NationaJ. brochure GrCMth Is Taking Place in Every Region in New
Zealand elaborates,
Successful resource developrent is dependent on the
initiatives taken within each region, particularly·
by the private sector. National believes the role
of Central Governrrent is to co-ordinate regional
and national planning, encourage and supr:ort local
enterprise, foster the full use of resources in
each region and, detennine parameters which will
encourage and reward initiative. National will
encourage the initiative and independence that is
the vital elerrent of our free enterprise system.
Explicitly, National claims to rely "on the initiative of individual New
Zealanders to achieve econc:mic growth rather than control and direction by
the state. 114

Thus, National is corrmitted to defending the rights and

freedcm of individuals, as the title of'National's brochure Your Freedcms
Are Always Worth Protecting indicates, while laws to protect the
consumers' collective interests will not be allaved to "interfere with
legitirrate competitive free enterprise. 115
The obvious corollary of such a philosophy is National's conception
of the nature of New Zealand's welfare state.

National finds that "one

rnajor criticism of our welfare system has been that we have encouraged
people to look to the state for assistance before they look to
thernselves. 116 •

Rather, individuals, voluntary and comnunity based

organizations, and governrrental agencies rrust be seen as cornplerrentary.
Sarewhat paradoxically, National claims to be comnitted to maintaining
high standards in New Zealand's health, social welfare and educational
services and equal access to such services for all New Zealanders (hence
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it will consider the portability of superannuation payments to New Zealand
citizens living abroad when "econanic circumstances permit"), while at the
sane ticre recognizing "the importance of ensuring that exp:mditure on
social services does not expand in a way which is disproportional to the
rest of the economy" by working to contain the expansion of the social
welfare vote and fund improvercents in such services through a reallocation
of resources already carnri.tted to the social services. 7 Implicit in this
conception of the welfare state, there seems to be a clear devolution of
responsibility from the central governrrent to the individual and private
sector.

In essence, the governrrent would be abandoning rrany of the social

responsibilities it is now generally assurred to hold, and those
responsibilities would, by necessity, fall on the individual and the
private.sector.

The capacity and willingness of individuals and the

private sector to absorb such a devolution of responsibility is, however,
only assurred.
Econanic grCMth becares the pararrount objective for National, not as
an end in itself but as a rreans for achieving virtually every other
objective National has carnri.tted itself to.

Minister of Labour Jim Bolger

explains that National does "not seek growth for its cwn sake but for what
.

it rreans to people"--a job for everyone who seeks one.

8

But rrerely to

equate growth with jobs is too simplistic, as the brochure New Zealand Is
Growing elaborates:
To deny New Zealand and New Zealanders the opportunity
to grow is to stifle our ability, responsibility and
freedan. The freedcm to choose a job rather than be
dependent on a governrrent errployrrent scherre. The
ability to start new enterprises because our country
has a need for them. The resp:msibili ty to care for
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each other in the best way r::ossible. You are not free
if you must depend on handouts. And that' s the best
p:::,licy the other parties can promise you. It's not
National' s way.
Already, two central tendencies in National's general philosophy are
clear and deserve highlighting.

First, there is a rnarked tendency to

shift from emphasis on collective interests and reSfX)nsibilities to
recognizing the 11IlfX)rtance of the interests and initiate of individuals.
This is, of course, a fundamental conception of neo-classical economics
and an essential ingredient in any market-oriented growth strategy.
Second, there is an obvious tendency to place economic considerations
above social needs with minimal state intervention in the economy, under
the assurrption that growth is a necessary and sufficient condition for the
alleviation of social ills.

Not coincidentally, this is also a necessary

condition for rraximurn capitalist expansion.

Alrrost echoing Adam Srnith' s

original conceptualization of laissez faire economics, these tendencies
and National's comnitrrent to nee-classical economics was underscored in
National's brochure Innovation Is Vital For

OUr

GrCMing Nation"

We want to ensure that the establishrrent of new
innovative industries is not frustrated by bureaucratic procedures, licensing requirerrents or other
controls. We will free up the economy to encourage
growth through the initiative of individual New
Zealanders.
With such nee-classical economic principles guiding National Party
r::olicies, the evolution of corr::oratist structures under future National
governrrents is inevitable.

Such corr::oratist structures will, ultimately,

provide for a virtual partnership between international capital and the
state.

This becorres evident by examining the role of three sp2cific
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interest groups within National's decision-making scherre:

Large

internationally-oriented business concerns; the sma.11 business sector; and
organized labour.
In all of National's campaign brochures, only industrial concerns are
singled out in tent\S of a direct role in the governrrental decision-making
process.

This role is by no rreans insignificant.

For example:

National will continue to liaise closely with the
manufacturing industry to ensure that its advice is
taken into consideration in setting the economic
direction for New Zealand. National ·will strengthen
the Manufacturing Developrrent Council to ensure that
its views are taken into account in economic planning.
Manufacturing export incentives •• will continue until
1985 and then only changed follo.ving consultation
with the industry ••• National will ensure, in liaison
with the Trade Association concerned, that New
Zealand industry obtains a substantial share of the
orders for government purchasing, as well as off-set
and counter purchase arrangerrents in resPgct of
governrrent buying and tendering overseas.
Clearly, the entire gambit of governrrental activity is covered, from broad
economic policy to governrrent purchasing.

Significantly, no other

interest group is singled out for even minimal consultation.

The adoption

of corporatist structures, favoring one particular interest group, is
clearly being advocated by the National Party in such policy staterrents.
The domination of such corporatist structures by large,
internationally oriented industry is unavoidable.

Already, it is apparent

that the present National Governrrent is not only directly negotiating with
the largest New Zealand and transnational corporations in conjunction with
its "Think Big" projects, but the Governrrent is actually a shareholding
partner in many of the projects.

The distinction between the working

partnership National is entering into with private enterprise and
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the role the governrrent in a nationalized industry must be emphasized:
The Governrrent is entering into contractual agreements with private finns
and 1::oth will share in the profits as well as the risks.

Another

important factor, paralleling what Winkler found in the United Kingdom, is

.

the extreme concentration found in New Zealand industry.
'

While 48 percent

of New Zealand mmufacturing establishrrents employed less than 10 people
and 94 percent employed fewer than 100, 72 mmufacturing establishrrents,
less than 1 percent of the total, employed 500 or rrore persons and
accounted for 25 percent of total mmufactur,ing employrrent, 25 percent of
value added, and 21 percent of mmufacturing investrrent. 10
International capital, in particular, will have a disproportionate
influence in governrrental decision-waking.

Transnational corporations

represent the gauge by which the success of New Zealand industry will be
rreasured.

National finds that the best way to achieve sustainable growth

"is actively to prorrote efficient industries which are able to face world
canr:etition and provide goods at a reasonable price and quality to
consurrers. 1111 More importantly, National looks at multi-national
corporations as being able to provide a "neatly packaged answer" to the
three :rrain problems confronting New Zealand's economy--insufficient
investrrent, low productivity, and the need to find new alternative
markets. 12
National feebly attempts to assuage.the fears of srrall and
rredium-sized businesses who suspect they will be overlooked by National's
developrent strategy.

Claiming that the :rrajority of the 410,000 jobs that

National expects to be generated by econcmic grCMt:h by 1990 will be in
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the sma.ll business sector, National explains that "grCMth is not about
prorroting either the big or the sma.ll industries.
interdependent--they go together.

The two are

Each will play a part in creating job

opportunities through the decade of the 1980s. 1113 The National literature
goes on to stress that,
In our traditional sectors, it is our family enterprises
and sma.ll businesses that provide the thrust. The new
energy based industries will require a strong supporting infrastructure which can only be provided by sma.ll
business. OUr small enterprises have dem:mstrated in
the past, and will show again, that they have toth the
initiative ~d the ability to respond to new opportunities
for grCMth.
Still, National feels that it is necessary to provide direct governrrent
assistance to the sma.11 business sector through the Develoµnent Finance
Corporation, the Departm?nt of Trade and Industry, the Rural Bank, the
Export-Imp:xt Corporation, the Regional Developrrent Councils, the Applied
Technology Progranme and the Venture Capital Facility.
In any event, it seems unlikely that the small business sector will
be able effectively to compete with the interests of big business and
international capital for influence in governrrental decision-TIE.king.

The

National Party's camtl.brent to international competitiveness and the "neat
package" of solutions that multinational corporations are perceived as
providing assures the predcminance of international capital within
evolving corporatist institutions in New Zealand.

Moreover, the pressures

of excessive concentration which Winkler sees as a detennining factor in
the evolution of corporatism in Britain, to the extent that the sma.ll
business sector can actually be ignored by government policy-irakers, are
even !OC)re acute in New Zealand's sma.11 and relatively less diversified
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economy.
Despite National's efforts to strengthen the sma.11 business sector
through goverrnrental assistance, its developrent strategy must inevitably
cause the erosion of the significance of small and rreclium-sized businesses
in the New Zealand economy.

I will deal with the threat to the sma.ll

business sector posed by the econcmic distortions associated with heavy
investm2nt in National's specific developrent projects in the next section
of this chapter.

Here I wish to call attention to the potentially

disastrous affects the current Govenrrrent's policies already threaten to
wreck on the small business sector, regardless of any progress on the

"Think Big" program.

Specifically, the Goverrurent's rronetary policies

could wake it inp:Jssible for small businesses to secure adequate
investrrent funds in the private sector--and thereby place the small
business sector completely at the rrercy of the Governrrent's benevolence.
Recent changes in the Governrrent' s various public bond programs, airred "at
raising rroney from the public to rrop up liquidity and to help close the
large gap between Government incc::rre and spending, 1115 will surely place the
small business sector at the greatest disadvantage.

Aside from being less

dependent upon dc::rrestic sources of funds, because of their greater
capacity to generate invesbnent capital through retained earnings and
loans from international parent crnipanies and/or foreign banks,
internationally oriented industrial concerns will be better credit risks
and will thus be rrore able to easily attract the limited arrounts of
investrrent capital available dorrestically.
In fact, the high level of govenrrrental financial involverrent in the
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large-scale developrrent projects would tend to ma.ke such a :EX)licy, in
effect, redistributive, for it transfers funds frcrn the private sector
.which might have been available for small business expansion. and then
ftmnels them into the large, internationally oriented sectors of the
econany.

Further, the Governrrent's efforts to lower interest rates,

including its rrost recent regulation requiring banks and finance houses to
notify the Reserve Bank 14 days before they can adjust their interest
rates, 16 may be a precursor to future controls which will directly limit
available private sector credit--again placing small and medium-sized
businesses at a :EX)tentially severe handicap.
The interests of organized labour will fair even worse under a future
National governrrent.

Echoing Winkler's third guiding principle of

nationalism for a cor:EX)ratist state, the National Party believes that:
Gcx::xi industrial relations are a key to social and

econcrnic progress. National will take every op:EX)rtunity to prarote arrong workers and rnanagerrent an
increas~ sense of their reS:EX)nsibility to their
country.
Yet, National ma.kes little effort to conceal the fact that it sees the
national interest as being rrore closely equated with the interests of
errployers rather than workers.

For example, although National feels that

"sensible worker participation can be a key to improved prcductivity and
reduced friction in the errployer/errployee relationship", and that
"errployers must be willing to share rrore information with their errployees
by a fuller disclosure of corrpany objectives", National refuses to
intervene in this area on the behalf of labour. 18 At the sarre tirre,
National Prirre Minister Robert Muldoon has adm:Jnished errployers for
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recc,gnizing what he views as excessive union demmds, stating that there
is no future for a 4-day or 35-hour week, or "for any industry in this
country if it gives way on soft wage settlerrents."

To Muldoon, the trade

union rroverrent is anachronistic, "having held on to the old idea of the
class war long after it has, in fact, receded into history, and the only
reason for this is that in the absence of sorre such mythical struggle the
need for the existence of the trade union is less obvious. 1119
In the area of industrial relations specifically, the National Party
believes that:
The prime responsibility for finding solutions to

industrial disputes must always remain with employers
and unions but assisted where necessa.DJ by Government.
In particular, National maintains that the elected
govennrent must, if the need arises, present and
represent the views of the general pubz~C who are
also affected by disputes and strikes.
The recent Industrial Relations Arrendrrent Act reflects this attitude,
allowing the Government to take direct action when industrial disputes
threaten "essential industries", including hospitals, certain
trans:p:::,rtation services and the rreat and dairy industries.

National is

corrrnitted to enforcing existing legislation restricting union activity and
will not comprcmise:
The rule of law and the ordinary principles of the

legal process must apply to the whole cxmnunity.
National does not accept that an industrial action 21
such as picketing justifies unions breaking the law.
Despite National's professed belief that employers and trade unions
have the responsibility for settling industrial disputes, a future
National government wuuld contemplate direct intervention in the
collective bargaining process in at least two areas:

Redundancy payrrents
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and wage settlerrents.
Concerning redundanC'J payrrents specifically, National is clear and
staightforward:

Unions currently are ID:lking excessive redundancy claims

and the next National Governrrent will therefore consider establishing both
minimum and ITBXimum levels for redundancy awards, as well as a definition

of under which circumstances redundancy claims can be ma.de.

For National,

the key to handling redundancy is effective redeployrrent or retraining of
affected workers, and National emphasizes the wide range of existing
educational and training programs for the unemployed.
The National Party's bias towards the jnterests of capital is quite
apparent in its policies toward trade union wage settlerrents.
Significantly, National esche.vs the concept of a broader incares, policy
addressing employers' profits and prices as well as employee wage
settlements.

Rather, National offers a "wage p::>licy" airred at ensuring

that negotiated ~ge settlerrents are consistent with the need to control
inflation and jn,prove employrrent opportunities.

As

the Governrrent' s veto

of the recent Borthwick-C.W.S. Longburn freezing works settlerrent because
it contained provisions for a 4-day week proves, 22 National is prepared to
take incisive action to guarantee the success of its wages polic<J.

Even

on the one issue in which National ap~ars ready to negotiate directly
with organized labour, National's proposed wage-tax trade-off, Mr. Muldoon
has made it clear that the Governrrent will legislate such a trade-off if
agreerrent can not be reached with the trade unions. 23

Indeed, National is

prepared to tolerate collective bargaining only so long as it conforms
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with goverrurent p::,licy, as We All Want Industrial Hanrony So That We

Can

Get On With The Job unequivocally states:
••• the p::,licy of free wage bargaining, followed since
1977, can only continue if both employers and trade
unions, negotiate wage rates consistent with New Zealand's
econanic :perfonnance. Should the parties involved not
reach a satisfactory agreerrent, the Goverrurent must
consider the introduction of wage controls to ensure
that balance is maintained.
Both employers and trade unions seem to be given' the blame for excessive
wage settlements, yet it is only the workers who will bear the
responsiliility through l0iver wage levels and employer profits will go
untouched.
The National Party has corrmitted itself to the principles of
neo-classical econanics and the values of individual rights and
initiative manifesting themselves through the o:peration of free
canpetitive markets.

Such a philosophy lends itself exceedingly w"'ell in

m:::dern societies to a particular ty:pe of corporatist state, one in which
the interest of international capital are able to fonn a symbiotic and
exclusive relationship with the state.

In tracing out the p::,sitioning

of certain interest groups within the schema of goverrurental
decision-making under a National goverr:u:rent, it becares clear that this
.
.
proclivity will be both real and apparent; the interests of
international capital will predaninate while the interests of the small
business sector and organized labour in New Zealand will be made
subservient to those interests.

An

overview of sare of the irrplications

of "Think Big" policies in general, and of the proF<Jsed aluminum srrelter
in particular, reinforce this conclusion that a National governrrent will
wrk in partnership with international capital, sacrificing the broader
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interests of New Zealand society.

It is to this overview that I na.i/

turn.

Section II:

An

Sare

Implications of the "Think Big" Strategy

examination of sorre of the rrore significant implications of

National's develoµrent strategy quickly reveals the degree to which the
interests of international capital predominate in National's plans for
the country's future.

Both in general terms and in the specific example

of the proposed aluminum srrelter, the interest of the wider New Zealand
society are being deliberately

subordinated in the short to rrediurn tenn

on the assumption that these interests will be best served in the longer
term by an economy dcminated by those interests rrost closely associated
with international capital.
The ntnnber of new jobs created directly

by National's capital

intensive projects is ooth minimal and achieved at a high cost.

One

favorable estimate suggests that in any given year a maximum of 7,000
people would be employed in the construction and installation of the
:main plants.

Such jobs would be of canparatively short duration, at a

cost of approximately $1 million for every two or three workers
employed. 24 Less favorable estimates place the cost at up to $3 million

per job created. 25 This, at best, seems excessive not only in absolute
terms, but relatively as well when even the lcwest estimates are
canpared with an average cost per job created·of $36,252 for 19 major
British cornpanies, 26 or the cost of $25,000 per job created in the New
Zealand tourist industry. 27

It should also be pointed out that labour
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shortages in certain skills categories, which I will examine in rrore
detail shortly, niay necessitate filling sare of these limited job openings
with workers recruited abroad.
The National Party openly acknCMledges the limited direct employment

potential of its large-scale develop-rent projects.

These policies are

seen as a catalyst for economic grCMth throughout the country which will
generate a total of 410,000 jobs by 1990.

Prine Minister Muldoon

explained National's rationale in his 1981 Budget Staterrent:

In ernployrrent terms, the new projects will by themselves provide only a rrodest number of jobs. The
Governrrent is nevertheless convinced, from experience
with the large projects that already exist, that they
will spark off other investment initiatives, including
srrall business developrent, which will result in
generally enhanced employrrent opportunities. Furtherrrore, the contributions that these projects niake to
the balance of payrrents will support a higher overall
28
level of economic activity and, therefore, of ernployrrent.
Clearly, then, it is the economic grCMth and indirect ernployrrent
opportunities generated by National's industrial projects which are the
rrost important aspect of its develop-rent strategy.

Yet it is precisely

these as:i;,ects of the "Think Big" strategy which are also the rrost
uncertain.

At best, the base figure of 410,000 new jobs by 1990 is

misleading, for it contains a large and uns:i;,ecified proportion of parttirre and unpaid position. 29

At worst, the Governrrent's "Think Big"

strategy will set into ITDtion a self-destructing process as balance of
payrrents and inflationary constraints ,<10rsen, causing severe economic
dislocation throughout the entire econaey.
The negative impact of the "Think Big" projects on New Zealand's
balance of payrrents deficit will be quite niarked over the next 6 to 7
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years.

Under optimistic assumptions, these developrent projects would not

make any positive contributions to New Zealand's balance of payrrents
before 1987, and it would not be before 1990, and possibly as late as
1992, that total foreign exchange earnings from National's developrent
projects will finally surpass these projects' total cost in foreign
exchange. 30 In March of this year, the New Zealand Institute of Economic
Research estirrated that National's develop-rent would add over $350 million
to New Zealand's balance of payrrents deficit in 1981-82, and up to $500
million in 1982-83. 31

Cost increases have already caused these figures to

becorre dated, with the Prirre Minister himself estirrating that the total
impact on the balance_of payrrents deficit from his party's developrrent
strategy over the next year could be as high as $450 million. 32 This
canpares with a total balance of payrrents deficit predicted at $605
million for 1980-1. 33 The constraints to grcwth in other sectors of the
economy posed by the balance of payrrents deficit will be, at a minimum,
quite significant.
A further constraining factor for grCMth in other sectors of the New
Zealand economy is the disruptive impact of National's large-scale
industrial projects on the construction industry.

Departrrent of Labour

surveys have consistently shown shortages of qualified persons in key
skills categories, and such skills shortages nay have already contributed
to slcwer growth in the past--before any work was regun on the "Think Big"
project. 34 Once such projects proceed, the intensified shortage of
critical skills in the labor force will pose serious threats to expansion
in other sectors, industrial harrrony and, ultirrately, New Zealand's
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wage-fixing system itself.

The acute shortage of skilled labour, canbined

with the need to ccrnplete the large projects, already on tight schedules,
on tirre, will give the union trerrendous bargaining clout.

Such bargaining

strength is already in evidence, even before work on many of the projects
has begun.

Thus, construction workers on the third potline at the Tiwai

Point srrelter were able to win an effective wage increase of 25 percent,
giving them wage parity with workers on the Marsden Point oil refinery
expansion.

Workers on the Huntley power project were also able to win

parity with workers at Marsden Point, plus a supplerrental private
agreerrent in order to avoid con-petition with Marsden Point for skilled
workers and to ensure that the project's tirretable was net, raising their
total wage package by 40 percent or rrore.
of the iceberg and

SO!Te

Yet this might only be the tip

exr::erts are predicting that wage packages may

increase by 150 percent within 12 m:mths of projects beginning.

Further,

it will be virtually impossible for the Government to prevent such
increases in the wage levels paid workers on the "Think Big" projects frcm
flc:Ming through to other sectors of the econany.

Alastair Morrison thus

concludes that:
••• if the worst fears materialize it seems unlikely
that it will be possible for all the projects to
continue at the sarre tirre as planned without blc:Ming
the top off the p35 sent wage structure and wage
fixing rrechanisrn.
Although the Governrrent has instituted a rnmber of training programs
in an effort to relieve shortages of critical skills in the labour force,
such programs can have only a minimal effect in the short to medium term
in relieving the demand for exr::erienced workers.

It is e.,'<{tremely
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unlikely that employers ¼'Ould be willing to release experienced workers
for the Government's projects, relying on inex:i;:,erienced workers to take
their place.

This is especially true given the relatively high wages such

inex:i;:,erienced workers would be able to corrrnand in a tight labour rnarket. 36
The recruitrrent of foreign labour would. cause even rrore problems.
Ia+ge-scale developrrent programs just getting under way in other
countries, including Australia, will make it necessary for New Zealand to
offer nuch higher, internationally canpetitive wages to attract needed
skilled workers and it is certain that New Zealand trade unions will
demand an equal wage rate if foreign workers can even be attracted to New
Zealand. 37

The use of foreign labor could seriously endanger the

viability of such projects through the erosion of the industrial relations
environrrent, as Frank Holrres warns:
In the present industrial relations environment,
however, any major attempt to use foreign labour
to overcome constraints within New Zealand could be
self-defeating, arousing widespread resistance and
de~aying ~ather3
accelerating canpletion of
ma.Jor proJects.

gnan

This situation will only be e,'{acerbated by increased strife within and
between trade unions as a result of the inevitable widening of the
disparity between wages for skill~ labor in short supply and the
relatively abundant unskilled and semi-skilled labor. 39
Such substantial increases in the general wage rate throughout the
econ~ will have a substantial affect on the inflation rate as prc:<luction
costs :j.ncrease, especially in housing.

Concanitant with these

inflationary pressure will be inflationary pressures sterrm.ing fran an
increase in consurrer dernand without an increase in the production of
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consurrer gocxls to ~ t this increase in consumer demand.

Substantial

annunts of investrrent capital will be funneled into industrial projects
that will not produce foreign exchange returns before 1987 and will not in
any way add to the quantity of gocxls and services demanded by the New
Zealand consurrer.

The result will be a general rise in the consumer price

level as consumer gcods becorre relatively rrore scarce, and a probable
increase in the balance of payrrents deficit as excess consurrer demand is
translated into imports.

The Ararroana smelter alone has been projected to

add up to 1 :i;ercent to the annual inflation rate over a 10 year :i;eriod. 40
All three of these factors--a worsening balance of payrrents deficit,
a critical shortage of essential skills in the labor force, and a
~rsening inflation rate--seriously promise to constrain economic growth,
and thus errployrrent opportunities, in those sectors of the economy not
benefiting frcxn the'Governrrent's "Think. Big" strategy directly.

The large

requirerrents for scarce foreign exchange inherent in National's
developrrent program will make it increasingly difficult for other sectors
of the economy to obtain needed foreign exchange for the raw materials,
technology and manufactured inputs which they must import for their own
economic expansion.

Even if the big projects are financed externally

t.'rtrough s:i;ecific overseas loans and foreign investment, as National tries
to argue, there are round to be limits to the capacity of the Ne.v Zealand
economy to absorb such an influx of foreign capital and the added balance
of payrrents burden.

Conservative estimates, rnade before the recent cost

escalations, place the needed investrrent in such projects at 2 to 3

-19percent of GDP per year. 41 A rising inflation rate will further diminish
the competitiveness of New Zealand's exports, and make imp:>rts rrore
cornpetitive in the New Zealand market, thereby exacerbating balance of
payrrents difficulties further.

The Governrrent inevitably will be forced

to apply even rrore deflationary rronetary and fiscal polici~s, making
investment funds for projects outside the Governrren.t's developm:mt program

that are much rrore difficult to obtain.
The entire econany, apart from those sectors directly a part of the
Governrrent's "Think Big" strategy, will be caught in a recessionary vice:
Squeezed on one side by a few large-scale, capital intensive projects
which will absorb increasing arrounts of limited foreign exchange and
investment funds while bidding wage rates up in an intense competition for
needed skilled labor; and squeezed on the other side by the deflationary
rronetary and fiscal policies designed to reverse a soaring price level and
balance of payrrents deficit.
The costs to the New Zealand society, for the benefit of a select
group representing international capital in direct partnership with the
state, would appear to be prohibitive.

Even confidential governrren.t

reports allegedly conclude that the net loss to the New Zealand economy
fran just three of the projects--the second aluminum srrelter, the
expansion of N.Z. Steel, and the Mobil synthetic petrol plant--will be
between $400 and $800 million over the life of the projects. 42

Such

aggregate figures, hcwever, conceal the true cost to the New Zealand
society because of the redistributive effects such a developrent strategy
involves.

The social costs in terms of lost jobs and widening incorre
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disparity cannot be reflected in projections of future levels of GDP.
Such costs inherent in the corporatist nature of National's develoµrent
strategy are already apparent, according to the Ecurrenical Secretariat on
Developrent, in the "increasing disparity between rich and poor in New
Zealand, to the extent that the country is beginning to take on a Third
World profile:

a fEM extrerrely rich people and institutions controlling

. .
. .
1143
the d estID1es
o f the p:or ma.Jority.

Ironically, and despite the high social costs associated with
National's "Think Big" strategy, there is no deliberate fundamental
restructuring of the New Zealand economy.

A costly international sector

is, in effect, being grafted on to the NEM Zealand economy in the form of
a few large-scale, capital intensive projects intended to spurt growth
throughout the rest of the econcrny.

National's promised 410,000 jobs by

1990 is not based on the "Think Big" projects directly but on economic
growth and extrapolations based on recent trends in the NEM Zealand
economy.

National asserts that its develop-rent projects are the necessary

catalyst for such grcwth while at the same tirre pointing out that the
experience during National's term in office support their ernployrrent goals
in manufacturing, agriculture, tourism and forestry.

Why these same

trends that operated without National's specific projects in the imrediate
past are now dependent on a limited number of large-scale projects is
never explained, only assurred.

Most telling is National' s own

acknowledgerrent that, "even under the rrost optimistic growth predictions
for other sectors, agriculture will still be producing well over half of
New

Zealand's e.'<port incorre in the 1990' s. 1144
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This is the fundamental flaw in National's developrent strategy:

The

ultimate success of "Think Big" depends on the growth potential of the
traditional economy.

Yet, the evidence strongly suggests that, far fran

stimulating the realization of this growth pJtential, National's
developrrent strategy will stifle growth in the traditional sectors of the
economy and is incapable of offering a viable alternative source of
employrrent and incorre for the majority of the New Zealand pJpulation.
The COrpJratist frarrework of analyzing National's developrrent
strategy goes a long way in explaining why and hew the broader interests
of New Zealand society can be so disregarded by a major pJlitical party in
New Zealand.

I will new briefly examine just one of the s:i-,:ecific "Think

Big" projects, the propJsed Ararroana aluminium srrelter, to further
elal:xJrate on the nature of the corpJratist alliance National is attempting
to forge between the New Zealand state and international capital.
The Ararroana Aluminium Srrelter

The propJsed Ararroana aluminium srrelter is :i-,:erhaps the rrost
controversial of National's "Think Big" projects.

Although the project's

ultinate fate has been cast in doubt by the withdrawal of Alusuisse frcm
its consortium with Fletcher-challenge and C. S. R. , the National Party
rerrains fully conmitted to a second aluminium srrelter in New Zealand. 45
Whether or not the srrelter is actually built will thus depend on the
willingness of international capital to supply the needed finance and
technology, given the return of the National Governrrent in the November
election.

The project, nevertheless offers a gcx:xi example of the nature

and consequences of National's corpJratist alliance with international
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capital.

In order to adequately assess the viability of a second srrelter

in New Zealand, it is .irnp:,rtant to first lcok at the nature of the
international aluminium market, a task to which I now turn.
The world market for aluminium is historically a very volatile one,
subject to cyclical fluctuations which are in fact amplifications of the
' , eye1es in
. the ma.Jar
.
' d. tr'ial'iz ed countr'ies. 46 The reason for
bus.iness
mus
this lies in the fact that aluminium is an industrial raw material with
its prirrary uses being in the building of construction and electrical
machinery and the transportation industry, all sectors particularly
susceptible to swings in the business cycle.

Gover:mrental fiscal and

rronetary policies aimed at curbing inflation also hold back economic
growth and industrial production, with significant negative affects on the

demand for aluminium.

As

is the case with virtually all capital-intensive

industries, excess capacity typically results in depressed prices rather
than production cutbacks.

With their fixed costs high, such industries

attempt to reduce per unit costs by operating at or near full capacity
regardless of the supply situation.
The pattern observed in the world aluminium industry from the late
1960s through the early 1970s is not typical.

During 1968. and 1969; world

aluminium consumption grew considerably faster than its historical rate of
growth over the previous 20 years, causing increased optimism for a

oouyant aluminium rrarket throughout the 1970s.

Significant additions to

~rld aluminium srrelting capacity were planned, particularly in countries
such as Australia and Yugoslavia which had reached a considerable level of
industrialization and many developing countries as they sought to increase
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the donestic value-added of their resource exports.

Much of tjtls new

production capacity cane on line in 1972 and 1973, coinciding with a
stagnation of world demand for aluminium.

Aluminium prices l::egan to fall

in 1971 as the industry found itself with substantial excess capacity,
folla.ved by even rrore signific&nt price reductions in 1972.
The future of the aluminium rrarket promises to be equally volatile.
'As

rrore and rrore countries l::egin producing significant arrounts of

aluminium, the tendency.for overcapacity in the world rrarket increases
significantly, as a large number of individual producers begin making
independent and uncoordinated investrrent decisions based on their awn
estimates of their future share of the world market.

The OECD thus

concluded in 1973 that "there is every reason to suppose that in the
future the derrand for aluminium, reflecting in arrplified fo:rm the
fluctuations in industrial production, will suffer cyclical changes on the
sarre scale as in the past. 1147

This has, in fact, proven to be the case,

with world demand for aluminium rising and then collapsing in 1975 and
1979. 48

Significantly, it is the smaller producers, such as New Zealand

companies, which bjpically are the first to resort to price discounts
during a sltJrll? in world aluminium derrand while the large canpanies rigidly
hold to their producer prices. 49
In this context, the current world aluminium rrarket does not look
premising.

World srrelting capacity is expected to grCM significantly

through the mid 1980s, 50 and the supply shortfalls forecast just three
years ago for the 1980s na.v seem unlikely to rraterialize. 51 Structural
changes in the world aluminium industry during the 1970s, as well as the
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increasing substitution of synthetic materials for aluminium in the car,
aircraft and construction industries, have caused leading industry
analysts to forecast slower growth in world aluminium demand than in the
past.

In addition, the real price of aluminium, at best, is expected to

remain constant at least until 1990. When contrasted with the
exponentially increasing cost of aluminium's energy content, through every
phase of its production beginning with the initial extraction of bauxite
to the final delivery of the aluminium, large scale substitution by scrap
rretal, at a 95 percent energy savings, can be anticipated. 52 Already,
scrap rretal accounts for approximately one quarter of western aluminium
supplies. 53 The recently published report by the World Aluminium
Industry therefore "predicts bleak short-to-rredium tenn prospects for the
aluminium industry" and plans for a number of proposed Australian srrelters
have either been curtailed, indefinitely postponed or cancelled. 54
New Zealand is in a pai.-ticularly poor position to ccmpete in a
depressed aluminium market.

A second New Zealand srrelter would be a

submarginal producer; i.e., it would be the first to suffer from a decline
in world aluminium demand.

Such a srrelter would have none of the

ccrnparative advantages which should detennine the siting of srrelters-proximity to industrial markets, available capital, proximity _to bauxite
sites and cheap p:::Mer, while Australian srrelters do.

Moreover, the

relative size of the Australian aluminium industry makes it likely that
the long-run price of aluminium will coincide with the Australian fullcost levels. 55
The price which a second aluminium srrelter would be expected to pay
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for the vast quantities of electricity it requires is a critical issue.
Various sources estimate the true cost of supplying electricity at betw'een
2.5¢ and 4.2¢ per kwh. 56

Even the New Zealand Electricity Departrrent

calculates a cost of 2.5¢ per kwh, 57 and the M:inistry of Energy estimates
that the cost of electricity from future hydro scherres, which would be
expected to supply the electricity requirements for a second smelter, at
upvards £ran 2.5¢ per kwh. 58

This compares quite unfavorably with

electricity costs in mmy developing countries which produce aluminium,
such as Indonesia and Brazil, and even with electricity costs in developed
countries such as Canada and Australia, where electricity can be supplied
at prices significantly bela.v 2¢ per kwh. 59
Given New Zealand's lack of other comparative advantages for
aluminium smelting, it is difficult to see why any international concern
would be attracted to New Zealand unless it was promised significant
concessions.

As

van Moeseke forcefully derronstrates, using what he claims

to be the best available data base, no New Zealand srrelter could remain
profitable if it were required to pay the true cost of electricity, which
he estimates at 2.56¢ per kwh. 60
While the 1980 Energy Plan specifically states that as a "fundamental
guideline for pricing policy 11 the energy prices charged should "recover
the true cost to the nation of energy supply .•• equal to the long-run
rrarginal cost of supply", it goes on to add that, "in practice, prices may
deviate from the levels suggested by the guidelines for a variety of
reasons.

Energy price subsidies may be offered to prarote regional

developrrent and special prices may be instituted for social reasons. 1161
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If the willingness of a National government to negotiate an appropriate
price for electricity in its efforts to attract a second almninium srrelter
to New Zealand are in doubt, its ability to do so is even m::::,re
questionable.

In Australia, according to the Metal Bulletin, where the

real cost of providing electricity is only 1.4¢ per kwh, many states are
selling electricity "belCM the real cost and entirely lack the ability to
negotiate with the multinationals. 1162

The New Zealand Governrnent is

likely to fair no better, for it has only limited experience with a poor
. negotia
. t'mg
record o f success m

' t'1.ona1son
wi'th rnul tma

energy matters. 63

The costs to the New Zealand citizen, through higher taxes and/or higher

electricity rates, could eventually arrount to hundreds of millions of
dollars. 64

Various independent studies have been undertaken to attempt to assess
the economic viability of a second srrelter in New Zealand.

Most

significant arrong these has been the work done by otago University
Professor Paul van Moeseke. 65 Using the Departrrent of Trade and
Industry's projected long-tenn aluminium price of US $1,500 i;::er tonne, van
Moeseke concludes that the annual net foreign exchange earnings of a
second srrelter would be just $83 million, far less than the official
estirrates of $150 million net foreign exchange earnings.

The difference

in estirrates, according to van Moeseke, is explained by the
unrealistically high aluminium price of US $1,750 per tonne apparently
assumed in the Government's calculations.

To place this $83 million in

perspective, van Moeseke points out that wcol sales to the USSR alone
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accounted for $125 million in foreign exchange in 1980, of which nearly 90
percent is net, at a far less cost than the $1.5 billion investrrent in
plant and hydro schem2s required by a second srrelter.

Again using the

Departrrent of Trade and Industry's long tenn equilibrium price of US
$1,500 per tonne, van Moeseke calculates the export efficiency of a second
srrelter at 0.5; i.e., under present conditions,

b...u

dollars worth of

dorrestic inputs would be required for each dollar in foreign exchange
earned.

This translates into a net social cost of $166 million per year.

The Fletcher consortium claims that 25,000 jobs would be created in other
sectors of the econany from the operation of the srrelter, based on its
inflated estimate of net foreign exchange from a srrelter and "unorthodox"
assurrptions about the effect of the smelter's foreign exchange earnings on
national income in New Zealand.

Correcting for these obvious errors,

again using Departrrent of Trade and Industry figures where applicable, van
Moeseke derronstrates that, at the rrost, a second srrelter would only create
6,000 new jobs in New Zealand.

But, given that the net cost in darestic

resources of the srrelter is twice its net foreign exchange earnings, the
overall effect of the srrelter on New Zealand's econany would appear to

re

a net loss of jobs.
As the Lloyd study, discussed in Chapter 3, suggests, the ernployrrent

effects from a large new exr::ort sector becorre even rrore illusory when the
econcrnic restructuring that IrnlSt accanpany any export J::x:::orn is taken into
account.

The rapidly improving balance of payrrents situation and the

conccrnitant strengthening of the Ne.v Zealand dollar will have significant
effects on New Zealand's traditional export and lltlfOrt-corrq_::eting sectors.
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The past experience of the Australian economy in adjusting to the errerging
mineral exp::irts bcx::m of the first half of the 1970s is a classic example
of the rna.cro-econanic effects associated with a surge in a new export
sector.

Thus Gregory, in describing what has since been labeled the

"Gregory Effect", found that the rapid grc:Mth in mineral exports in
Australia during the early to rnid-1970s contributed to an appreciation of
the Australian dollar, leading directly to a decline in both the quantity
and value of traditional exports, while the imp:)rt-cornpeting sector
actually shrunk in size as derrand for i.rnp:)rts grew in order to take
advantage of what anDunted to a virtual subsidy on imp:)rt prices dues to
the increased purchasing power of tj,.e Australian dollar overseas. 66

This

potential for a loss of employment opportunities through the "Gregory
Effect" must be balanced against the J??tential creation of 6,000 new jobs
as a result of a second srrelter's exp::irt activities, making the econanic
viability of a second smelter seem even rrore doubtful.
Clearly, current and past trends suggest that a second srrelter is not
an econanically viable option for the developnent of New Zealand's
economy.

Other studies tend to support van Mooseke's overall conclusions.

Ellis for example, while not being nearly as pessimistic about the
srrelter's negative econanic implications, still concludes that at best,
only a third potline at Tiwai Point can be econanically justified. 67 Of
particular interest within the corporatist frarrev.Drk being develo:i;:ed here
is the study done by Dr. R. W. Wright at the Univesity of otago, which
'
' k s har'mg m
' the proposed srre1ter proJe
· ct • 68
examines
n.s

Wright begins by looking at those variables which will affect the
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level of benefits flcwing to New Zealand and the canpanies involved from
the proposed srrelter.

Except for tax revenue, which the Governrrent has

sorre influence over through m:mipulation of the effective tax rate
(although the.Governrrent has no control over the level of taxable
corporate incorre), Wright finds sorrewhaL incredulously that "the
Governrrent of New Zealand has very little control over these variables
that affect the viability of its energy developrrent programJ 1169
Specifically, the level of benefits New Zealand derives from the srrelter
will depend on the price of aluminium (which determines the price for
electricity paid by the srrelter), the real cost of foreign borrcwing, and
construction costs; and the Governrrent's ability to influence these
variables is virtually nonexistent.

Wright contrasts this with the

position of the consortium partners, who have "been able to turn rrost
costs into flexible costs and [have] thus been able to reduce risks
according1y. "7O
For the consortium, the rrost irnFOrtant variable affecting its revenue
will be the price of aluminium.

Not only will the price of aluminium

directly affect revenues, it also will affect the consortium's costs.

The

price of alumina, which represents 80 percent of the. material costs
involved in aluminium srrelting, naturally tends to rrove in tandem with the
price of aluminium and the price which the consortium must pay for
electricity has been contractually tied to the world price of aluminium.
Even though the consortium may not be able directly to control the price
it receives for its aluminium, the prices it must pay to prcduce that
aluminium will vary directly with the price of aluminium so that the
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consortium's potential losses are reduced substantially.
Wright then conducts four sensitivity tests, rreasuring the
distribution of risk between the New Zealand Governrrent and the consortium
given rroderate variations from a base case in the four key variables
discussed above.

Specifically, Wri9ht tests the effects of a 25 percent

overnin on construction costs, a 10 percent fall in the price of aluminium
below the price used in the base case, likely shifts in New Zealand's
exchange rate resulting in a 1 percent increase in the real cost of
borrowing, and a decrease in the effective corporate tax rate to 35
percent from the legal rrrudmum rate of 47 . 5 percent assurred in the base
case.

In each instance, Wright finds that by far the major proportion of

the risk involved in these potential negative swings in the critical
variables affecting the srrelter's viability is borne by the New Zealand
Goverrrrrent.

MJst surprisingly, Wright finds that in the case of a fall in

the price. of aluminium,
In spite of the fact that this is the essential detemiinant of the [consortium' s] well being, the
government still bears the majority (72%) of the
downside risk. Furthenrore ••. the cause of this
risk is not a v~iable over which the gove.rnment
has any control.
Wright runs a fifth test in order to detennine the net affect if the
events tested in the first four tests occurred simultaneously, which is
certainly a .conceivable situation.

While in each of the other four tests

there was.sare, albeit relatively small, net national gain from a second
aluminium srrelter (which Wright points out is not a sufficient condition
for going ahead with the srrelter), Wright finds that the ccrnbined effect
of a 25 percent construction cost overrun, a 10 percent fall in the price
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of aluminium, a 1 i::ercent increase in the real cost of borro.ving abroad,
and an effective tax rate on corporate incare of 35 i::ercent (compared to
the effective rate in 1979 of only 32 i::ercent) results in a net loss to
New Zealand of $131.8 million and a net loss to the consortium of $30.1
million.

Under this possible scenario, Wright finds that the project can

no longer be considered to be in the public interest because it is
unlikely that any positive macroeconomic effects and noneconomic
externalities resulting from the srrelter could be sufficient to counter a
clear societal loss of this order of magnitude.·
Such analysis makes it rrore apparent why international concerns would
even consider New Zealand a likely prosi::ect for such "Think Big" projects
as the Ararrnana srelter.

In

its efforts to attract international capital,

the National Party api::ears willing to ensure the best of environrrents for
multinational £inns to the extent that it will actually insulate them frcm
much of the risk inherent in these projects. 72 The New Zealand people
stand to lose a great deal in the process, while the nebulous potential
gains seem illusory at best.
Interestingly, Wright i:::oints out that all the risks he examines will
be borne in the post construction i::eriod beyond 1988, when payrrents becare
due on the foreign loans the New Zealand Governrrent nn.ist take out to
finance the construction of the hydro projects needed to supply the
srrelter.

In

this sense, New Zealanders are able to "escai::e" the risks

associated with the srrelter in the present decade by avoiding the
traditional ID8thod of financing such public projects through current
savings.

Wright does another sensitivity analysis, assuming that the
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Governrrent instead finances its construction costs by displacing
consunption and other investrrent alternatives.

The results of this

analysis are quite startling and indicate that the srrelter is economically
viable only if the hydro scherre construction payrrents are deferred until
after 1989. Wright's explanation for this apparent anana.ly is that the
real interest on foreign loans is invariably assllrred to be less than the
social discount rate; i.e., govenrrrent planners have asStmEd that the cost
of borrCMing rroney, which future generations will pay in the form of
interest once repayrrent of the loans begins, is less than the value of the
srrelter to those future generations.
Yet, as the analysis in this section clearly indicates, the
probability that future generations will actually realize the purported
benefits of the srrelter is quite low for a variety of reasons.

Wright

crystalizes the real inplications of National's decision to press ahead
with the Ararroana snelter anecdotically, by way of a proposition being
offered by today's policy-makers to those who will be living in the next
decade:
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We have made a comnitment to a development proposal
which will give you a benefit stream and also result
in sorre irreversible environrrental deterioration.
Unfortunately, it is ~ot a viable project if we
pay for it ourselves, so we are also passing the
costs on to you. We believe that the project will
provide a positive net benefit but if it does not,
you will be responsible for the deficit. In my
view, the future generation would be justified in
expres~ir;g CO!l.j~derable skepticism about this
propos1.t1.on .••
Rather than directly challenging such indep:;ndent criticism of the
proposed srrelter by disclosing publicly the figures and assumptions upon
which it bases its

awn

studies of the srrelter's viability, the G:Nernrrent

has instead chosen to refer to confidential reIXJrts which, if they could
be released, would support the Goverrurent's clairns, 74 and direct

intimidation and r;ersonal slurs against the canpetence of the econanists
conducting the indep:;ndent studies, reducing the discussion "to a purely
abusive rather than constructive level. 1175 The intense secrecy with which
the Gover:nnent has shrouded the srrelter only wakes one wonder what the
Governrrent has to hide.

This is es:r;:ecially true when the Minister of

Energy claims that, after correcting data "errors" and substituting in
"correct" definitions of evaluative criteria, the Treasury Department has
re-caoputed van Moeseke's original study and reached the aJ.rrost exactly
opposite conclusions, yet refuses to release the Treasury Department's
findings or even indicate the errors van Moeseke allegedly had made.
Dr. N.J. Peet observes:
•.• it is stretching our credibility to claim that
[van Moeseke's] errors are sufficient to change the
results of an assessrrent fran" ••• an econanic
disaster ••• " with " ••• dc::nestic input of $ 20 2 • 8 million
against net foreign earnings of $72.2 million" into

As
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a project" ••• which stands on its OMD feet, in
11 and " ••• was in the country's
terms of its rreri
best interest ••• "

76 ..

The facade of derrocratic decision-making attached to the governrrental
deliberations on the srrelter issue only approaches the absurd when the
Prirre Minister calls the Opposition L8~der's announcement that a labour
goverru:rent would postpone construction of a second srrelter at least for
several years the "height of irresponsibility", since only the Government
had the necessary k:nCMledge and :p2rsonnel to nuke such a decision. 77
The proposed Ararroana srrelter is clearly a risky venture for a
country in New Zealands position to undertake.

The potential societal

costs, es:p2cially for future generations, are too great.

Yet, the

National Party not only api::ears carrnitted to such a smelter, but it has
apparently taken on a disproportionate share of both the already excessive
costs and risks.

The deliberations on the project have remained shrouded

in intense secrecy, allCMing international capital, in this case nCM
represented by two firms with multinational interests, the NeW Zealand
finn Fletcher-challenge and the Australian finn C.S.R., to directly
dominate the govermrent's decision-making.

The public is forced to accept

the results of such a decision-making process at face value, taxing the
legitimating function of both Parliarrent and the National Party to the
extrerre.

The implementation of National's developrent strategy will greatly
5:p2ed up the evolution of a corporatist state in New Zealand.

It is a

particular fonn of corporatism that would flourish as the National
Government strives to cement a virtual partnership between the New Zealand
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state and the interests of international capital, at the exr;ense of the
I

broader interests of New Zealand society, particularly the srr.a.11 business
·sector and organized labor.

The neo-classical econanic theories

underlying National's political philosophy serve as an ideal foundation
for all0'iing the interests of international capital to daninate governrrent
decision-making while implicitly, and even explicitly, excluding other
interest groups in New Zealand society.

Those other interest groups,

specifically those representing small and rredium-sized businesses and
organized labor, are allowed to have effective input into national
decision-making only insofar as they do not express interests in direct
conflict with the interests of international capital.

When such conflicts

arise, as they inevitably will, it appears that the National Party
Government is prepared to ally itself with international capital and use
the coercive power of the state to ensure the daninance of the interests
of international capital in New Zealand society.

Already, National has

carrnitted itself to a continual dialogue with big business interests in
New Zealand, both dorrestic and foreign.

Thus, the Prirre Minister's

Advisory Group has a pennanent representative, on a rotating basis, £ran
arrong NE.W Zealand' s 11 leading businesses. 78 ·

As

discussed above, the

Planning Council is in essence a corporatist institution, daninated by the
interests of international capital.

One can expect other similar

corporatist structures to evolve as the links between the New Zealand
state and capital are solidified under the National Party's leadership.
The relationship between the state and capital discussed here is a
syrrbiotic one, representing a means to a very clear end--growth for both
,
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the New Zealand economy and the large business concerns in New Zealand.
The National Governrrent attempts to entice foreign investrrent to fuel the

developrrent of the New Zealand economy, for the National Party clearly
believes that this is the only way it can achieve the sustained economic
growth it desires.

Transnational cor:porations, likewise, seek to persuade

the government that they offer the best prospects for New Zealand's
economic growth, in exchange for favored treatrrent and concessions for
their New Zealand operations.

The average New Zealand citizen, who does

not benefit directly fran the foreign investrrent attracted to New Zealand
by extensive governrrent incentives, seems to bear the costs to New Zealand
society in the fo:rm of a drain on New Zealand's limited resources and a
threat to its rrost cherished values and ideals.
The "Think Big" strategy in general, and the second aluminium smelter
in particular, pose grave threats to New Zealand's economic and social
well-being in the interests of a narrow, foreign daninated group within
New Zealand society, offering even stronger evidence of the cor:poratist
system of government the National Party is attempting to irnfose upon New
Zealand.

The errerging pattern of interest group representation enredded

in the National Party's developrrent policies is too consistent to be
ignored, and the potential risks to the whole of New Zealand society would
seem to be unacceptable.
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Chapter 5
The Corporatist State and New Zealand:

A Realistic Alternative For Reform

In many respects, the steady evolution of the New Zealand system of
government under the National Party closely parallels the evolution of the
state in many other advanced, capitalist societies, particularly the
United. States and the United Kingdom.

The errerging patterns of governrrent

identified by Schrnitter, Winkler, lowi and Galbraith, which I have
attempted to identify as a particular and insidious form of state
corporatism, also seem to characterize the postwar New Zealand experience
and have reached a new plateau for the 1980s and beyond with the
re-election of the National Party and the implerrentation of its
developrrent strategy.

Thus, New Zealand' s future threatens to reflect the

increasing daninance of those interests associated with big business and
international capital, at the expense of neglecting and, in many
instances, actually subverting the broader interests of New Zealand
society as a whole and other significant interest groups within it.
I have approached the analysis of corporatist trends within New
Zealand from an evolutionary :i;::erspective.

Starting with an examination of

the representational role of Parliament, I have attempted to dem:::>nstrate
that the effectiveness of New Zealand's Patliarrent has been virtually
stymied by unprecedented levels of party cohesion and discipline, thereby
creating a "representational vacuum" which had t~ be filled by other
rrechanisms.

Next, I proceeded to suggest that the representational vacuum

has been filled by the expanding bureaucracy, a process exemplified by
the newly created Planning Council which appears to act as an imfortant
focal point for bringing together representatives of big business and
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international capital, the governm:mt bureaucracy, and the National Party
Governm:mt.

The various planning doa..nrents published under its auspices

thus tend to lay a broad theoretical foundation for providing the
"appropriate" environrrent necessary for the interests of big business and
international capital to flourish.

Finally, I looked at the National

Party's own specific developrent strategy, "Think Big", in tenns of its
:implications for particular interest groups within New Zealand society, as
well as the country as a whole.

Consistent with the general theoretical

foundation laid down by the Planning Council, the National Party appears
to be offering New Zealand a form of governrrent, and developrrent, in which
big business and international capital are allowed to pursue their own
interests virtually unimpeded, with grave implications for the ma.terial
well-being and rights of the majority of New Zealanders.

The National

Party's developrent strategy must, therefore, be understood as the
culmination of a proces$ by which the influence of broad segrrents of New
Zealand society on governm:mtal decision-making has been steadily eroded.
In

essence, the National Party is proposing a partnership between the New

Zealand state and international capital for the exploitation of New
Zealand.
While the similarities between corporatist trends in New Zealand, the
United States and Great Britain are significant,.there are also sane
inp:)rtant differences.

In

particular, the New Zealand and United States

systems of g6vernrrent have radically different traditions:

separation of

power, in the American sense, has never existed in New Zealand; New
Zealand has no written constitution; and the list could go on.

Even
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though both the United Kingdom and New Zealand generally share the same
Westminster style of parliarrentary governrrent, there are again some very
crucial di£ ferences.

As

explained in Chapter 2, New Zealand has perhaps

the rrost unrestrained Executive and cohesive party system of all advanced
western derrocracies.

Undoubtedly, the srrall size of New Zealand is

general, especially its Parliament, is an important factor, both in
explaining the difference between the New Zealand system of governrrent and

the United Kingdom's, and in attempting to find effective solutions to
errerging corporatist trends.

These differences between the three

countries help to explain why the corporatist tendencies of the National
Party can be so potentially devastating; they also highlight the nature
of the needed refonns.
Schmitter, Winkler, I.owi and Galbraith all allude to the gradual
demise of the role of the legislative branch of governrrent within
corporatist states.

This is inevitable, given the explicit role of

corporatist institutions in interest group representation.

Legislative

bodies are gradually superseded and become alrrost irrelevant to the actual
governrrental decision-making process.

Yet none of these authors seems to

appreciate the catalytic role a weakened parliament, for whatever reasons,
rray play in the initial errergence of corporatist institutions.

A

corporatist evolution of goverrurent is perhaps necessary in order to fill
the traditional role of parliament in helping to detennine a national
public opinion consensus.

Governrrent policy-makers can not establish

i:olicy in complete isolation from the electorate.

When parliament is no

longer capable of channeling public opinion into the governrrental
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decision-making process, alternative :rrechanisrns Imlst be found to act as at
least a partial substitute.

Cori;x:,ratist structures thus begin to errerge

to fill that gap, and these structures appear to be heavily dcminated by

particular interest groups in the three countries being compared here.

In

this sense, then, the New Zealand experience has a lot to contripute to a•
general understanding of cori;x:,ratist trends elsewhere, for it highlights
the negative influence of an ineffective legislative branch on the
evolution of the state.
Along these sarre lines, it thus appears that an effective alternative
to a cori;x:,ratist state in New Zealand ITillSt rest on the revitalization of

Parliarrent's role as a body for channeling the broader interests of
society into the governrrent decision-making process.

Such a

revitalization of Parliarrent would rrake cori;x:,ratist institutions
unnecessary, and the broader and rrore representative base of Parliament
would make such an alternative both rrore desirable as well as
fundarrentally sounder and rrore stable in a derrocratically-based society.
The need and goc;1ls for reforrn were best sumnarized by Peart in his

forward to The Growth of Parliamentary Scrutiny by Corrmittee.

His

observations will form the basis for a program of reforrn which I will
develop below:
It has becare increasingly difficult for Parliarrent
to exercise its historic role of being an infonred
and effective critic of the actions of the executive.
If it is to continue this vital role in our constitution, Parliarrent must adapt its procedures to take
account of ••• the expansion in the range and corrplexity
of governrrental activities. It must have access to the
facts of contemporary governrrent in a way which will
enable its Members to be properly inforrred; and it must
have institutions which will enable the inforrred views
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of Members to be given their due weight. 1
Meaningful refo:r:mrust start with active Parliarrentary involvement in
the pre-legislative stage of a bill, before caucus and the Executive

actually becorre conmitted to specific policies.

To help achieve this aim,

the Standing Orders should be arrended to require the old English procedure
of asking "leave to introduce" a bill before it is actually printed or
negotiated. 2 The House would then refer the request to an appropriate
select carrnittee, where submissions would be heard from interested parties
and the depart:rrent would explain why or why not legislation in that
particular area is needed.

The ccrnnittee would decide if a need for

action had been adequately established, and the House would consider the
carrnittee's reccmnendation.

If the House votes to accept the leave to

introduce a bill, the Government may then proceed to prepare the bill in

the nonral manner, except that nCM valuable input frcm both the Governrrent
backbench and the Opposition would be available at the earliest possible
stage and hopefully before party politics could becorre entangled with
particular policy options or wordings.
This new stage in the legislative process should also be opened up
directly to the public services by allCMing them to ask leave to introduce
bills, a variant of Jackson's proposal to create a third class of "General
Bills". 3 . Jackson's reccmnendation that bills be submitted in a draft form
canparable to Green Papers is rrost compatible with the concept of a leave
to introduce stage and the Governrrent could at this stage decide whether
or not to adopt the proposed legislation as its own.
I would suggest that two changes be rra.de to the subsequent Introduction stage of bills.

First, the two hour Introduction Debate should be

-6eliminated, thereby restoring to the Second Reading its unique feature of
being the first stage at which the specific policies within a bill are
debated by Parliarrent.

The original intent of the Introduction Debate to

provide the Opposition with the opportunity to ask questions about the
specifics of the bill, if such an opportunity is indeed necessary given
the reaction of the Opposition to its introduction, will be better
achieved through the new leave to introduce stage and the next refonn I
will propose shortly.

While the elimination of the Introduction Debate

does not guarantee select ccmnittees the freedom to actually explore
policy considerations, it does rerrove the barrier of con~ention which
precludes such consideration once the House has actually debated the
policies embodied in a bill.
The second major change I would reconm=-..nd at this stage in the

legislative process is the adoption of Griffith's pro:posal that all be
bills be introduced acccmpanied by a docurrent setting out the history and
need for the bill (although the corrmittee's report fran the leave to
introduce stage might be substituted here), and a clause-by-clause
explanation of the bill so that the Members "WOuld understand the purposes
of each clause and why a particular rreans was being used. 4 This docurrent
should also include any necessary statistical and other background
inforrnatiQn so that, in effect, the Member will be as v-i'ell infomed as the
Minister introducing the bill.

The intention is that Governrrents be

required "to yield-up, not their secrets, but their p:i:;ocesses of thought
and the docurrents which support, together with the docurrents which do not
support, their conclusions. 115 Much of this information is already
generated in making the Minister's brief.

The advantage of such a reform

-7is, however, that it facilitates infonred and reasoned debate, while
maximizing any educational functions of Parliament and attempting to
equalize the arrount of inforrration available to the Opposition,
backbenchers and Ministers.
There are many potential areas of reform concerning the si:ecific
structure of select conmittees.

Father than look at them all, I will

focus on two major changes that must care first if other possible reforms
are to have a major impact.
The rrost i.rrrrediate concern is for the provision of rrore professional,
i:ermanent expert staff to aid select conmittees.
be e:rnpavered to appoint their

CMn

Select ccmnittees should

i:ermanent expert advisers, responsible

to the carmittee and independent of the Executive.

They should, as

Jackson suggests, be nonvoting members of the carmittee, to help
CCX11p€I1Sate for the sm3.ll size of the Ne.v Zealand Parliarrent. 6 Select
conmittees should also be errp:::wered to appoint temp:)rary advisors and call
upon outside expert advisers for advice on particular issues.

It is

important that ccnrnittees be given adequate research capacity, independent
of the Governrrent, so that their scrutiny is not dependent upon the
resources made available to them at the discretion of the Governrrent.
Following fran this, select ccmnittees must be given the freedom to
initiate their cwn investigations.

Only in this way can effective,

systerratic and on-going review of both the consequences of goven1ID2nt.
legislation and activities be made possible.

The provision of i:ermanent

professional staff responsible to each conmittee will not only make such a
broad investigative role feasible, it will also make it rrore fruitful by
providing for professional input as to which areas warrant select
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ccmnittee scrutiny and which ten1fQrary e.."q)erts and advisers would be best
suited to aid in particular investigations.

Many of these investigations

should be by select comnittee subcomnittees with Opp)sition chainren.
One sp:cific change in the structure of select ccmnittees, hONever,
is crucial enough to warrant brief rrention here.

A p:rrnanent select

corrrnittee must be established to oversee the goveniment regulatory
process.

At present, no select ccmnittee has adequate authority to

effectively oversee such an important legislative function of the
Executive, yet it is in this area that the largest threat to the
effectiveness of Parliament lies.
Several changes are required in the reporting stage of bills.
Ccmnittee reports should be expanded to include both minority opinions and
the reasoning beh.i nd the conmi.ttee' s reccrrrrendation, along with the
necessary supporting evidence where appropriate.
tabled with the bill and subject to debate.

Such reports should be

Whether or not the reports

will actually be debated is, of course, at the discretion of the MPs (or
rrore appropriately the two political parties), but arbitrary limits on the
debate of ccmnittee reports should be eliminated.
The New Zealand Parliament is in definite need of an extended

t:irretable, 7 and this is p:rhaps the rrost radical of the changes I would
propose.

Palrrer suggests that Parliament rreet 3 days per week, 3 weeks

per rronth, and 10 rronths per year.

Conmittees could rreet on a fourth day

of the wee.1< and during the fourth week of the rronth.

Such a t:irretable

would decrease comnittee overload and provide rrore t:irre for investigatory
v;ork.

A further rrodification of the t:irretable would be the provision of
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a certain number of days per session, perhaps 8 as in the original British
reform proposals of 1979, for the consideration of select conmittee
reports.

This would not only help ensure investigative reports are not

ignored, but it would encourage select conmittees to undertake rrore
investigations if they are guaranteed a parliarrentary outlet for their
findings.
These reforms, while far-reaching in sorre respects, have the
imp:)rtant corrm:::m characteristic of preserving, and even enhancing,
Parliament's traditional role within a parliarrentary system of goverrrment.
The potential for parliarrentary "control" of the Executive, in the sense
that Crick refers to it, is restored and enhanced through the provision of
the necessary inforniation and resources to gather further inforniation
independently of the Executive, in combination with several comparatively
minor procedural changes designed to give MPs the institutional means for
ensuring that their infomed views are accorded their due weight.

fure

imp:)rtantly, the procedural changes are designed with the intention of
putting a "wedge" in-between the point at which policy forniation begins
and excessive party discipline rerroves flexibility and the ability to
canpranise from the legislative process.
Critics of expanding the role of select conmittees fear that in doing
so the focus of attention will shift away from debates upon the floor of
the House, thereby diminishing their effectiveness and reducing the
central irnp:)rtance of the House within Parliarrent.

They emphasize, as do

Hernian and Mendel in the previously quoted passage, that select corrmittees
are created to assist and not supplant Parliarrent.

In keeping with these
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fears, the reforms presented here should not pose a threat to the
centrality of the House.

Within the select cc:mnittee structure as I have

envisioned it, select cc:mnittees perfonn for Parliarrent only those tasks
which Parliarrent itself is unable to accanplish given its size and the
conplexity of issues involved.

Select c~ttees are to provide the :rreans

for effective and reasoned debate on the floor of the House and the House
rm.1st still ultinE.tely vote on all decisions taken by cc:mnittees.

While

select ccmnittees will undoubtedly have sare indirect influence on policy
through their close dealings with Govern:rrent depart:ments, the overall aim
of these reforms is to give Parliarrent, and in particular the Opposition,
rrore opportunity to affect changes in Govern:rrent legislation and policy.
Finally, the fear that House debate will be superseded by select cc:mnittee
activities is sorrewhat misplaced.

As

Jackson points out, the balance

between ccrrrnittees and the House floor was inadvertently lost in the late
1920s when shorter weeks and caucus :rreetings began to eat into
Parliarrentary ti:rretable anyway, and given the orchestrated and contrived
nature of House debates, any further shifts in the balance towards select
ccrrrnittees would only "recognize what has already occurred and contribute
to an improverrent of the situation. 118
Still, any real change will be dependent upon the willingness of New
Zealand political parties to accept it.

The reforms presented here can

only provide the institutional machinery which is a necessary precondition to effective reform.

As

was the case with the 1972 reforms,

Parliarrent and select ccmnittees can exercise only as much p::iwer as the
two main political parties allcw them.

Of course, if Social Credit of any
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other third party were able to win enough seats to force either a minority
or coalition government, and the inability of Social Credit to gain
additional seats in the 1981 election is just one rro:re unfortunate outcare
of that election, the situation could be changed quite dramatically.

If

there was no majority party in Parliarrent, there would not be a party in
majority on select corrmittees either, and the scope of select corrmittee
activity might be increased as a result without any major changes in the
existing select corrmittee structure.

Similarly, a rnajor third party

influence could lead to rrore substantive changes in the select corrmittee
structure itself.

The key is that the intense two-party adversarial

nature of New Zealand politics, which is a rnajor factor in explaining the
extrerrely high level of party discipline, might be sufficiently weakened
so as to allCM, or i;:erhaps force as a rreans to achieve canpromise, an
easing up of the party constraints to effective select corrmittee activity.
The experience in Australia, where the loss of the Governrrent rnajority in
the Senate was.a significant factor in the creation of a strong system of
select corrmittees, rnay offer sare valuable insights for New Zealand. 9
Other, ruch rrore drastic refonns have been offered to provide
Parliarrent with rrore effective control over the Executive.

These refers,

which are beyond the scope of this study, such as a fixed four-year term
for Parliarrent, a rrore representative electoral process, and even the
recruitment of Ministers from outside. of Parliarrent, would indeed go far
in this direction.
I

And perhaps it is only through such far-reaching

refonns that truly effective parliarrentary control can be exercised.

But

the refonns presented here offer a rrore realistic foundation upon which to
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base all other refonn.

Hopefully, in the envirornrent which they could

creater Parliarrent will once again be able to fulfill its basic
constitutional role in "controlling" the Executive.

In the final analysis, it will not be easy to reverse past trends in
the evolution of the New Zealand system of governrrent.

Yet, such a

reversal is needed if New Zealand is to safeguard precisely what it values
rrost:

the well-being and rights of all of its citizens.

Effective

parliarrentary "control" of the Executive offers perhaps the rrost
appropriate, and rros-ceasily achievable, alternative to a corporatist
state in New Zealand.

For, in essence, such "control" arrounts to little

rrore than ensuring that the true public interest, as defined by the whole
of New Zealand society and not any particular interest group, is follOMed
in governrrental decision-making.
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